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1 .0 INTRODUCTI ON 
0256-10020-2 
SECTION 1 
This document is the Users r~anual for the Sol id Rocket Booster Perfor-
mance Evaluation Model (SRB-II). Descriptions of the model, the program 
options, the required program inputs, the program output format and the 
program error messages are presented herein. This Users Manual is con-
tained in Volume II of a set of four volumes which describe SRB-II. 
Volume I contains the engineering description; Volume III contains the 
sample case; and Volume IV contains the program listing. 
SRB-IIis ~lritten in FORTRAN Language and i~ operational on both the 
IBM 370/155 and the MSFC UNIVAC 1108 comput~rs. The model has been 
extensively overlayed in an effort to meet the MSFC UNIVAC 1108 System 
core storage restriction of 32,000 words at any given time. 
Both analytical ard functional simulation techniques are employed in 
SRB-IX to predict performance of the propulsion elements in the Space 
Shuttle Solid Rocket Booster. The model also contains analytical methods 
for recon~tructing performance of motors for both static test and flight 
usi ng measured data as direct input. SRB- II cal cul ates the Derformance 
of a wide variety of possible solid rocket booster configurations using 
input data derived from theoretical analysis, small scale tests, large 
scale tests, and flight motor configurations. Three analytical scaling 
techniques are included in the model for the purpose of predicting 
delivered characteristic velocity {c*-} and vacuum specific impulse , 
(Isp) of the motor. The predicted Isp and c* are used In conjunction 
, wi th motor propell ant data to predi ct booster propul si on performance. 
I'lotor performance parameters such as thrust, f10wrate and operating 
pressures may be calculated with an internal ballistics technique 
or scaled from available test data. 
The SRB-II Source and Executable Tape has been placed on file in the 
MSFC Data Systems Laboratory Li brary as tape number 29312. Thi s tape 
contains the operational version of SRB-II demonstrated on the MSFC 







2.0 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
0256-10020-2 
SECTION 2 
The Sol i d Rocket Booster Performance Eva 1 uati on t~ode1 is made up of 
analytical and functional techniques combined to simulate the pro-
pulsion elements of a solid rocket booster. The model was developed 
by making maximum use of existing computer programs and simulation 
techniques. Three existing comouter programs incorporated into SRB-IT 
are the Boeing Internal Ballistics Computer Program, the Lewis Thermo-
chemical Computer Program, and the One-Dimensional Two-Phase Flow Loss 
Computer Program. 
SRB-II has user options to select simulations for f1ig~t and static 
test prediction or reconstruction of a vide variety of solin rocket 
motor configurations. The options selected are dependent on data 
available to the user; therefore SRB-II may be input with data derived 
from theoretical analysis, small scale test data, large scale test 
data, and flight motor confiquration data. SRB-II input is described 
in Section 3.0. 
The user has several output options for the calculated propulsion 
system performance parameters. Output includes major parameters (Tsp, 
thrust, flowrate, mass accounting, and onerating pressures) as a 
function of time, as I·/ell as single point scaled data. SRB-II output 
is described in Section 4.0. 
The" remainiilg paragraphs of Section 2 .. 0 include a descript~on Of. 
each SRB-H Module,a description of the groundrules used 1n nam1ng 
program variables and constants, and a discussion of the overlay which 
was requi red to attemnt to meet the r~SFC UNIVAC 11 08 System storaoe 
restriction of 32,000 words at any given time. 
2.1 t10DULE DESCRIPTION 






The best solin rocket motor simulation techniques available were 
selected uti1izin~ existing simulations where possible. 
Computer routines were written to describe functions of individual 
components not already programmed. 
The simulations and routines were [!rouped into modules. 
The modules were linkedtoqether with an Executive Nodule such 
that the path through tr. model can be sel ected or controll ed by 
the User. 
The modularized SRB-II program flowchart is shown in Figure 2-1. All 
the modules are li.nked together with an Executive t10dule 11hich is 
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The following paragraphs will discuss each module in detail. 
2.1.1 Executive ~lodule (MAIN) 
The Executive Module controls access to the other modules such that a unified analysis of solid rocket booster perfor~ancp. can pe performed. The module is set up so that new modules may be readily added. Figure 2-1 is a logic flo~1 chart \'Ihich ShOl'/S the manner in which the Executive Module links the other modules. The utilization of the various modules is controlled in the Executive 110dule by control indicators. These indicators are variables \'Ihose values are determined by the prooram user and are input through the Centralizen Input Module. For example, the user could either utilize or bypass the BATES Isp simulation by input of the appropriate vqlue for the BATES Isp Module indicator. 
2.1.2 Centralized Input Module (INPUT) 
The Centralized Input Nodule processes input data to the SRB-II using the following four methods: BLOCK DATA, NAMELIST, set format cards, and data taoes. The Central i zed Input /·lodule subrouti ne INPUT processes all NAMELIST and set format cards and transfers the card input data to disk. Data are then rp.ad directly from.disk by the routines which require the data. Tape inputs are read directly by the routine re-quiring the data. Direct data access by the program routine is required because of core storage limitations set by the MSFC UNIVAC 1108 operating rules. A complete discussion of input data is given in Section 3. 
2.1.3 BATES Isp /lodul e (BATES) 
The BATES Iso Hodule comnutes the end item vacuum Isn and characteristic velocity (c*), using the Air Force devised BATES method and is the preferred one of three modules provided for these calculations. The Isp Scaling and Contractor Data Modules are considered alternate methods and are discussed in separate paragraohs. 
The Air Force devised the BATES method of accurately measuring Isp of a test propellant using a high precision .test motor and closely controlled test conditions (References 1 and 2). BATES is an acronym for BAllistic Test Evaluation Scalino. Extensive use and modification over~he past twelve years have extended this system to allow precise prediction of propellant performance in the expected "end item" or final production rocket motor. 














loaded into a test motor much the same as a cartridqe is loaded into 
a gun. The motor is ~laced in a calorimeter capable of precise heat 
loss measurement and fired. An extreme1v accurate test stand is 
manned by Air Force personnel I"ho actua1lv conduct the test. Air 
Force personnel also accomp1 i sl' the data reducti on, thus insurinq the 
consistency of all test procedures. over 400 firinqs have heen made 
to accurately determine the snecific impulse of a numrer of prooe11ants 
of interest to the Air Force. 
The BATES philosophy involves correctinq an emnirically derived Isn 
by means of analvtical corrections. The corrections required are 
described in the following naraqraphs. 
2.1.3.1 OATES rio Loss De1ivererl Specific Imnu1se 
BATES "ideal" or no-loss delivered Isp is obtainerl hy ildding three major 
Isp correction factors to the 8ATES dt,livered ISD. These are heat 
flow, two-phase flOl", anrl rliverqence 1c<;<;es. 
Heat flovl loss is measured directlv usina the test stand calorimeter. 
These heat flow loss effects, as measured i~ the BATES program, can 
result in a loss of up to 5-1/2 seconds of Isp. 
A typical space shuttle soli(( rocket hooster propellant contains 
si~teen percent aluminum resu1tinq in an exhaust flow containinCi 
approximately thirty-percent solid particulate aluminum oxide (A1203). 
These solid particles lag the gaseous flow and cause a performance 
decrement known as t~lo-phase flo~1 loss. The prirlary parameters 
required to calculate this flow loss are size and flo~! rate of the 
particles. A correlation for particle size and throat diameter has 
been adapted from the literature and proqrammed. This correlation is 
shOlm in FiQure 2-2 and has been incoroorated into the BATES Nodule. 
Particle flow rate I"ill he calculated usina output from the Lel·lis 
Thermochemical Program (Reference 3) which is incorporated as a sub-
routine in the BATES Isp ~Iodule. once the particle size and flow 
rate are known, the lDNJl7L nroaram developed hy the Air Force 
(Reference 4) is used to calculate the Iso decrement due to two-phase 
f1 O~I loss. Thi s prooram has heen i ncoroorated into the BATES Isp 
Nodule as Subroutine' HHJ~ZL. 
The final Isp correction to the BATES small motor data, the diverqence 
loss, accounts for the fact that a 11 the exhaust vel oei ti es are not 
parallel to the axis of the nozzle. For a simple conical nozzle this 
loss is given by: 
where 
and 
ISPdiv = [1/2 - 1/2 (CDS "') J" Isn 
Isp = theoretical specific impulse 










y = 1.4939 + 0.62403 X _ 0.30535 x 10-2 X2 _ 0.4278 x 10-3 X3 + 0.86134 x 10-5 X4 
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NOTE: NUf1BERS ON DATA POINTS REFER TO DATA 
SAMPLES OF TABLE III OF REFERENCE 2 
32 40 48 56 64 72 80 88 
THROAT DIAMETER (INCHES) 











This divergence loss calculation has been incorporated in the BATES 
Hodule. 
The three losses, when combined l'lith the measured BATES lsp, resu1t 
in the BATES no-loss delivered specific impulse. The BATES module 
computes a correlation with the theoretical lsp (Lewis Program) for 
use as a back-up. This provision allows performance extrapolation of 
similar propellants for which BATES data is not available by providing 
an estimated no-loss lsp. 
2.1.3.2 "End Item" Delivered Specific Impulse and Characteristic 
Velocity 
The basic assumption of the BATES method is that the delivered no-loss 
Isp of the small test motor is equal to the delivered no-loss Isp 
of a large motor for a given propellant composition. Therefore, the 
"end item" delivered Isp is obtained by deducting the large motor lsp 
losses from the BATES no-loss delivered Isp and then making any necessary 
expansion ratio corrections. The major large motor losses are two-phase 
flow loss, heat loss, divergence loss and submergence loss. The 
two phase flow and heat loss are accounted for in the same manner as the 
previously described BATES motor losses. Submergence loss is also a required 
lnput. ~Jhen the large motor has a conical nozzle the diveraence losses 
are calculated as described forthe BATES motor. If the large motor has 
a' contoured nozzle the diveraence loss can be calculated vlith either of 
the following methods. The approximate method uses the following equation. 
1 1 ,,+8 
ISPdiv = [2 - 2 (cos( 2 ex)] ISP 
where ISP = theoretical specific impulse 
and 
~ = equivalent conical angle of the contoured nozzle 
8e 
= angle of nozzle contour at the nozzle exit plane measured 
x from the nozzle centerline 
The method of characteristics method uses the following eauation 
ISPdiv = [~- ~ (cos u)] [L] [ISP] 
where ISP = theoretical specific impusle 
" = equivalent conical angle of the contoured nozzle 
and L = ratio fo the theoretical speciflc impulse of a contoured 
nozzle to the theoretical specific impulse of an equivalent 
conical nozzle derived with the ATPAP computer program. 
"End Item" motor characteristic exhaust velocity (e") is calculated 
by correcting the theoretical c* at the nozzle throat. The correction 
has the form of the ratio of the End Item motor actual ISP at the nozzle 
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2.1.4 Isp Scaling Module (SISCAL) 
The Isp Scaling Module calculatE!s "end item" Isp by calculating theoretical Isp and accounting fOr divergence losses, motor inefficiencies as a fUnction of motor mass flowrate, and nozzle submergence losses. Since this method for calculating Isp requires a very minimum of input data, it is a useful alternate to the BATES technique. 
The previously mentioned Lewis computer program is incorporated into the Isp Scaling Module as the means of calculating theoretical specific impulse and characteristic exhaust velocity. The theoretical impulse is corrected for divergence losses as previously described in 2.1.3.2. Motor Isp inefficiencies will be taken into account by using the NASA data (from Reference 5) shown as Figure 2-3. This figure shows the re-sults of many previous motor tests using various size motors with different types of propellant, and indicates that motor Isp efficiency is a function of mass flow rate. These NASA data are used to obtain an efficiency for the SRB simulation in the Isp Scaling Module. The derivation of delivered specific impulse used in the Isp Scaling Module is summarized below: 
ISPdel = (A) (nn) (nc) (ns) (IsPtheo) 
where A = nozzle divergence loss factor 
nn = nozzle efficiency factor 
nc = c* efficiency factor 
ns = nozzle submergence loss factor 
ISPdel = delivered specific impulse 
ISPtheo = theoretical specific impulse 
"End item" motor characteristics exhaust velocity (c*) is calculated by correcting the "end item" motor nozzle throat theoretical c* with the motor c* efficiency nc and the nozzle submergence factor ns. 
2.1.5 Contractor Data Isp Module (CDSI) 
The Contractor Data Isp Hodule is used to calculate Isp whenever contractor small motor test data for the exact propellant composition is available. Since this data will not contain the information necessary for BATES-type corrections, simplified correction techniques are ef1lployed to convert the small motor delivered Isp to "end item" delivered Isp as outlined below: 
. 
1. The Lewis program is used to find the theoretical specific impulse (shifting equilibrium) of the propellant formulation for two different conditions: 
(a) 
(b) 
The contractor test conditions (1sp 1) 
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2. The contractor test motor divergence loss (01) and the "end 
item" divergence loss (02) are calculated. 
3. The data from Fi gure 2-3 are used to fi nd the Isp effici ency 
for the contractor test motor mass flow rate (ETA1) and "end 
item" mass flow rate (ETA2). When the "end item" nozzle is 
submerged, ETA2 is corrected for a nozzle submergence factor. 
4. The "end item" vacuum Isp is predicted as follows: 
" 
ISPvac (end item) = ISPtest . Isp 2 Isp 1 Isp 2 - 02 Isp 1 - 01 
ETA2 
ETAl 
The "end item" motor c* is cal cul ated by correctinq the contractor test 
motor theoretical c* by the ratio of the Isp efficiency (ETA2/ETA1). 
2.1 .6 Internal Ballistics Module (IBf1) 
The Internal Ballistic f10dule is a major portiDn of SRB-II. IBM is used 
to calculate si~nificant SRB propulsion performance parameters. The 
basis for this module is the Boeinq Internal Ballistics Pro~jram 
(Reference 6). 
The Internal Ballistics Module will: 
(a) , Generate nominal flm·/ rate, chamber pressure, and thrust 
histories as a function of time. 
(b) Evaluate propellant mass and volume. 
(c) Utilize actual grain dimensions .. 
(d) Evaluate burnin~ rate scale-ur effects. 
(e) Evaluate the changes in nozzle throat area as a function 
of time. 
(f) Utilize nozzle efficiency factors as a function 
of time. 
(g) Generate moments of inertia and center of gravity histories of 
solid propellant grains. 
(h) Match burninq rate with measured head-end pressure for buildup 
















The Internal Ballistics ~lodule can be userl in conjunction i·lith the 
"Inert" Mass r10dule to evaluate the effects of "inert" mass exoenditures as a function of time. The Msn.e.rsion Module can·be. used in conjunction ~Iith the Internal Ball i sfie!; Nodul e to aeneratejJerformance di spersi ons based on probable variatioris in selected performance variables. IBM is used in conjunction with the Reconstruction t~odule to analyze performance data from flight and static test. 
The module calculations are based on either of the motor confiourations shown in Figure 3-13. This fipure shoi·'s examnles of the oeometrical models for a monolothic, tanered qrain motor and a seamented arain motor. The motor configuration is divirled into three sections: the head-end secti on (for\'lard dome), the cyl i nrlrica 1 secti on, anrl t~e aft-head section (aft-dome). The qrain aeometry is descrioed with lnput reference planes within the cylinrlrical section. The cylinrlrical section is further divided into a numher of increments or mass addition regions oy the location of increment dividinp nlanes. These dividina planes are located at each reference plane, and at specified intervals (8 Z) from each reference plane, until either a se~Ment slot interface or the next reference olane is oassed. DurinC] the comouter solution of the internal ballistics, the port perimeter, nort cross sectional area, anrl moments of inertia are determined at each increment divirlinq pl ane by 1 i near i nternol ati on between adjacent reference pl anes. t1ass adejition is assumed to occur as a step process between hID successive increment dividin9 olanes. 
In general, the major inouts req'Jired by the Intel"nal Ballistics Hodule are dimensions and geometry factors to describe the ~otor ca,~, nozzle and propellant grain, and the propellant characteristics. Pronellant charac-teristics include densit,v, snecific heat ratio, qas constant, molecular weight, characteristic exhaust velocity, and coefficients and exnonents for the burn rate equation which is an expanded form 0-1' 
RB = a ( pc)n. 
where RS = prooellant burn rate 
a = propell ant burn rate coeffi ci ent 
n = propellant burn rate exponent 


















The module is concerned with the burning characteristics and oroqression 
of the propellant surface, and the dvnamics of the aas qeneration and 
gas flow in the interior of solid propellant rocket· motors. The solution 
of~he internal ballistics requires the geometric analysis of the grain 
des1gn to determine the burning surface area and propellant volume, 
and the physical analysis of thp. gas flow through the port cavity anrl 
nozzle to determine motor nerformance. 
The Internal Ballistics ~lodule can be used to analyze a large variet,v 
of propellant grain configurations. Also, numerous simulation options 
are available. Figure 2-4 presents some of the more important caoabilities 
of the Internal Ballistics ~lodule. 
2.1 .7 Thrust Scaling Module (FSCAL) 
The Thrust Scaling Module provides an alternate performance prediction 
technique which can be utilized when sufficient data are not available 
for running the more sophisticated Internal Ballistics Module, or 
when a quick, cost effective, relatively simple technique of determininq 
motor performance is desired. The user of this technique must realize 
that it is only an approximate method of deriving the parameters and 
is only valid for small perturbations about the nominal. The 
Thrust Scaling l10dule will scale a nominal performance versus time 
curve to compensate for variations in burn time and propellant mass 
~or a particular solid propellant motor. 
2.1.8 "Inert" HassNodul e (INERT) 
The "Inert" Hass Module will predict "inert" mass flow rate and "inert" 
mass thrust contribution. "Inert" mass accounting is required because 
the total mass expended by a solid rocket motor exceeds the propellant 
mass. The excess is considered expended "inert" mass and is made UP 
~rimarilY of insulation and ablative material contained in the motor 
interior and nozzle throat. This expended mass has a slight influence 
on thrust and a significant influence on motor mas~ ver~us time. ?R~-II 
contains an "Inert" Mass Module which scales the "lnert' mass rema1mng 
onboard by proportioning "inert" mass to propellant mass remaining. 
"Inert" mass flowrate is calculated from the mass overboard schedule, 
and then "inert" thrust contribution is calculated from the "inert" 
mass flowrate and the input "inert" Isp. "Inert" effects are add~d 
to appropriate parameters from either IBM or FSCAL before output 1n 
the Output Module. 
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Required inputs are 511, AMIRR(I), AMPRR(I), NP(lO), MIT~T, AND MPT~T (If NF=O). Data for these variables is provided through BL~CK DATA 
or NAMELIST INPUTl of the C~NTR~L DATA PACKAGE. For definitions, see 
Table 3-XIII. 
2.1.9 Fliqht and Static Test Reconstruction ~lodule (REC¢N) 
The Reconstruction ~1odule will accurately analyze the data resulting 
from both static tests and flight tests of the Space Shuttle SIlB 
motors. Reconstruction of both flight and static test data is 
based on the technique which forces the prediction routine to produce 
a match between calculated and measured values of certain critical 
parameters. 
2.1.9.1 Static Test Reconstruction 
Reconstruction of the srm motor static tests is accol'lpl ished through the 
use of a progressinCj time step algorithm which requires the calcUlated 
burning area to be consistent with the measured chamber pressure 
using the Internal Ballistics Nodule to force the match at each time 
step. As a result of this matching process, a history of motor mass 
flow rate and mass overboard is produced. 
~.1.9.2 Flight Reconstruction 
The flight reconstruction is accomplished through the use of a 
progressing time step algorithm which requires the calculated burning 
area to be consistent \'lith measured chamnerpressure using the Internal 
Ballistics Module to force the match. As a result of this matchinq 
process, a history of motor mass flowrate and mass overboard is produced. 
Reconstruction of flight parameters using acceleration as the hasis has 
been established as the most accurate method for evaluating solid booster 
flight performance. For the Shuttle,acceleration matching is complicated 
by simultaneous burninq of the two solid boost motors and the three liquid 
main engines. Reconstruction is further complicated due to the aerodynamic 
forces generated by the complex shuttle configuration. In order to 
establish the contribution of the solid booster motors to the instantaneous 
vehicle acceleration, and thus establish the SRB total thrust, it is 
necessary to apply Newton's second law to the vehicle in some specified 
direction. The resulting equation is then solved for total solid motor 




























= The sum of thrust produced by solid motors 
in the specified direction 
= Instantaneous tota1 mass of the vehicle 
= t1easured accel eration in the soecified 
direction 
= Summation of all forces acting on the 
vehicle in the specified direction 
excludinfj FSR~1 
Instantaneous total mass, ~1VEHICLE, is cal cul ated from an input vehiel e 
mass history \'Ihich will be the summation of the masses of all vehicle 
components, excludinq the solid rocket motors, summed \'lith the results 
of a mass balance performed on the solid rocket motors. This SRB mass 
balance is accomnlished by al\jebraically summinG the initial solid 
motor masses \'Iith the intearal of the existino mass flo\'! rates cal-
culated in the Internal Bailistics ~10dule. Parts of the FVEHICLE 
term are required input items and include liquid enQine thrust, 
aerodynamic forces, an estimilted thrust for the motor not being recon-
structed in the run and any other forc~s acting on the vehicle in the 
specified direction. 
2,1.10 Dispersion t10dule (DISP) 
The Dispersion Module perturbs independent casual variables such 
that the effects of these oerturbations are seen in the critical output 
quantities such as thrust,' Isp, and mass flowrate of the solid rocket 
motors, Perturbations are made on single IBM input variables such as 
nozzle erosion rate, propellant density or characteristic velocity 
while all other variables are held at their nominal values. Thus, a 
complete set of dispersion predictions can be generated by utilizing SRB-IJ. 
2.1.11 Output t10dul e (Y\UTPlIT) 
The Output ~lodule is caoable of producing data in the fo]lo~Jing thr(;e 
forms: tabulated computer printout, seven and nine track-performance 
data tapes (UNIVAC 11 08 versi on (lenerates seven track tapes \'Ihil e 
IBM-370 version generates nine track tapes) and plot tapes, and 
punched data cards. The last two items are optional outputs anrl 
their generation are determined by setting input indicators. The 
followinq paragraphs describe the three output methods availablfl in 
thi s ~10dul e. 
2.1.11.1 Tabulated Comnuter Printout 
The tabul ated computflr printout, controlled by the Output Modul e, ~Ii 11 




















2.1.11.1 (Continued) , 
format of the printout displays key performance parameters. 
special interest may be obtained at the user's discretion by 
appropriate indicators in the input data packages. 
Vari abl es of 
setting the 
A two part tabulated printout will be made for all computer runs. The 
first part will consist of both the input data entered through the 
Centralized Input Module and the results of all initial calculations. 
The second part of the printout will contai n performance parameters and 
vari&bles for the entire simulation. The printout time increment 
will vary for the ignition transient, web time, and thrust decay 
portions of the simulation and will be determined by an input NAMELIST 
indicator. Typical output for SRB-II is given in Section 4.0. 
2.1.11.2 Performance Data Tapes 
The user has the option .to set an indicator which will require the model 
to generate a data tape. If the indicator is set, the program automatically 
records the desired data on magnetic tape at predetermined time increments 
for the i gniti on transi ent, Vleb time and thrust decay porti ons of the 
simulation. 
2.1.11.3 Plot Tapes 
Plot tapes created by the Output Modu.le are an "ntermediaie step in 
obtaining hard copy plots. The model generated tape can be reformatted 
i'nto a plot tape using existing Benson and Lerner (B/L) or MSFC SC 4020 
Plot Programs. The hard copy plots can then be plotted on the B/L 
or SC 4020 plotter. 
2.1.11.4 Punched Data Cards 
The third Output Module option available is punched data cards. The 
punched data cards are output when an indicator is set in the input data.' 
Contents and format of the punched card output variabl es are di scussed 
in Section 4.0. 
2.1.12 Nozzle Submergence and Contour Effects Module (NSCE) 
The Nozzle Submergence and Contour Effects Module simUlates the effects 
of nozzl e contour and submergence on the i nterna 1 ball i sti cs and overall 
performance of a solid rocket motor. Contour effects are simUlated 
using functional modeling techniques which account for changes in per-
formance due to nozzle expansi on secti on shape. Effects of submerging 
the nozzle entrance section in the motor grain are modeled using both 
analytical and functional simulation techniques to account for changes 
in motor internal flow field and performance. Results from both contour 
and submergence simUlations are transmitted to the Internal Ballistics 
t10dul e where computati ons for criti cal output parameters such ?os thrust, 










2.2 VARIABLE AND CONSTANT NAMES 
The variable and constant names used in development of SRB-II are con-sistent in all modules developed totally during the SRB-II effort and are designed to make_the program easier to use from an engineering stand-point. The following paragraphs outl ine the rules followed in developing the variables and constant names in all SRB-II Modules except the Internal Ba 11 i sti cs Modul e and Subrouti nes LEI1IS and IDNI!lZL. These Darts of SRB-II were developed prior to incorporation in the model .. 
2.2.1 Common Storage 
The form of Common Block Names v/ill be CllMMON/BLKnnn/, where nnn is the assigned ,e~tience number startinq with 001 and progressing in steps of one. Normally, only five variable names are out on the original Common card. 
, 
2.2.2 FORTRIIN Statement Numbers 
Subroutines have sequential statement numbers in increments of 10, i,e. 
10 IF (X.LT.A) r,0 T0 20 
B = C 
Gil ni 30 
20 B = D 
C = F 
30 E = B * C 
If later corrections are to be inserted, statement numbers "split the difference" in existing statement numbers, i.e., a statemfmt number inserted between 10 and 20 \'Iould be 15, between ]() and 15 then would be 12, etc. 
2.2.3 FORTRAN Nomenclature 






area, angle, array, acceleration, altitude, (the last letter of II indicates the predicted value) 
coeffi ci ents, constants, specifi c head, C*, CF' Cr, 







































, effi ci ency, exnansi on ratio 
thrust, force, fuel , 
gamma 
height , 
fixed point indicator 
fixed point indicator 
fixed point indicator 
fixed point indicator 
t1 will be made REAL,(i.e., floating Doint), mixture 
ratio (t1R), mass, mass flowrate (MF), moment, mach 
number 
fixed point indicator 
oxidizer 
pressure, percent, propellant 
heat transfer 
radial distance, burn rate (RB) 
specific impulse (51), stage 
temperature, time, total impulse 
volume, velocity 
Weight 
the last letter of X means in the X direction 
the last letter of Y means in the Y direction 
the last letter of Z means in the Z direction or the 

















2.2.4 FORTRAN Constants 












curve fit constants 
universal constants 
distance or dimension constants 
fixed point innicators 
motor constants and taq values (floating point) 
mass constants (floatino point) 
odd constants 
propellant characteristic constants 
til'1e constants 
Program Innicator Concepts 
Indicators v/hich are lIsed specifically for one module \'Iill beqin with 
I followed by a three letter abbreviation of the module ann a counter 
number, i.e. an indicator for the BATES Module mioht he 
IBJlTOl 
Indicators which are used generally or in the Executive Module will heqin 




2.3 SRB-II OVERLAY STRUCTURE 
The development of an overlay structure for SRB-II was required 
in an attempt to meet the t4SFC UNIVAC 1l0B core storage restriction 
of 32,000 words Cit any given time. 
The SRB-II overlay for the rBI·l 370 and UNIVAC 1108 versions of the 
program are 'shown in Figures 2.5 and 2.6, respectively. One section 
(left side of tree shown in the figures) contains the Isp scaling 
modules and the necessary subroutines for these modules. The other 
sect'Jon (right side of tree shown in the figures) contains the Internal 
Ballistic Module and necessary subroutines for this module. The 
routines.shown in the section with t1AIN (Executive Module) remain in 
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FIGURE 2-6 SRB-II OVERLAY TREE FOR THE 1-1SFC UNIVAC 11 08 COMPUTER SYSTHl 
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3.0 PROGRAtI INPUT [lATA 
D256-l0020-2 
SECTION 3 
The input data for the SRB Performance Evaluation Model (SRB-II) 
consist of variable values compiled as an integral part of the program 
(BL0CK DATA), data input from punched cards, and data read from magnetic 
tape. All card inputs to SRB-II are arranged in input data packages 
and processed through the Centralized Input Module. Magnetic tape 
inputs are accessed by the subroutine requiring the data. BL0CK DATA 
subroutines are discussed in paragraph 3.1.1. Magnetic tape inputs are 
discussed in paragraphs 3.1.4 and 3.3. The remainder of Section 3 is 
devoted to a description of the punched card input required by SRB-II 
for successful operation of the program. 
3.1 DATA INPUT NETHODS 
SRB-II uses four methods for transmitting data to the program modules. 
The data input methods are: 
1) BL0CK DATA 
2) NAt1ELI ST 
3) Set. Format Cards 
4) Set Format tlaqneti c Tape 
3.1.1 BL0cK DATA 
The BL0CK DATA method consists of storing input data directly in the 
performance model usi n9 SU1CK DATA subroutines; The data in these sub-
routines are stored in the computer memory during program compilation 
and crre available to the module -requiring the data. The BL0CK OATA 
subroutines form an integral part of the SRB performance model and 
consist principally of tabulated data for inrlependentand deoendent 
parameters. Nominal motor performance parameter values, booster con-
stants, program indicators, dispersion limits, and empirical coefficients 
are contained in the BL0CK DATA subroutines. The BLflCK [lATA method is . 
augmented by the NAMELIST method. 
3.1.2 NAMELIST 
The NAt1ELIST method is the primary method of entering input data into the 
model using punched cards. This method, when used in conjunction I'lith 
BUlCK [lATA subroutines, is in most cases sllperiorto field formatted 
input methods because: strict arrangement of data is not required; 
the number of data cards is Significantly reduced since only parameters 
subject to changes in value need to be entered; and field format 
violations are eliminated since both the name and value of the parahleter 
are entered. NAMELIST can be used to override the assiqned value of 
any BLIOCK !lATA variable, thus avoiding the need to recompile the computer 















A NAf1ELIST variable may be in the form of a subscripted arra.v or a 
single valued variable. The value of the NAMELIST variable may be 
integer, real, literal, complex, hexadecimal, or logical. Examples 
of some of these variables are given be1ovl: 
3.1.3 
Single valued variable: GAMMA = 1.160, 
Sin~le subscripted variable: THRUST(l) = 2400000.0, or 
ISP (1) = 276.16, 
~lultip1e valued array: THRUST(l) = 2400000.0, 2410000.0, 
In this example THRUST(2) = 2410000.0 
Logical variable: STATIC = .TRUE. 
Set Format Card3 
As noted in paragraph 3.1.2, the NAMELIST method for data input is 
superior to set format input in most cases. One example of a situation 
in which this is not true is the handling and sorting of large quantities 
of,a1pha-numeric data. This situation occurs in inputs for the LEI.JIS 
subprogram; inputs consist largely of alpha-numeric data which irlentif.v 
the propellant chemical composition •. The LEWIS input data are the 
only SRB-II card input requiring set formats. 
A di scussi on of the data requi red for the LE~IIS subprogram and the set 
format for these data are presented in paragraph 3.2.2. 
3.1.4 Set Format Hagneti c Tape 
Magnetic tape inputs to SRB-II are restricted to reconstruction data 
and LEWIS thermodynamic data. A discussion of data required for re-
construction and the set format for this tape is presented in paragraph 
3.3. 
Execution of the LEI.JIS subroutine to obtain theoretical rocket perfor-
mance parameters requires that the LHIIS THERMO data tape be avail abl e 
to the program. This tape is included in the MSFC tape library as 
tape number 23810. The format and contents of this tape are given in 
Appendix A. 
3.2 PROGRAM INPUT DATA PACKAGES 
Card inputs for SRB-II are arranged in data packages. These data packages 
are processed and transferred to disk by the Centralized Input ~1odule. 
Incorporation of this data package concept gives the user flexibility 























Data for SRB-II are arranged in as many as four data packages per case. 
These packages are shm'/n qraphicall ll in Fioure 3-1 for a casp nata 
decl'. The Identification Control Cards for each data package must 
be arranged in the d'l.ta package in precisely the order shown; however, 
the data packages may be input in random order for each case. [lata 
packages not reouired for a case may be excluded in the data deck 
for that case. It is also permissab1e to include a data package in 
the case data deck which is not required for that case (data are 
ignored by the program). /I "CASE ENn" card (see Tar1 e 3-I) is required 
as the last card for each SRB performance case data deck. 
3.2.1 Control Data Package 
The Control Data Package is the input route by which data for the 
majority of SRB-II modules and subprograms are transmitted to the program 
(Exceptions: data for the LEWIS Subroutine, the One .. Dimensiona1 Nozzle 
Subroutine, the Nozzle Submergence and Contour Effects ModUle, and the 
Internal Ballistics Module are input in separate data packages). Program 
indicators \~hich control the path followed through the program and options 
exercised in the program are also input through the Control Data Package. 
(Exception: Internal Ballistics and Nozzle Submergence and Contour Effects 
indicators input in the IBM Data Package). The Control Data Package must 
be included .:!Jl every case. 
Control Data Packaqe r.ontains only the NAMELIST INPlITl..' No other 
~At1ELISTS or set format data are included in the data package. Variables 
input through the Control [lata Package are identified and defined in 
the Program Options Section (paragraph 3.4). 
3.2.2 LeI-ii s Data Package 
The Lewi s Data Package is requi red for use I'lhen the opti on to exerci se 
the LEHIS Subroutine is chosen (NLEHIS > 0). The LE,JIS Suhroutine is 
used to calculate the theoretical values of Isp , c* and nozzle exit 
pressure, as I-Iell as several other theoretical solid rocket motor 
performance parameters. LEHIS Subrouti ne is a modifi cati on of the CEC71 
computer program developed by NASA LeI-Ii s Res ea rch Center (documented in 
Reference 3). The CEC71 orogram \'las modified to fi t the requi rements of 
the SRB performance model by removing all options not required to analyze 
rocket proh1ems. The program \'las then reduced in an effort to meet the 
core size requirements of the t'iSFC UNIVAC 1108 operating rules. 
The Lewi s Data Package consists of set format input data cards. Thi s 
data package is the only card input in the SRB model which is in set 
format rather than tIN1ELIST format. Formatted input data are required 













FIGURE 3-1 INPUT DATA PACKAGE ARRANGEMENT 
3-4 
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TABLE 3-1 IDENTIFICATION CONTROL CARDS FOR DATA PACKAGES 
.------r--.-









IDENTIFIES CONTROL DATA PACKAGE 
IDENTIFIES LEHIS DATA PACKAGE 
SIGNIFIES THE END OF LEilIS DATA PACKAGE 
IDENTIFIES THE IB~1 DATA PJlCKAGE 
rOENTIFIES THE ONE-DH1ENSInNAL NOZZLE DATA PACKA(:;E 
SIGNIFIES END OF DATA FOR A CASE 
All Identification Control cards start in card column 1. 
After the Required Hords are punched, the remainder of 
~hecard is available to the user for data identification 
and comments. 
NOTE: ~ is a Blank Character. 











parameters to the program. Data cards in the package are identified as 
foll O~IS: 
Package Identification Card 




A typical Le~lis Data Package is sho\'ln in Fi!lure 3-2. 
Package Identification Card - The package identification card is required 
to let the program knOl'1 that Le'~lis subroutine data are available and to 
flag out this data to the input processor. The packa!le identification 
card is the first card in the package and consists of the \'lOrds LHIIS)I 
DATA punched in card columns 1 throu!lh 10. Card columns 11 through 80 
are available to the user for free format identification of the package. 
REACTANTS Card and Species'Cards - The first card in this set contains 
the word REACTANTS puncheci in card columns 1 to 9. The last card in the 
set is blank. Between the first and last cards may be any number of 
cards (up to a maximum of 15), one card for each reactant species being 
considered. The cards for each reactant snecies must (jive the chemical 
formul.a, the relatilre amount of the reactant, and the illitial enthalpy 
value. The format and contents of the cards are summarized in Table 3.I1 . 
Ali st of some REACTANTS cards is given in Talll e 3.1 II. A set of exampl e 
REACTANTS and Species cards are shol'Jn in Figure 3.3. 
The relative amounts of reactants may be specified in several ways. They 
may be specified in terms of moles, mole fraction, or mole percent (by 
keypunchi ng f·1 in card col umn 53) or in terms of \'Illi ~ht ,l'Iei qht fracti on, 
or \'Iei ght percent (blank in column 53). Jl. 1 etter F is requi red in card 
column 72 of all reactant species cards. This indicates to the prO!lram 
that this is a solid rocket problem. 
Enthal pi es are taken from the reactant speci es cards unl ess zeros are 
punched in card columns 37 and 38. For each card \'lith the "00" code, 
an enthalpy I'lill be calculated for the species from tape input data for 
the temperature given in card columns 64 to 71. The automatic calculation 
option is available only if blo conditions are met: 
(1) The reactant must also be one of the species in the set of THFRf·lO 
data. For example, NH3(9) isin the set of THERI-IO data and the 
enthalpy for this species can be calculilteci, NH3(1) does not 
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V IlLAt!K CARD 
rE 1.0 0.525 0.0 S 
/,1 loll P..412999 0.0 S 
VCL 1.0 20.P.21991 -77609. 1l S 
lA 1.0 39.10391l9 0.0 S 
l/fi 1.0 3.93n 0.0 S 
VAL l.U 15.007 0.0 S 
l/c l.u 12.191 0.0 S 
REACT NITS 
l/LEHIS !lATA Fnr. HmO,lfT 260-SL I'P(1P. 























TABLE 3- II REACTANTS CIIRDS 
CONTENTS FORI·1AT CARD COLUMNS 
REACTANTS 3114 1 to 9 
One card for each reactant species (maximum 15). Each card contains: 
(1) Atomic symbols and formula num-hers (maximum 5 sets)a 5(A2. F7.5) 1 to 45* 
(2) Re1 ative ~/ei ghtb or number of F7.5 46 to 52 moles 
(3) Blank if (2) is relative weight A1' 53 or t1 if (2) is number of moles 
(4 ) Enthalpy or internal enerqya. F9.5 54 to 62 ca1/mo1e 
(5) State: S,L,or G for solid, A1 63 liquid or gas, respectively . 
(6) Temperature associ ated \'Ii th 
entha1flY in (4) oK FR.5 64 to 71 
(7) F if fuel or 0 if oxidant A1 72 
(8 ) Density in g/cm3 (optional) F8.S 73 to 80 
Blank 
aprogram will calculate the enthalpy or internal energy (4) for species in the THERMO data at the temperature (6) if zeros are punched in card columns 37 and 38. 
bRe1ative weight of fuel in total fuels or oxidant in total oxidants. lIi1 reactants fllust be given either all in relative weights Dr all in numher of moles. 
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TAIlLE 3-III LIST OF REACTA~ ARDS FOR SOME OXIDANTS & FUELS 
Per- ASSHiNEI1 TEHPER-
cent ENTHALPY, ATLIRE (ee cal/mol e K 
54- (ee 54- (ee 64-CHEMICAL CflEmCAL FORHULA (CARD COLUMNS 1 to 45) 62) 62) (a) 71) 
Aeetonitril e C 2. H 3. N 1. 100. 121100. L 29R .15 Aer.tylene C 2. H 2. 100. 4927(1. L 192.60 Air tI 1.56176j1 .41959 AR.009324C .000300 100. -28.2 G 291l.15 Aluminum All. 100. O.n S 298.15 Ammonia(g) Ill. H 3. 100. -'10910. G 2911.15 Ammonia(]) II 1. H 3. 100. -17090. L 23CJ.72 AITl110n1 um pel'ch 1 orate II 1. II 4. CLl • PI 4. 100. -70690 S 29R .15 Aniline C 6. H 7. Hl. 100. 7100. L 298.15 Argon AR1. 100. 0.0 r, 291l.15 Ilenzene C 6 . H 6. 100. +11718. L 298.15 Beryll i um BEl. 100. 0.0 S 291l.15 Blltane C 4. H 10. 100. -360flO. L 272 .65 l-butene C 4. H B. 100. -51100. L 266.9 Chlorine(g) CL2. 100. 0.(1 r, 298.15 Chlorine(l) CL2. 100. -5391. L 239.09 Chlorine trifluoride(fl) CLl. F 3. 100. -39000. G 29il.15 Chlorine trifluoride(l) CLl. F 3. 100. -456110. L 284.55 Cyanogen(g) C 2. tI 2. lOn. +731140. r, 2911.15 Cyanogen (1) C 2. II 2. 100. 67655. L 252.nl Di borane Il 2. H 6. 100. 4970. L lBO,59 Ethane C 2. H 6. 100. -2500rl. L 184.52 . Ethyl alcohol C 2. II 6. o 1. 100. -66370. L 29fl.15 Ethylene C 2. II 4. 100. 8100. L 169.44 Ethylene oxide C 2. H 4. o 1. 100. -113840. L 2fl3.72 Ethylene pol.ymer C 1. II 2. 100. -6100. S 298.15 Fl uori ne (g) F 2. 100. 0.0 r, 298.15 Fluo ri ne (l ) F 2. 100. -30gB. L J'!5.D2 Graohite C 1. 100. o.n s 29R.15 Helium HE1. 100. o.n r, 29fl.15 Heptane C 7. II 16. 100. -53630. l. 29B .15 Hydrazi ne N 2. Ii 4. 100. 121 00. l 298.15 

































eBased on the follo~ling molar percents: 112 = 78.0881, ¢2 = 20.9495, Ar = 0.9324, C¢2 = 0.0300. 
dEstimate based on paraffi n hydrocarhon seri es. 
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(2) The temoerature T must be in the ranqe T1ov/1 .2 .::. T .::. Thior X 1.2 I·there T10vt to-Thigh is the temoerature ranqe of the THERMO data. 
The set of species data as \'Iell as the temperature ranqe for the data is documented in Reference 3 and is presented in Appendix A. 
PlHIT and INSERT Cards - 0rHT and/or I11SERT cards ma'l follo\'! the IlFACTMlTS cards. Their inclusion is ootio'na1. They contain the names of narticular species in the 1ihrar" of thermodynamic data for the snecific nurooses to be discussed. Each card contains the I·tord fll1IT (in card columns 1 to 4) or INSERT (in card columns 1 to 6) and the names of from one to four species starting in columns 16, 31, 46, and 61. The names must pe exactly the same as they apnear in the THERllO data (see IInnendix A). 
,e'lr1IT cards -- These cards list soecies to he omitted from the THERI10 data. If ilNIT cards are not used, the nroqram will consider as possible species all those species in the THEm10 data I·thich are consistent \'lith the ch,emical system heina con-
sidered. Occasionally it ma." be desil"ed to snecifically 
omit one or more soecies from cqnsiderations as possihle 
snecies. This may be accomolished Jw neans of I'II'HT 
cards. 
INSERT cards - These cards contain the names of condensed species only. They have been inc1 uded as options for t\'lO reasons. 
The first and more important reason for inc1udinq the INSERT card option is that, in rare instances, it is i r.lpOSS i h 1 e to obta in convergence for rocket prohl Poms 
vlithout the use of an INSERT card. This occurs [-fhen, hv considerinq gases only, the temnerature becomes ex-tremely low (say several deflreF!s Kelvin). In these rare 
cases, the use of an INSERT card containing the name of the reoui red condensed speci es l'Ii 11 e 1 imi nate thi s ki nd of 
convergence difficulty. Hhen this difficultv occurs, the foTlOl·ting message is orinted hv the proqram: "LOH TEMP-ERATURE if-IPUES' CONDENSED SPECIES SHOULD HAVE BEEN HICLlIDEO ON liN I11SERT CIIRD". 
The second and less important reason is that if one knol-Is that one or several particular condensed species l'Iill be rresent among the final equilibrium compositions for the first assigned point, then a small amount of 
computer time can be saved by using an INSERT card. Those condensed snecies v!hose chemi ca 1 formlll as are i n-
cluded on an INSERT card \'lill he considered hy the program durin9 the initial iterations for the first assiqned point. 
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If the INSERT card lIere not lIsed, only gaseous species 
v/ou1d be considered during the initial iterations. However, 
-after convergence, the program \'lOu1 d automatically insert 
the appropriate condensed species and reconverge. For 
all other assigned points the inclusion of condensed 
species is handled automatically hy the nro9ram. Therp-
fore, it usually is immaterial v/hether or not INSERT cards 
are used for the nurpose of savino computer time. 
END card - The END card signifies the end of the Lewis Data Pacv.aqe 
to the nrogram and consists of 1 card with the \'lord FND 
punched in card columns 1 through 3. The END card is the 
last card in thp. Lewis [lata Package. 
NOTE: The LE~IIS THERMO data tape (MSFC Tape 1123810) must be available 
to the program if the LEiIIS Subroutine option is exercised. The 
Internal I/O Unit Number is 4. 
3.2.3 IDNilZLData Package 
The IDNI)ZL Data Package is a required input item when the option to 
exercise a BATES Isp prediction is chosen (NSI = 3). The data contained 
in the IDtl\1lZL package is used in the One-Dimensional Nozzle Subroutine 
to calculate losses caused by solid particles in the motor exhaust 
produGts. Data input through the IDN~ZL Data P.ackage are contained in 
the NAMELIST 0NEDNZ. No other r~AMELISTS or set format data are included 
in the data package. Variables input through the IDN~ZL Data Package 
are identified and defined in the Program Dptions Section (paragraph 3.4). 
3.2.4 IB~1 Data Package 
The IBM Data Package is a required input item when the option to ~redict 
motor performance using the Internal Ballistics Module is chosen (NF=l). 
The IBM Data Package is also required when a reconstruction is performed.· 
The data contained in the IBM Data Package are used in the Internal 
Ballistics Module and the Nozzle Submergence and Contour Effects Module 
to predict or reconstruct motor performance. Data input through the 
IBM Data Package are contained in the NAMELIST IBDATA. No other NAME-
LISTS or set format data are included in this data package. Variables 
input through the IBM Data Package are identified and defined in the 
Internal Ballistics Options Section (paragraph 3.5). 
Multiple Case Restriction: For multiple case runs in which the 
Internal Ballistics (IBM) option is executed, the IBM Data Pack-
age must be included in the first case data deck, even if the option 
is not chosen in that parti cul ar case. The IBt4 Data Package 
3-12 
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must also be included in the data deck for each case in which the 
Internal Ball istics option i, chosen. The prOQram \'/rites the entire 
Iml [lata Package from the first case on disk and then reads it in 
each subseQuent case for which the IBt1 option is exercised. Thus, 
data in the subsequent cases need only to uadate the data of the 
first case (if no update to the first case data is required, at least 
one variable must be included in the IBDATA NAMELIST in each case). 
3.3 RECClNSTRUCTHlN DATA TAPES 
The ma~metic tapes used for reconstruction of fliqht or static test 
consist of one file and are required to have 10 varia~les oer record 
written in binary format. There is no limit on the numher of records 















User Action Required: 
flight reconstruction 
test reconstr.uction. 
Time from i0nition siqnal (SECONDS) 
~leasured head-end pressure (PSIA) 
Force indicated by load cells in static test (LB F) 
~leasured vehicle lonaitudinal acceleration in 
fli9ht (g's) 
tlass of the motor not bei nq reconstructed 
during this run (LBM) 
Mass of the orbiter excludino the external tank 
propellant during fliqht (LBH) 
Mass of liquid propellants in the external tank 
during flight (LBM) 
Thrust of space shuttle main enqines durina flinht 
(Total in !.BF) 
Total shuttle vehicle drag durino flioht (LBF) 
Estimated thrust of the other solid motor not being 
reconstructed durinq this run (LfiF) 
Static test requirements are set to zero for 
and fli~~t requirements are set to zero for >tatic 
3.4 PROGRArl OPTIONS 
The SRB-II Performance Evaluation Nodel is constructed such that 
the user has ootions to choose the method of calculation for several of 













metJlOd is large;.:; dependent on availability of data. This section of 
the document defines th,; availabl e options and ~ho\'ls thp. arranqement 
of the data for successful simulations using SRB-II. 
The pro~ram options are presented graphically as an nptions Tree in 
Figures 3-4 and 3-5. The Ontion Tree is used to define the available 
options and to identify the proqram input indicators whic:h are required 
to obtain the desired option. nnce the proqram inrlicators are defined, 
all the required input data for that option can be definE:rI. For 
exampl e if a reconstruction is requi red, the nr09ram i ndi cat!)r tJREC0N 
\'Iould have to be input as NRECYlN = 1 anrJ data required for a reconstruction 
\'Iould have to he made dvailable to the proaram. Note that the proqram 
6utoJ1mi;icall,v assumes one option by assigning a value to the 'indicator 
for that option is no value is input; all data for the automatically 
set option are required input in this situation. fl further example 
of use of the Options Tree for a full problem follo~ls: 
PROBLEM: Suppose that the user requires a nominal prediction of 
motor performance using contractor sunplied data to 
scale Isp and c*. The user desires to use an internal 
ballistics simulation for perfnrmancn prr->riic:tinn. 
SOLUTION: From the Options Tree, it is required that the indicator 
NREC~N be set to 0 (automatically set); the indicator 
NSI=2 for contractor data scaling prediction; the 
LEWIS subroutine is desired fo'r the theoretical rocket 
performance parameters and the indicator NLEWIS=l; 
the motor nozzle is not SUbmerged, indicator SILSB=l.O 
(automatically set); the divergence loss is to be cal-
culated and CLAME=O.O (automatically set); the motor 
nozzle is conical, indicators ALPHA=O.O, QEX=O;O, 
XLAMBD=l.O (automatically set); since no dispersion 
prediction is required, indicator NDISP=O (automatically 
set); and since an internal ballistics prediction is 
desired, NF=l (set automatically). 
The input variables required for each option are identified in follo~Jing 
paragraphs. Variables are irlentified and define~ by ontion for each 
available option. Thus for the second example, lt \IIouldhe necessary 
to assemble the data requirerl for a Contractor Data Scalin9 Prediction, 
paragraph 3.4.2, (the Contractor Data Scaling P:ediction para9raph 
defines data requirements for each of the SUboptlons, LEWIS, submergeryce. 
loss, and divergence loss) and the data required for an Internal Balllstlcs 
Performance Prediction, paragraph 3.5. 
The program indicators NREC.1lN and NCASES are input to the pr09ram in 
the Cuntrol Data Packaqe and are contained in NJ\t~ELIST INPUT1. The 
variable TITLE is also input through the Control Data Package and 
NIIMELIST INPUT1. TITLE is the variable input used to identify the run. 
TITLE may contain up to 80 alpha-numeric charactel'S enclosed in blocks 
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SRB PERFORMANCE I·IODEL 'OPTIONS 
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[" cr:T1-=-.TRU~1 LIST] = .FALSE. 
I I 
ALL VARIABLES FOR CALCULATE RECONSTRUCTION 
RECONSTRUCTION HAVE VARIABLES 
BEEN INPUT WITH EXCEPTION L,-------r------' 
OF WIIS CURVE FIT COEFF. 
I 
r------
LNLEWIS = 0 1 _______ J 
I 
I LEIHS CURVE FIT COEFF.[ 'HERE INPUT I 
I 
r--
L!IPH = 0' ____ J 
I 
HEAD EIID PRESSURE IIIPUT I 
FROio! TAPE 
I 
NLEWIS = 1 
LEHIS RUN REQUIRED 
TO DERIVE CURVE FIT 
CONSTANTS 
I 
tlPH > 0 
-, 
HEAD EtlD PRESSURE 
nlPUT FROI·I CARDS 
I 
EXECUTE RECOI/STRucnorl NATCHIIIG 
I 
,-----, 
• NCASES = 1 ' L ______ ~
END RUN AFTER 
THIS CASE 





:::~ __ -_J Value to Which Program Automatically Sets Indicator if no Value is Input. 
FIGURE 3-5 OPTIONS TREE FOR THE RECOIISTRUCTION MODE OF SRB-II 
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TITLE = 6HSRB P,6HERFORtl,6f1ANCE ~1,6HODEL C,6HASE JI.L,6HPHA 
6H10/15/,6H73 
3.4.1 Isp Scalino Prediction 
, 
The option to predict the end item delivered Isp and c* usina the Iso 
Scaling technique is exercised by settin~ the pro~ram indicator NSI = 1. 
Data required for an Isp Scaling prediction are listed in Table 3-IV. 
Data which are listed under the indicator NSI = 1 are required for all 
Isp Scalinq predictions. Data listed under NLEWIS·= 0 are optional 
and required only if NLEWIS = O. Likewise data listed under NLEIHS = 1 
are optional and required only if the indicator NLEWIS = 1. The 
variable CLAME may be calculated from the nozzle geometry (CLAME=O.O) 
or input (CLAME>O.O). The data package and NAMELIST in which the 
variables are input to the program are identified in the last two 
columns of Table 3-IV. 
Table 3-V lists definitions of all input variables identified in 
Table 3-IV. Variables are listed in alphabetical order to facilitate 
use. 
3.4.2 Contractor Data Scalin~ Prediction 
The option to predict the end item delivered Isp and c* usino contractor 
supplied data is exercised by setting the program indicator NSI = 2. 
Inputs vihich are required for scaling contractor data are listed in 
Table 3-VI. As shown in paragraph 3.4.1, data required for a particular 
option are listed under the indicator for that option. Definitions for 
all contractor data input variables are listed alphabetically in 
Table 3-VII. 
3.4.3 BATES Prediction 
The option to predict the end item delivered Isp and c* usino BATES 
program data is exercised by setting the program indicator NSI = 3. 
Input data required for the BATES prediction are listed in Table 3-VIII. 
As shown in paragraph 3.4.1, the data required for a particular option 
are listed under the indicator for that option. Definitions for all 
BATES input variables are listed alphabetically in Table 3-IX. 
3.4.4 Dispersion Prediction 
The option to disperse the nominal prediction .is exercised by settinq 
the program indicator NDISP > O. Input data reql!ired for a dispersion 
prediction are listed in Table 3-X. As shown in Paragraph 3.4.1, the 
data required fora particular option are listed under the indicator 
for that option. Definitions for all dispersion prediction input variables 
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3.4.5 Thrust Scalino Prediction 
The option to predict the end item performance parameters as a function 
of time usin~ the Thrust Scaling technique is exercised by settinq the 
program indicator NF = O. Input data required for a Thrust Scalinq 
prediction are listed in Table 3-XII. As shown in paraqranh 3.4.1, 
the data required for a particular option are listed under the indicator" 
for that option. Definitions for all Thrust Scalinq input variables 
are listed alphabetically in Table 3-XIII. 
3.4.6 Reconstruction 
The option to perform a reconstruction of motor performance using 
measured test data is exercised by settina the prOGram indicator 
NREC0N = 1. Input data required for a reconstruction are 1 isted in 
Table 3-XV. As sho~m in paragraph 3.4.1, the data required for a 
particular option are listed under the indicator for that option. 
Definitions for all reconstruction input variables given in Table 3-X\f 
are listed alphabetically in Table 3~XVI. 
The BIAS DATA are used to manipulate the reconstruction data after they 
are read from tape. The BIAS subroutine must be recomoiled to includn 
any bias factors required for correction of transducer drift and zero 
shift in a tape parameter. 
CONTROL SYSTEMS DATA are used to correct the measured or calculated 
"thrust for effects of thrust vector control. Thrust is corrected 
to nozzle centerline value by subroutine C£lflT. 
The Reconstruction Module uses the Internal Ballistics ~40dule to perform 
the required match on measured head-end pressure. Thus, the IRI1 [lata 
Package must be included for a reconstruction run. 
3.4.7 Optional Output 
SRB-II has several output options which are keyed by program indicators 
input through the data packages. A complete description of these 
output options is given in Section 4.0. 
Theoretical rocket performance from the LE\.JIS subroutine may be obtained 
by setting the indicator IRKT01=1 in the Control Data Package. The 
results of the One-Dimensional Nozzle subroutine may be obtained by 
setting the indicator IDNPRT=l in the 1DN0ZL Data Packaqe. Extended 
print for the One-Dimensional Nozzle may be obtained bv settina the 
indicator IDBUG = 1 in the IDN0ZL Data Package. Four Internal Ballistics 
Module print options are available and are controlled by the indicator 
PRTFLG (see paragraph 3.5 for definition and values). PRTFLG is input 
















TABLE 3-IV ItIPUT I1ATA REOl1IREI1 FOP AN ISP SCALHIG PREnICnnn 
,) 
."'\ 
I'EY' NREC0N - a , 
VARIABLE VALUE IF REQUIRED BY 
NAt·IE TYPE flaT INPUT INDICATOR 
NSI = 1 INTEGER 1 
---
PCAVE REAL 494.0 NSI = 1 DTE " 71 .0 " 
ETACS 
" 0.994 " 
AK(10) " 0.8543 
" AK( 11 ) 
" 0.0244 " AK(12 ) 
" -0.00125 " ARETE 
" 6.0 " ~K(3) " 1.0 " SILSB 
" 1.0 " 
NLEWIS = 0 INTEGER 0 
---
AK(1) REAL 246.62 NLEHIS=O AK(2) 
" 5.406 " JlK(3) 
" -0.144 " ~IC (7) 
" 5144.0 " CSCG'EF{l ) " 4735.23 " CSCr)'EF(2) 
" 0.09546955 " CSCi]'EFC3 ) " -0 .. 359902X1 0-4 " 
NLEHIS = 1 INTEGER 0 
---
LHIIS INPIIT Jl.LPHA-
--- NLEHIS=l I1ATA* fHJMERIC 
CLAME = 0.0 REAL 0.0 
---
AHALFE " .3054327 CLAtIE=O.O 
ALPHA 
" 
0.0 " QEX " 0.0 " XLA~IBD " 1.0 " 
CLAME , 0.0 " 0.0 ---
, 
1 
























































































VARIABLE DEFINITIONS FOR AN ISP SCALHIG PRF.OICTION 
IlEFINITION 
End item nozzle diverqence half anqle. (RADIANS) 
Curve fit coefficient for theoretical vacuum 
Isp, in seconds, versus expansion ratio at 
average nozzle throat total pressure. Data 
derived from LEWIS Output. Isp=AK(l) + AK(2)* 
ARETE + AK(3)*ARETE**2 
Curve fit coefficient for theoretical vacuum 
Iso, in seconds, versus exnansion ratio at 
average nozzle throat total pressure. Data 
derived from LEHIS Output. Isp=AK(l) + AK(2)* 
ARETE + AK(3)*ARETE**2 
Curve fit coefficient for theoretical vacuum 
Isp, in seconds, versus expansion ratio at 
average nozzle throat total pressure. Data 
derived from LEWIS Output. Isp=AK(l) + AK(2)* 
ARETE + AK(3)*ARETE**2 
Semi-log to base e curve-fit. coefficient for 
Isn '.efficiency versys flowrate. nrsp = 
AK(W) + AK(l1 )*1 n(m) + AK(12)*1 n(m)**2 
Semi-log to base e curve-fit coefficient for 
Tsp efficiency versus flowrate. nISP = 
AK(lO) + AK(l1 )*1 n(m) + AK(12)*ln(m)**2 
Semi-loq to base e curve-fit coefficient for 
Isp effi ciencv versus flowrate. n ISP = 
AK(lO) + AK('" )*1 n(m) + JlK(l2)*1 n(m)**2 
Equivalent conical divergence angle of the 
contoured nozzl e. (RADIANS) 
End item nozzle area ratio. (AEXIT/ATHROAT) 
End item divergence loss factor A, where 
A = (1 +C~SU) and u is the nozzle diverqence 
half angle in degrees. 
Curve fit coefficient for end item propellant 
theoretical c*, in ft/sec, versus nozzle 
stagnation pressu"'e in psia. c* = CSGIi\EF(l) + 


























VARIABLE DEFINITIONS FOR AN ISP SCALING PREDICTION 
(Continued) 
DEFINITION 
Curve fit coefficient for end item propellant 
theoretical c*, in ft/sec, versus nozzle 
sta~nation pressure in psia. c* = CSC0EF(l) + 
CSCfjEF(2.)*PN + CSC0EF(3)*PN**2. 
Curve fit coefficient for end ite~ propellant 
theoretical c*, in ft/sec, versus nozzle 
staqnat"ion pressure in psia. c* = CSC0EF(l) + 
CSC0EF(2.)*PN + CSCfjEF(3)*PN**2 
End item nozzle throat diameter. (IN) 
End item theoretical c* efficiencv. 
Theoretical c* of the end item propellant 
at end item averaqe chamber pressure. (FT/SEC) 
Empirical correction for end item c* in SISCAL. 
End item average chamber pressure. (PSIA) 
End item motor delivered specific impulse 
correction factor fqr the effect of nozzle 
submergence. 
Angle of the nozzle contour of the nozzle 
exit plane referenced to the nozzle centerline. 
(RADIANS) 
Ratio of the theoretical specific impulse of 
a contoured nozzle to the theoretical specific 
impulse of an equivalent conical nozzle derived 
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TABLE 3-VI INPUT DATA REQUIRED FOR A CONTRACTOR OATA SCALING PREDICTION 
KEY' NRECGifl = 0 
VARIAIlLE VALUE IF REQUIREO IlY INPUT DATA NArlELIST NAtlE TYPE flaT INPUT INDICATOR PACKAGE 
NSI = 2 INTEGER 1 --- CIii'NTR(aL OATA INPUT1 
PCAVE REAL 494.0 NSI = 2 " " DTE " 71.0 " " " ~lC(23) " 4886.0 " " " AK( 1 0) " a .85~·3 " " " AKf11 ) " 0.0244 " " " Ai( 12) " -0.00125 " " " ~K(2) " 1.0 " " " ARET " 9.8 " " " ARETE " 6.0 " " " AHALF1 " .2617994 " " " PCT " 494.0 " " " SlC(1N 
" 241.0 " " " HD2 " 10.0 " " " SILSB II 1.0 II II II 
NLEHIS = a INTEGER 0 II 
---
II 
AK(l ) REAL 246.62 NLEHIS= 0 II I 
AK(2) II 5.11.06 II 
" AK(3) " -0.144 " " 
AK(13) 
" 246.62 " " AK( 14) II 5.406 " " 
·AK(15) II 0.144 " " PAHT " 14.7 " " ~1C ( 6) " 5144.0 " " CSCflEF(l ) " 4735.23 " " I CScflEF(2) " 0.095469 " " " CSCDEF(3) " -0.359902X10-4 " " " 
NLEHIS = 1 INTEGER 0 " " ---
nC(4) REAL ]flOO.O rlLEHIS = 1 " " 
LEHIS INPUT !lL.-NIJ~1. --- " LEHIS nATA NmlE f1ATA* 
CLAtlE = 0.0 REAL 0.0 --- ClltiTRIlL nATA IriPlIT1 
AHALFE " .3054327 CLAr'IE = (1.0 " " ALPHA II 0.0 " " " QEX " 0.0 " " " XLAHBD " 1.0 II II 
" 
CLAr1E > 0.0 . " 0.0 " " ---























VARIABLE DEFINITIONS FOR II CONTRACTOR SCALING PREDICTION 
DEFINITION 
End item nozzle diverqence half anqle. (RADIANS) 
. 
Contractor test motor nozzle diveroence half anql e. (RADIANS) 
, 
Curve fit coefficient for End Item motor theoretical vacuum Isp, in seconds, versus ex-pansion ratio at average nozzle throat total pressure. Data derived from LEWIS Output. Isp= AK(1)+AK(2)*AR~TE+AK(3)*ARETE**2. 
Curve fit coeffi ci ent for End Item motor theoretical vacuum Isp, in seconds, versus ex-pansion ratio at average nozzle throat total pressure. Data derived from LEfJIS Output. Isp= AK(1)+AK(2)*ARETE+AK(3)*ARETE**2. 
Curve fit coefficient for End Item motor theoretical vacuum Isp, in seconds, versus ex-pansion ratio at average nozzle throat total pressur.e. Data derived from LEfJIS Output. Isp= AK(1)+AK(2)*ARETE+AK(3)*ARETE**2. " 
Semi-log to baSE! e curve fit coefficient for Isp efficienc'y versus flo\1rat~. nISP = AK(lO) + AK(ll)*ln(m)+ AK(1?)*ln(m)**2 
Semi-log to ~ase e curve fit coefficient for Isp efficiency versus flowrate. nISP = AK(lO) + AK(ll )*1 n(m)+ IIK(12)*1 n(m)**2 
Semi-log to base e curve fit coefficient for Isp efficiency versus flowrat~. nISP = AK(10) + AK(ll)*ln(m)+ AK(12),ln(m)**2 
Curve fit coefficient for contractor test motor theoretical vacuum specific impulse, in seconds, versus expansion ratio on average nozzle throat total pressure. Data derived from LEWIS output. Isp=AK(13) + AK(14)*ARET + AK(lS)*ARET**2 









































VARIABLE DEFINITIONS FOR A CONTRACTOR SCALING PREDICTION (CONTINUED) 
DEFINITION 
Curve fit coefficient for contractor test 
motor theoretical vacuum specific impulse, in 
seconds, versus expansion ratio on 
average nozzle throat total pressure. Data 
derived from LEHIS output. Isp=AK(13) + 
AK(14)*ARET' + AK(15)*ARET**2. 
Equivalent conical divergence angle of the 
contoured nozzle. (RADIANS) 
Contractor test motor nozzle area ratio. 
(A EXIT/ JlTHROAT) 
End ite~ nozzle area ratio. 
(AEXIT/ ATHROAT) 
End item divergence loss factor A, where 
A = (l+~OSa) and a is the nozzle diveraence 
half angle in dearees. 
Curve fit coefficient for end ite~ nronellant 
theoretical c* in ft/sec, versus nozzle 
stagnation pressure in psia. c* = CSC0EF(1) + 
CSCy)EF(2)*PN + CSC0EF(3)*PN**2 
Curve fit coefficient for end item prooellant 
theoretical c*, in ft/sec, versus nozzle 
stagnation pressure in psia. c* = CSC0EF(l) + 
CSCY)EF(2)*PN + CSC0EF(3)*PN**2 
Curve fit coefficient for end item propellant 
theoretical c* in ft/sec, versus nozzle 
stagnation pressure in psia. c* = CSC0F.F(l) + 
CSC0EF(2)*PN + CSCy)EF(3)*PN**2 ~ 
Predicted end item characteristic velocity 
(c*). (FT/SEC) 
End item nozzle throat diameter. (IN) 
Typical BATES test motor nozzle throat total 
pressure, set to 1000 psia. ,(PSIA) 
Theoretical c* of the end item propellant 























VARIABLE DEFINITIDNS FOR A CONTRACTOR SCALING PREDICTION 
(CONTINUED) 
DEFINITION 
Empirical adjustment for end item motor 
efficiency used in CDSI. 
Contractor test ambient pressure. (PSIA) 
End item average nozzle throat total pressure. 
(PSIA) 
Contractor test motor nozzle throat total 
pressure. (PSIA) 
Angle of the nozzle contour at the nozzle 
exit plane measured from the nozzle center-
1 ine. (RADIANS) 
Contractor test motor specific impulse. 
(SECONDS) 
End item motor delivered specific impulse 
correction factor for the effe"t of nozzle 
submergence. 
Contractor test motor flowrate. (LBS/SEC) 
Ratio of the theoretical specific impulse 
of a contoured nozzle to the theoretical 
specific impulse of an equivalent conical 
nozzle derived with the ATPAP program. 
3-26 















TABLE 3-1/1 II INPUT DATA REOllIRED FOR A flJlTES PREDICTInN 
I'EY' NREC'oN = 0 \ 
VARIAI3LE VALUE IF REQUIRED BY INPUT DATA 
NNIE TYPE tlOT INPUT INDICATOR PACKAGE 
NSI = 3 INTEGER 1 --- C0NTR0L [lATA 
AHAlFE REAL .3054327 NSI = 3 II AL II 0.943 " " ARETE " 6.0 " DTE 
" 71.0 " MC~4) " 1000.0 " I·IC 8) " -1.0 " 
r1C(9) " 2.9583 " 
r·1C(lo) " 2.9583 " 0K(l) " 1.0 II QAIE " 1450.0 " QBT " 4200.0 " WINE " 15081.0 " I~PE " 1676366.0 II I 
PSTAG " 1000.0 " IDN0ZL DATA TSTAGK " 3321.0 " " TEXITK " 1957.0 " CHEN " -433.11 " 
EXEN " -1225.4 " GMUS " 0.00005 " PR0P " 1 .0 " ALPHA 0.6 " . CPL 8503.3 " 
. CPS 8610.7 II I 
IlLt1 4.7944Xl07 " " HSI1 3.5978Xl07 " " TIl 4167.0 II " PARI-IT I 101. 94 II II 
GHSSP " 249.7 " ATAI3L(l) " 0.001 " EPSl " 0.1 " EPSM " o.Ooil " D)(o 
" 0.001 " RTABL(l) " n .000001 " HTIIQJLG " 19.20641 " " 
SIBNL = 0.0 " 0.0 
---
r.011TR0L [lflTA 
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1l256-1 :)D20-2 , i 
TABLE 3- VI II INPIIT nATA REnIlIRED FOP. A BATES PPEnICTIflN (CONTIrlllFO) 1/ I . 
KEY' NRW1N = a ~ISI = 3 I ' , . 
~ 
VARIABLE VALUE IF REQUIRED BY INPUT DATA NAf1ELIST tlN1E TYPE tlOT INPUT INDICATOR PACKAGE 
SIBNL = 0.0 CONT. 
tlC(3) REAL 8.82 SIBtlL =0.0 r.I'lNTRilL OAT A HIPI!T1 ~1C (5) " 0.017 " " " VlPBT 
" 69.83 " " " 
SIBT = 0.0* " 0.0 " " ---
<····ll . 
, 
ETABT* " 0.0 SIBT = 0.0 " " '_:"'-
SIBT > 0.0* . " 0.0 ---
" " 
DPB = 0.0* " 0.0 --- " " 
AK(4)* " 1 .4939 DPB = 0.0 " " AK(5)* " 0.62403 " " " AK( 6)* " -0.0030535 " " " AK(7}* " -4.278X10-4 " " " AK(8)* " 8.6194X10-6 " " " AK(9)* " -4.634)(10-fl " " II 




SIBNL > 0.0 II 0.0 --- II II 1 , 
. aPE .= 0.0 II 0.0 --- II " 
! 
AK(4) " 1.4939 DPE = 0.0 II II 
AK(5) " 0.02403 II II II 
AK(6) II 
-0.0030535 II " " AK(7} II 
-4.27flX10-1l II II II 
AK(8) " B. 6194X1 0-6 " II " II.K( 9) II -1l.63IlX10-8. II II II 
OPE> 0.0 " 0.0 --- II II 
NLEHIS = 0.0 IrJTEGER 0.0 --- II " 
AK(1} REAL 246.62 tlLEHIS = 0 II II 
AK(2) II 5.406 II II II 
: . 
AK(3) II 
-0.144 II II II 
CSTAR1* II 5144.0 " " II PAMBT* ,. 14.696 " II " MC(2)* " 5184.0 II II II ;'1~16l) " 5144.0 " II II MC 24 * " 5144.0 .. II II II 
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1)256-10020-2 
TABLE 3-VIII INPUT DATA REOllIPED F[1R A ['lIlTES PREDICTInN (cnNTHllIED) 
NSI ~ 3 \J KEY' NRECflN - 0 
VARIABLE VALUE IF REQUIRED BY INPUT DATA NAtlELIST NArlE TYPE ~IOT INPUT INDICATOR PACKAGE 
NLEWIS ~ 0.0 CONT 
CSC~EF(l) REAL 4735.23 NLEHIS ~ a C9lNTR91L DATA INPUT1 
CSC,e)EF(2) 
" n.09546955 " " " CSC,e)EF(3) " -0.359902X10-4 " " " 
NLEHIS ~ 1 INTEGER 0 --- " " 
r1C(15) REAL 68.2 NLEWIS = 1 " " 
LElm INPUT AL. NlI~l. --- " LEIHS DATA NONE 
D/J.TA* 
CLAME = 0.0 REAL 0.0 --- CJlNTRpL DATA INPUT1 
ALPHA 
" 0.0 CLAME ~ 0 " " QEX 
" 0.0 " " " XLAMBD 
" 1.0 " " " 
CLAME > 0.0 






































VARIABLE DEFINITIONS FOR A BIl.TES PP.ElJICTION 
OEFINITION 
End item nozzle divergence half anQ1p.. (RADIANS) 
Curve fit coefficient for theoretical 
vacuum Iso, in seconds, versus exoansion 
ratio at 1000 psia chamher pressure. Data derived from LF.HIS Output. Isp = AK(1) + AK(2)*ARETE + AK(3)*ARETE**2 
Curve fit coefficient for theoretical 
vacuum Iso, in seconds, versus expansion 
ratio at 1000 psia chamber pressure. nata derived from LEHIS Output. Isp = I\K(l) + AK(2)*ARETE + AK(3)*~RETE**2 
Curve fit coefficient for theoretical 
vacuum Isp, in seconds, versus expansion 
ratio at 1000 psia chamber nressure. Data derived from LEHIS Output. Iso = AK(l) + AK(2)*ARETE + AK(3)*ARETE**2 
Curve fit coefficient for solid particle mean 
mass particle diameter in microns versus 
nozzle throat diameter in inches. HDP = AK(4) + AK(5)*0 + AI((6)*0**2 + AK(7)*0**3 I\K(8)*D**4 + AK(9)*D**5 
Curve fit coefficiF.!pt for solid particle melln 
mass r,artic1e diameter in microns versus 
nozzle throat diameter in inches. 'lOP = P.K(4) + AK(5)*D + I\K(6)*0**2 + AK(7)*fl**3 AK(8)*D**4 + AK(9)*0**5 
Curve fit coefficient for solid particle mean 
mass particle rliameter in microns versus 
nozz1 e throat di ameter i IT inches. f·1flP = AK( 4) + AK( 5 )*0 + AK( 6)*D**2 + AK(7)*0**3 AK(a)*0**4 + AK(9)*D**5 
Curve fit coefficient for solid particle mean m~ss particle dial'1eter in microns versus 
nozz1 e throat diameter in inches. ~!flP '= AK(4) + AK(5)*fl + AK(6)*0**2 + I\K(7)*0**3 AK(8)*0**4 + AI((9)*0**5 
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TABLE 3-IX VARIABLE DEFINITIONS FOR A RATES PREOICTION (Continued) I VARIABLE DEFINITION , 
~ 
AK(B) Curve fit coefficient for solid oarticle mean 
mass particle diameter in microns versus '~:'i 
nozzle throat diameter in inches. ~1DP = 
AK(4) + AK(5)*D + AK(6)*D**2 + AK(7)*D**3 
AK(8)*D**4 + AK(9)*O**5 
,0" .r 
AK(9) Curve fit coefficient for solin particle mean 
..... 
mass particle diameter in microns versus 
nozzle throat diameter in inches. MOP = 
AK(4) + AK(5)*D + AK(6)*D**2 + AK(7)*D**3 
AK(B)*D**4 + AK(9)*D**5 1 
AL Propellant aluminum loading normalized to 1 16%: AL = %AL 16.0 
ALPHA Temperature exponent in viscosity versus I temperature equation of IDNOZL. Used only in 
IDNOZL Namel ist. Set to 0.6 
ALPHA Equivalent conical divergence angle of the 
,,_..-- contoured 'nozzle. , 
ARETB BATES test motor nozzle expansion ratio. 
(AEXIT/ATHROAT) 
ARETE End item nozzle area ratio. (AEXIT/ATHROAT) 
ATHBL A dimensionless absolute tolerance on the 
gas and particl e velocities used' in IDNf1ZL 
Runge - Kutta integration. Suggested value: 
,.) 0.001 • , 
CHEN BATES test motor chamber enthalpy. (KCAL/ 
100 GRAMS) 
I CLAME End item divergence loss factor A*, vlhere 
A is Cl+~OSC!).and C! is the nozzle divergence . 1 
half-angle in degrees. i 
I 
; 
CPL Specific heat of the BATES test motor cam- l 
bustion product liquid particles. (FT2/SEC2 - \\ c::l 
DEG R) 


























VARIABLE DEFINITIONS FOR A BATES PREDICTION (Continued) 
DEFINITION 
Curve fit coefficient for end item propellant 
theoretical c* in ft/sec, versus nozzle 
stagnation pressure in psia. c* = CSC{!jEF(l) + 
CSC{!jEF(2)*PN + CSC{!jEF(3)*PN**2 
Curve fit coefficient for end item propellant 
theoretical c* in ft/sec, versus nozzle 
stagnation pressure in psia. c* =CSCfilEF(l) + 
CSC{!jEF(2)*PN + CSC{!jEF(3)*PN**2 
Curve fit coefficient for end item propellant 
theoretical c* in ft/sec, versus nozzle 
stagnation pressure in psia. c* = CSC~EF(l) + 
CSC~EF(2)*PN + CSC~EF(3)*PN**2 
End Item motor theoretical characteristics 
exhaust velocity at the nozzle throat (c*). 
(FT/SEC) 
BATES test motor combustion product solid 
particle mean mass particle diameter. (MICR{!jN) 
End item comhustion product solin particle 
mean mass particle diameter.. (MICRONS) 
BATES test motor throat diameter. (IN) 
End item nozzle throat diameter. (IN) 
A dimensionless inteqration interval in 
IDN0ZL suggested value: 0.001. 
A dimensionless tolerance limit used as the 
denominator by ID0ZNL in solving the total 
momentum equation integration interv~l. 
Suggested value: O.OOR. 
A dimensionless tolerance on gas velocity 
at left end of bracketing solutions in 
IDN91ZL. Suggested value: O.l. 
BATES test motor Iso efficiency (actual/ 
theoretical) for standard conditions (1000 
to 14.7 asia expansion). 
BATES test motor ,nozzle exit enthalpy. 
( KCAL /100 GRAt~S) 
3-32 
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VARIABLE DEFINITIONS FOR A BATES PREDICTION (Continued) 
DEFINITION 
BATES test motor combustion product particle 
mass density (LB~';FT3). 
BATES test motor combustion products viscosity. 
(LBF/FT - SEC) 
BATES test motor combustion product particle 
enthalpy at the particle meltinq point with 
the particle in the liquid state. (FT2/SEC2) 
BATES test motor combustion oroduct particle 
enthalpy at the particle melting point with 
the particle in the solid state. (FT2/SEC2) 
BATES test motor c*. (FT/SEC) 
Area ratio for theoretical optif11um expansion 
from 1000 psia to 14.7 psia. Available from 
optional LEHIS Output. 
BATES test motor standard chamber pressure. 
(1000 PSIA) 
(1 - A) where A is the divergence loss factor 
1 +2cnSa and a is the nozzle diverqence half-
angle. 
Theoretical c* of the end item propellant at 
1000 psia chamber pressure. (FT/SEC) 
End item nozzle entrance slope in the con-
verginq section. ( See conical nozzle sketch 
be 1 O~I.) 
End item nozzle throat radius. (See conical 
nozzle sketch below). (FT) 
End item nozzle throat exit radius (See 




























VARIABLE DEFINITIONS FOR A BATES PREDICTION (Continued) 
DEFINITION 
comCIlL NOZZLE SKETCH 
SLOPF I~ MC(9) 
rlC(f\)~ 
cmlVEprHtlG S: TIntl 
Standard pressure ratio (1000 to 14.7 psia). 
Set equal to 68.2. 
End Item motor theoretical specific impulse 
at the nozzle throat. (SEC) 
Empirical adjustment for calculated end item 
c* from BATES Module. 
BATES test ambient pressure. (PSIA) 
BATES test motor combustion product 
molecular \'Iei~ht. (GRAMS/MOLE) 
BATES test motor steadY state chamnei" 
nressure. (PSIA) , 
BIITES test motor propellant fuel indicator; 
o or 1 for aluminum; greater than 1 for 
beryl] ium. 
BATES test motor steady state nozzle entrance 
total pressure (PSIA). 
End Item expended inerts heat of ablation. 
(BTU/LB~1) 
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VARIABLE DEFINITIONS FOR A BATES PREDICTION (Continued) 
DEFINITION 
Angle of the nozzle contour at the nozzle 
exit plane measured for the nozzle centerline. 
(RADIANS) 
A dimensionless relative tolerance on the qas 
and particle velocity and enthalpy used in the 
IDNOZL Runge - Kutta integration. SU9gested 
value: 1 X 10-6 
BATES test motor specific impulse at standard 
conditions. (1000 to 14.7 osia exoansion). 
(SEC) 
End Item motor delivered specific impulse 
correction factor for the effect of nozzle 
submergence. 
BATES test motor combustion product solid 
particle meltin9 point (OEG R). 
BATES test motor steadv state nozzle entrance 
total temperature. (OEG K) 
End item mass of expanded "inerts". (LBt1) 
BATES test motor propellant mass. (LBM) 
End item mass of initial propellant. (LB~1) 
BATES test motor combustion product gas molecular 
weight. Available from optional LEHIS Output. 
(GRA~IS/MOLE) 
Ratio of the theoretical specific impulse of 
a contoured nozzle to the theoretical specific 
impulse of an equivalent conical nozzle 
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TABLE 3-X INPUT DATA REQUIRED FOR A DISPERSm: PREDICTIOf! 
KEY· NRECON - 0 . 
VARIAI3LE VALUE IF REQUIRED flY INPUT DATA NAtlELlST NAr1E TYPE tlOT INPUT INDICATOR PACKAGE 
NDISP = 0 INTEGER 0 --- CONTROL DATA INPun 
NDISP = 1 " 0 " " " 
DISLIt4(l ) REAL 0.OD0615 NDISP = 1 " " 
NDISP = 2 INTEGER 0 " --- " 
DISLIM(l ) REAL -0.000615 NDISP = 2 " " 
NDISP = 3 INTEGER 0 " --- " 
DISLlM(2) REAL 0.00612 tWISP = 3 " " 
NDISP = 4 nlTEGER 0 " --- . " 
DISLIM(2) REAL -0.00612 NDISP = 4 " " 
NDISP = 5 INTEGER 0 " __ ow " 
DISLIt4(3) REAL 0.00268 rlDISP = 5 " " 
NDISP = 6 INTEGER 0 --- " " 
DISLII-1(3) REAL -0.00268 IWISP = 6 ,- " 
NDISP = 7 HITEGER 0 --- " " 
DISLW(4) REAL 0.000065 NDISP = 7 " " 
NDISP = 8 INTEGER 0 -- .. " " 
D I SLIl.l( 4 ) REAL ·0.000065 :WISP ;: 8 " " 
NDISP = 9* HlTEGER 0 --- " " + 
DISLH-1( 5) REAL 1).00084 ;mlsP = 9 " ,. 
NDISP = 10* WTEGER (l -, " ---+ 
DISLHI(5) P.EAL -o.onOB4 11[1ISP = ]f) " ,. 
rmISP = 11 * INTEGER 0 --.- " ,-+ 
DISLlI1(6) RE.~L 0.00393 f'H:'ISP = 11 " " 
rmISp. = 12* HlTEGER 0 " " ---+ 
DISLH-1(6) REAL -0.(10393 NOISP = 12 " ,-
NDISP = 13 INTEGEP 0 ., " ---
DISU:l(7) REAL 0.05001 tWISP = 13 - " " 
*rlon··Automilted Disl)p.rsion-User Action Re~uirp.d: Dis~erse innut data ext~rn"l 
to program. 










TABLE 3-X INPUT DATA REQUIRED FOR A DISPERSION PREDICTION (COfITIllUED) 
KEY' NRECON - 0 
VARIAIlLE VALUE IF REQUIRED IlY INPUT DATil NAtlELIST NAtlE TYPE tlOT INPUT INDICATOR PACKAGE 
tWISP = 14 INTEGER a --- CONTROL DATA INPUT 1 
DISLIN(7) REAL D.05001 NDISP = 14 II II 
NDISP = 15 INTEGER 0 --- II II 
DISLIN(8) REAL 0.3861 NDISP = 15 II II 
NDISP = 16 INTEGER 0 --- II II 
DISLH1(8) REAL -0.3861 NDISP = 16 II II 
tWISP = 17 INTEGER 0 --- II II 
DISLIN( 9) REAL 0.0006 NDISP = 17 II II 
NDISP = 18 INTEGER 0 --- II II 
DISLIM(9) REAL -0.0006 NDISP = 18 II II 
NDISP = 19 INTEGER 0 --- II II 
DISW1(10) REAL 5.000 NDISP = 19 " II 
NDISP = 20* INTEGER 0 --- " " + 
DISLIN(10) REAL -5.000 tWISP = 20 " " 
NDISP = 21* INTEGER 0 --- " " + 
DISW1(11 ) REAL 0.01033 NDISP = 21 " " 
NDISP = 22 WTEGER 0 " --- II 
DISLH1( 11 ) REAL -0.01033 NDISP = 22 " " 
. 
flOTE: DISPERSH1r1 PREDICTIOflS AWl RECUIRE NOf':INP,L DATA DECK FOR HlTERfl.lIL 



















DISLH1( 11 ) 
D256-10020-2 
VARIABLE DEFINITIONS FOR A DISPERSION PREDICTION 
DEFINITION 
Propellant density dispersion limit formed 
as the dispersion value of density divided by the nominal value of density. 
Burning rate law pressure exponent dispersion limit formed by the dispersion value of pressure 
exponent divided by the nominal value of pressure exponent. 
Burnino rate law pressure coefficient dispersion limit formed by the dispersion value of pressure 
coefficient divided by the nominal value of pressure coefficient. 
Characteristic velocity disoersion limit formed by the dispersion value of characteristic 
velocity divided bv the nominal value of flressure coeffi ci ent. 
Propellant grain length dispersion limit . formed by the dispersion value of grain length· divided by the nominal value of grain length. 
Propellant grain web thickness dispersion limit formed by th·e dispersion value of grain 
web thickness divided by the nominal value of 
web th i ckness. 
Initial nozzle throat diameter disnersion limit. (INCHES) 
Initial nozzle exit diameter dispersion limit. (INCHES) 
Nozzle throat erosion rate dispersion limit based on the throat radi us. (INCHES/SECOND) 
Propellant grain temperature dispersion limit. (DEGREES F) 








VARIABLE DEFINITIONS FOR A DISPERSION PREDICTION (Continued) 
DEFINITION 
Indicator for dispersion orediction: 
NDISP=O, Nominal Prediction 
NDISP=l, +propellant density dispersion 
NDISP=2, -propellant density disoersion 
NDISP=3, +burning rate law pressure exponent 
dispersion 
NDISP=4, -burning rate law pressure exponent 
dispersion 
NDISP=5, +burning rate law pressure coefficient 
dispersion 
NDISP=6, -burning rate law pressure coefficient 
dispersion 
NDISP=?, +characteristic velocity dispersion 
NDISP=8, -characteristic velocity dispersion 
NDISP=9* +propellant grain length dispersion 
NDISP=lO*, -propellant grain length dispersion 
NDISP=ll*, +propellant grain web/thickness 
di spersi on 
NDISP=12*,' -propellant grain web/thickness 
disperson 
NDISP=13, +initial throat diameter dispersion 
NDISP=14, -initial throat diameter dispersion 
NDISP=15, +initial exit diameter dispersion 
NDISP=16, -initial exit diameter dispersion 
NDISP=l?, +throa't erosion ra'Ce dispersion (radius) 
NDISP=18, -throat erosion rate dispersion (radius) 
NDISP=19*,+propellant grain temperature dispersion 
NDISP=20*,-propellant grain temperature dispersion 
NDISP=2l, +initial "inert" mass consumable 
dispersion 
NDISP=22, -initial "inert" mass consumable 
dispersion 
*Non-automated dispersion - user must perturb the input data in order to 










TABLE 3-XII INPUT [lATA REOUIRE[) FOR A THPIIST Sr.ALINr. PPFI1Ir.TIOtI 
!(EY' NRECflN = 0 
VARIABLE 
NAtlE TYPE 
NF = 0 INTEGER 
ATB(I)* REAL 
AFSRM(I )* " MPN~I'l " 
NP(l )** INTEGER 
SII REAL 
MC(l ) " 
AMPRR(I)+ " 
!It~I RR ( I) + " 
NP(lO)++ INTEGER 
f·lIH1T REAL 
NTB = 0 H'TEGER 
InB > 0 
" 
TB I1EPL 
IIt1P = n IfITEGEP. 
rwp > a " 
t~PT0T P'EP,L 
*:lax;rlum of 50 noints. 
**NP(l) must be -=- 50. 
VALUE IF REQUIRED BY 
tlOT INPUT INDICATOR 
1 ---





O. 1718Xl 0-3 















167635h. r N~IP>(1 
+t'1ax imum (Jf 10 poi nts. 



















































VARIABLE DEFINITIONS FOR THRUST SCALING PPFDICTIONS 
I1EFHIITION 
Array of nominal vacuum thrust used to aenerate 
a thrust scalina oerformance prediction. Points 
in ATB(!) must corresnond to points in AFSP~1(I), 
i.e., ATB(3) is the tim£'! at which nominal thrust 
is AFSRM(3). (LBF) 
Arrav of non-dimensional inert mass remaininn 
for 1m inert mass calculation. Points in 
MlIRR( I) must correspond to points in AMPRR( I), 
i.e., M'PRR(5) must COI"resoonr! to M1IRR(5). 
Arrav of non-dimensionalized oropellant remainina 
for 1m inert mass calculation. Points in M1PPR(I) 
must corresnond to points in N~IPR(I), i.e., 
Ar1PRR(5) is the portion of oropellant mass 
remaininn I'Ihich corresponds to MlIRr.(5). 
AMPRR(I) is non-dimensionalized hy dividina 
the mass remainino schedule hy MPT0T. 
Array of nominal times used to qenerate a 
thru'st scalinq prediction. Points in ATB(!) 
must corre'sponr! to points in AFSm1(I), i.e., 
JlTB(3) is the time at \'Ihich nominal thrust 
is AFSRM(3). (SECONDS) 
Constant for convertinn SRM thrust to SR~1 
nozzle staqnation pressure for a thrust scalino 
prediction~ nC(l) = 1.O/(CFAt ) (IN-2) 
Total "inert" mass on hoard at time eoual zero. (LBM) 
Nominal prooellant mass for a thrust scalinn 
performance prediction. This mass must be 
compatible \-lith ATB anr! JlFSRM. (LBt1) 
Total initial propellant mass for a thrust 
scal ing performance prediction. (Ul~1) 
Indicator user! to establish \-Ihich module is 
to be used to generate propulsion performance 
predictions. ~IF = 0: Thrust Scalinn ~1or!ule. 
NF = 1: Internal Ilallistics tlodule. 
Indicator used for tbrust scalino prpdiction. 
NMP = (1: MPT9IT = MP~I9IN, Nf~P > n: I1PT9IT is 
an input variable. 
Number of noints in the /lTR and IIFSRt1 arra.lls. 






































VARIABLE DEFINITIONS FOP THRlIST SCALING PREnICTIflNS (Continued) 
DEFINITIflN 
Numher of points in the A~1PRP and JlMIPR 
arrays. l1aximum of 10 points. 
Indicator used for thrust scalinq oerformance prediction. NTB = 0: Til = ATB (NP(l) - 1). NTB > 0: TB \'/as input hy NAMELIST. 
Snecific impulse of the inert material 
exhausted from the motor. (SECONDS) 













TABLE 3-XIV NOMINAL VALUES FOR USE IN THRUST SCALING PREincTION 
POINT NO. ATB(I) f\FSR~1(I)* AMPRR( I) AMIRR( I) 
1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2 1.0 2,969,184 0.0 0.0 3 4.0 3,059,184 0.0 . 0.0 
4 8.0 3,199,184 0.090 0.150 5 12.0 3,299,184 0.160 0.235 6 16.0 3,389,184 0.255 0.,325 
7 20.0 3,459,184 0.740 0.670 8 24.0 3,549,184 0.850 0.770 9 28.0 3,649,184 0.928 0.870 10 32.0 3,839,184 1.000 1.000 
11 36.0 3,849,184 
12 40.0 3,929,184 
13 44.0 3,859,184 
14 48.0 3,799,184 
15 52.0 3,749,184 
16 56;0 3,699,184 
17 60.0 3,649,184 
18 64.0 3,559,184 
19 68.0 3,489,184 
20 72.0 3,439 .. 184 
21 76.0 3,439,184 
22 80.0 3,439,184 
23 84.0 3,439,184 
24 88.0 3,439,184 
25 92.0 3,439,184 
26 96.0 3,419,184 
27 100.0 3,409,184 
28 104.0 3,379,184 
29 106.0 3,359,184 
30 108.0 .:: ,409,184 
31 112.0 3,199,184 
32 116.0 2,569,184 
33 120.0 1,149,184 
34 124.0 679,184 
35 128.0 559,184 
36 132.0 529,184 
37 136.0 479184 
38 140.0 459,184 
39 150.0 0.0 
40 200.0 0.0 
.. 
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TABLE 3-XV it!PUT OATA REOlJIREn FOR RFCotlSTRlJCTION 
KEY' NRFriN - 1 v 
VARIABLE VALUE IF REQUIRED ny ItIPUT DATA NAtlELIST NAI1E TYPE tlOT INPUT INDICATOR PACKAGE 
NRECo'N = 1 INTEGER 0 --- C0~ITR0L !lATA INPUTl 
BIAS DATA* REAL 0 NRECy)N=l " " CONTROL SYS. 
" 0 " " " DATA** 
STATIC LOGICAL .TRUE. " " " Nliimis INTEGER 0 " " " I1K(4) REAL 100.0 " " " y)K( 5) " 6.0 " " " 
LISTl = .TRUE. LOGICAL • FALSE. 
--- " " 
TSREC REAL 0.0 IST1=.TRUE. " " TEREC " 1000.0 " " " CSBAR 
" 4800.0 " " " PBAR " 1000.0 " " " THEB " 1000.0 " " " PInI " 1000000.0 " " " 
LISTl = • FALSE. • FALSE. 
--- " " 
PFLAG REAL 0.0 IST1=.FALSE " " PADJC(l) " 0.0 " " " PADJC(2) " 0.0 " " " PHEPI " 100.0 " " " ATSAR " 3959.0 " " " IiPTO'f " 16763F6.0 " " " 
NLEHIS = n INTEGER fJ " --- " 
CSC9EF(l) REAL 1l735.23 ~'LEIHS=(l " " CSC9EF(2) " 0.09540955 4 " " " CSC9EF(3) " ~. 359902)(1 0- " " " 
fIILEHIS = 1 INTEGER 0 ." 
--- " 
LEIHS DATA AL. -111I11. ---
PACKAGE+ 
fILEHIS=l LF.lHS flJlTA NONE 
NPH = 0 IfnEGEP 0 --- IB~l DATA IB[lATA 
l1t1l,lTI REJl.L 2000000.0 NPH=O C~NTR~L DATA INPUTl 
t1VEHI " 5000000Jl " " " 
'miST " 50000.0 " " " 
*P.equires Comoilation (If Subroutine BIAS and Possihle AdcJition of Variables to' 
Common and tia!'1el ist. 
**Rr.quires Cornnilation of Suhrnutine Cm!T anrl Possihle llrldition of Ifariahl"s to 
Commnn and rlamelist. 








.... J L· r L __ _ .. I _ 
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TABLE 3-XV HlPIIT OATA REolJIREfl FOR REr.C1NSTrHJCTIntJ (CONTItIIlEfl) 
I'EY' NREWN - 1 , . 
VARIABLE VALUE IF REQUIREIl IlY INPUT DATA . NM1ELIST NAt1E TYPE nOT INPUT INDICATOR PACKAGE 
NPH > 0 INTEGER 0 --- IBt1 DATA I BflATA 
PHST(I) REAL 0 NPH > 0 " " TU1EPH(I) " 0 " " " 
IN ADDITION iTo DATA L STEfl ABOVE, ALL ~IINPlJT DATA EOlJIRED FOR A Norm~AL PI EDICTION ISING THE INTERN Ir,L BALLISTIC MnDULF AND 



















VARIABLE DEFINITIONS FOR A RECONSTRUCTION 




 ~o '_ 
DEFINITION 
Average throat area for reconstruction. Normally the arithmatic averaqe of initial 
and final throat areas. (IN2) 
Characteristic velocity used with PBAR to 
shift the theoretical c* curve for use in a 
reconstruction. (FT/SEC) 
Curve fit coefficient for end item oropellant theoretical c* (FT/SEC) versus nozzle stapna-ti on pressures (PS Ill) • CSC0EF( 1) is intercept 
at pressure = 0.0. (c* = cl + c2PNS + clN§) 
Curve fit coefficient for end item propellant theoretical c* (FT/SEC) versus nozzle stapnation pressure. 
Curve fit coefficient for end item oroDellant theoretical c* (FT/SEC) versus nozzle staqnation presslll:'e. 
Logical indicator \-thich, \~hen true, shows the following variables were inDut: TSRFC, TEREr:, CSBAR, PBAR, THEB and PITH. 
t1ass of SRB inert structure, not includina 
mo to rs . (LBt1 ) ( FLI l1HT ONL Y) 
Initial total mass of the motor neina recon-
structed includino proDellant, case, insulation, 
nozzle, etc. (LBM) 
Total propellant mass loaded into the motor hei ng reconstructed (LB~1) 
Mass of Shuttle vehicle at launch. (LBt1) {FLIGHT (lNLY) 
Indicator for a Lewis Run. tiLEWIS = 0: No LEWIS Subroutine execution, NLFWIS = 1: LE~!IS Suhroutine execution. 
Indicator for nozzle exhaust rlirection for a 


























VARIABLE DEFINITIONS FOR A RECONSTRUCTION (Continued) 
DEFINITION 
Number of points in the arrays of head-end 
pressure, PHST(I), versus time, TIMPH(I). 
Maximum of 70 points. 
Indicator used to establish a prediction or 
reconstruction. NREC~N = 0: Prediction, 
NREC~N = 1: Reconstruction. 
Characteristic velocity correction increment 
for Reconstruction. (FT/SEC) 
Iteration limit for a reconstruction. 
Slope of pressure adjustment term in recon-
struction. Used to adjust measured head-
end pressure to nozzle staqnation pressure. 
PNS = PH - (PADJC(l )*TH1E + PADJC(2)) 
Intercept of pressure adjustment term in 
reconstruction. Used to adjust measured head-
end pressure to nozzle stagnation pressure. (PSIA) 
PNS = PH - (PADJC(l )*TmE + PADJC(2)) 
Time average nozzle stagnation pressure used 
with CSBAR to shift the theoretical c* curve 
for a reconstruction.' (PSIA) 
Pressure level at which initial reconstruction' 
calculations are started and ended. (PSIA) 
Percentage of head-end pressure integral which 
defi nes TWEB. (%) 
Array of head-end total pressure during a 
reconstruction. This is the dependent array; 
See TIMEPH(I) as independent array. (PSIA) 
Head-end pressure integral used to calculate 
TWEB. (PSIA-SEC) 
Logical indicator used in a reconstruction to 
establish a static test or flight. STATIC = 
.TRUE.: Static Test. STATIC = .FALSE.: Flight. 
Time to end integration of pressures in a 
reconstruction. Set equal to time when the 
















VARIABLE DEFINITIONS FOR A RECONSTRUCTION (Continued) 
DEFINITION 
Array of time during a reconstruction. In-
dependent array, PHST(I) is the dependent array. 
(SEC) . 
Time to start integration of pressures in a 
reconstruction. Set equal to time when the 
~ead-end pressure buildup reaches a value 
equa 1 to PFLAG. (SEC) 
Heb time of a grain for a reconstruction. 
Define as the time of occurance of a perceni~ge 














3.4.7 (Conti nued) 
Punched card output is available when the IBM performance prediction option is exercised. Punched cards are generated by setting the input indicator NCARD=l in the Control Data Package. 
Data tape and plot tape output may be obtained from an IBM performance prediction by setting the indicators NTAPE=l (data tape, Internal I/O Unit 12) and NPL0T=1 (plot tape, Internal I/O Unit 13). NTAPE and NPL0T are input through the Control Data Package. 
3.5 INTERNAL BALLISTICS OPTIONS 
The input data options for the Internal Ballistics Module are shown graphically in Figure 3-6. Many of the indicators and variables in-cluded as input to the Internal Ballistics Module are initialized in Subroutine IBM. If the initial or "standard" value is the desired input value, then the term need not be included in the data deck. This substantially reduces the number of terms which must be included as input. 
The input data section of the Boeing Internal Ballistics Program User's Guide (Reference 6) has been adapted for this document and is given in the following paragraphs. Definitions of all input variables are given in Tables 3-XVII through 3-XXII. In addition to these data, the 
"Inert" mass data of Table 3-XII are required inputs. 
3.5.1 Grain Geometry 
For analysis purposes the motor is divided into three sections, aft-head, fore-head, and cylindrical. The cylindrical section is sub-divided by a number of input reference planes (minimum of two and a maximum of eighteen) that describe local grain geometry. The region between the reference planes is divided into a number of smaller regions by increment dividing planes for calculating the internal gas dynamics, Figure 3-8. The cylindrical section may be divided into as many as one hundred mass addition regions. 










I U1TERIIAl BALLISTICS OPTlOli5 J 
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3.5.1.1 Aft-Head Section 
Two grain geometry options are available: a straight through grain, where the port cross-section is the same as that at the aft tangent plane, or an input table of burning area versus distance burned. The latter is generally used when a submerged nozzle or complex grain designs are considered. A typical straight through grain configuration is shown in Figure 3-10. The required grain geometry input at the aft tangent plane is discussed below under the heading "Cylindrical Section", Section 3.5.1.3. Inputs required for simulating a submerged nozzle are discussed in Section 3.5.5. 
The dome external contour is made UP by a combination of elliptical and conical configurations. Figure 3-11 shows necessary inputs to describe the aft dome shape. 
The input values are 1) BN, 2) DN1, 3) A0N~1, and 4) DLRF. The term BN defines the ratio of the ellipse semi-axis perpendicular to the motor axis to the semi-axis coincident with the motor axis. The case opening diameter is specified by the value of ON1. The maximum allow-able angle between the tangent to the ellipse section and the motor centerline at the plane of the case opening is A0NM. To define the end section, the program first computes the value of anq1e ANR. This angle is defined by the tangent to the ellipse and the motor axis at a diameter equal to ON1. If the value of ANR is less than or equal to the val ue of A0N11, then the ,ell iotic contour is assumed to terminate at the case opening diameter. If, however, the value of ANR is greater than the value of A0NI1, then the ell iptic contour is terminated at the point where the angle bebleen the tangent to the ellipse and the motor axis is equal to the value of A0NM. From this point, a frustum of a cone tangent to the ellipse is extended to the case opening diameter. 
Desired accuracy of the burnin9 surface area and initial volume are governed by the input OLRF. As this value approaches zero, the calculations approach an exact solution at any value of thickness burned. A typical value is 0.01. 
Certain limiting requirements must be satisfied for the end dimensions as fa 11 O\'lS: 
1. The value of DNI/2 must be less than or equal to the value of RF in the reference plane adjacent to the end section. 
2. The value of A0NH must be greater than zero. 
3. The value of BN must be either 
a. Equal to 1.00 (hemispherical end) , 
b. Equal to or greater than 1.01 (oblate spheroid end) or 














If any of these restrictions is exceeded, the prOGram \'Iill automaticallv stop and print out a statement identifyinG the restriction. ' 
Propellant cutback is considered if DN1/2 is qreater than Pl, (FiGure 3-11). If this occurs, hurning Nill occur on the aft face. The grain confi gurati on shown in Fi qure 3-11 illustrates end hurni no. 
If the input DNl is such that the resulting length of the aft dome is less than the maximum weh thickness of the aft tanqent plane grain geometry, then the difference bet~/een these lenqths will be added to the initial dome lenqth making it eoual to the maximum ~mh thickness. This prevents the aft face'from burnin9 into the cylindrical section. 
If the burnin9 area table option is used, BN, DN1, A0NM, and OLRF are not required. Burning area versus distance hurned and the total dome and propellant volume for the aft-head section are the required inputs. If grain moments of inertia and center of gravity are to be determined, this data also becomes required input. 
3.5.1.2 Fore-Head Section 
Three grain geometry options are available. They are straiGht throuGh grain, burning area table, and a head-end ~Iith 1·/eb. The first t\'lO ar~ the same as discussed ahove in the aft-head section. 
The inputs for the straight through 9rain option are: 1) BH, 2) OH1, and 3) A9lHN. Definitions of these inputs and the correspondinq . limitations are identical to the equivalent aft-end section inputs and limitations. The fore-head increment sizes are set by the dimensionless ratio DLRF, the same as the aft-end increment sizes. In the forehead, hO\'lever, RF is the outside propellant radius of the forward tangent plane. Likewise, the calculation of the fore-head section length is based on the maximum web thickness of the forward tanqent plane grain geometry. 















from the center of the fore-head ellipse closure. A restriction to the head-end with web solution requires that the initial propellant surface reach the igniter opening. If this restriction is exceeded by using too small an input value for BTA~E, the program will stop and print a statement that the head-end with web fraction is negative. 
Burning surface area and initial volume calculations for the head-end with ~Ieb are based on approximate integrations of surface and volume increments. Initial values of the required increment sizes, DRV and DL, are computed in the same manner as DL fora straiqht through grain. In subsequent calculations, the increment sizes are modified by the input constants AK and AKK, which adjust the increment sizes to account for changes in the configuration during burning. The input values of AK and AKK are the primary factors in determining accuracy and execution time for the head-end with web calculations. As these terms approach zero, the calculations approach exact solutions. Input value AK controls the accuracy of the burn surface area calcu-lations, and input value AKK controls the accuracy of the initial volume calculations. A recommended value for these terms is 0.50. 
Values of propellant volume in both end sections at any thickness other than zero are computed by means of approximate integration of burning surfaces with respect to thickness burned. These integrated volumes are subtracted from the previous volume to give instantaneous volumes at any time. Because of this process, the final propellant weight at complete burnout is likely to be some value other than zero. As the time increment input approaches zero, the calculation for in-stantaneous propellant weight aoproaches an exact solution. 
3.5.1.3 Cylindrical Section 
The cy1 i ndrica1 secti on is that secti on 1yi ng between the forward and aft tangent planes. The cylindrical section length is designated as input HC~. Various grain geometry options exist as shown in Figure 3-13. The grain may be either mono1 ithic or segmented. 
The cylindrical section is described for input by dividing it into a number (maXimum of 18) of geometl"ica1 reference planes, Figure 3-14. These refel"ence planes are used in describing the grain geometry at a particular location. They are designated by AINCIN(1) ... AINCIN(18) and are placed at desired distances from the forward tangent plane. 










































The genera 1 fprkeri waqon wheel 
plane is shown in Fi9ure 3-15. 
confi9uration for an inout reference 









,~LB( I) A~4( I) 
ALE(I) A~5(r) 
AN~ is the number of symmetrical sectors. The seament lengths ALC and 
ALD are not input. 
Fi9ures 3-16 and 3-'17 show the inputs and calculated nlane constants 
for the !leneral forked \'Ia901l wheel confi9uration. The calculated olane 
constants allow the user a neans of checkinq if the proper 9rain desi!ln 
is being analyzed. Althou91' the pr09ram is desioned to solve the 
general confi9uration shown in Fiqure 3-15, there are certain variations 
of this configuration that exceed the mathematical limits of the 
analysis. To obtain a pnJ9ram solution, all of the followina conditions 
must exist for each reference plane used: 
Rl must be greater than or equal to zero 
R3 must be less than or equal to Tm 
R7 must be less than or ef]ual to T1211 
R9 must be 9reater than or equal to zero 
.ALe must he greater than or equal to zero 
ALD must be greater than or equal to zero 
B7H-1 must he 9reatel' than or equal to zero 
891M must be ~reater than or ef]ual to zero 
A0l must be less than 90° and greater than or equal to A02 
A02 must be greater than or equal to zero 
A03 must be less than 90° and greater than or equal to A~2 
A04 must he greater than or equal to zero 
A05 must be 1 ess than 9,;' and greater than or equal to A~4, 
TH4 must be greater than or equal to zero 
If any of these restrictions are exceeded for any reference plane, the 
program will automatically stop and will print the reference plane 
dimensions along \'lith a statement of the exceeded restriction. Although 
the program is self-checkin0 for these mathematically invalid con-
fi9urations, there are some physically invalid confiqurations "~ 
which there is no such check. For example, such a situation \-1': I occur 
in a case where a value of an AN0 input is not a ~Iholp. number, and the 
program will yield valid mathematical solutions that al"c physically 
impossihle. To avoid such problems, it is suggested that the user 
visually revie\-, a sketch of each reference plane input confi9uration 
before attempting to obtain a orogram solution. 
Special attention should be given to the manner in which input lengths 
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3.5.1.3 (Continued) 
tangent to the arcs generated by radii R2 and R3 (Fi9ure 3-15). nne of 
the points that defines this length is the point of tanqency with the 
arc generated by the radius R2. However, the other point that defines 
length ALA is not the point of tangency with the arc generated by 
radius R3. This end limit of length ALA is determined by bisecting 
the angle subtended at the center of the arc generated by radius R3 
and extending this bisector until it intersects the axis of symmetry of. 
the grain sector. From this intersection point, a perpendicular to 
line ALA is erected. The intersection of this perpendicular and the 
line ALA is the point which defines the end of length ALA. An expanded 
sketch showing the definition length of ALA is shown in Figure 3-18. 
Line lengths ALB and ALE are defined in a similar manner. 
Figure 3-19 shows the "inputs required for the wagon wheel grain 
configuration. 
Figure 3-20 shows the inputs required for the standard star grain 
configuration. 
Figure 3-21 shovls the inputs required for the slotted-cone grain 
configuration. Burning area tables are always required for the fore 
and aft-head region with this grain conf;.guration.· In addition to the 
standard star input of Figure 3-20 an"additional parameter TH~ is required. 
Figure 3-22 shO\'IS the inputs required for a cir-cular port grain con-
fi gura ti on. 
The inert sliver option can be used for the wagon wheel, star, and 
slotted-cone grain configurations. If the inert sliver option is used, 
the distance burned on the inert sliver T$LVR(I) must be input. Inert 
slivers are considered only in t'le cylindrical section. TSLVR(I) is 
also required to be equal to or greater than the web thickness, TAUW(I). 
An input is required for the incremental distance burned before and 
after web time. These inputs are DTAU(I) and DTAUW(I) and are used in 
generating tables of geometry data versus distance burned for the 
reference planes and end sections. 
If there is a special grain configuration to be analyzed that the 
program options do not include, this can be analyzed by inputting a 
table of port perimeter versus distance burned in place of the grain 
geometry inputs. The initial port cross-sectional area is also required. 
When this option is used, the burning al'ea versus distance burned is 
required for both the fore and aft-head section3. The required inputs 
are identical to the inputs that were described in the fore and aft-
head sections. When this option is used, mc",lents of inertia and centers 
of gravity for the fore-head, aft-head, and cylindrical sections will 
be bypassed unless they too are input for each reference plane and end 
section. 
The cylindrical section must also be described for input by dividing 


















the region between adjoining increm:nt dividin~ planes is.c~l~ed a mass addition region, Figure 3-14. Spaclng of the l~crement dl~l~lryg planes is controlled by an input parameter DELZ. The lncrement dlvldlng planes are located at each 'input reference plane and spaced DELZ from each reference plane until either a segment or the nex~ reference plane is reached. This procedure is repeated and termlnates at the aft tangent plane of the motor case. 
The location of the initial forward and aft segment faces should-be input if applicable. These inputs are SA(I) and SB(I), respectively. 
3.5.2 Prope 11 ant 'Properti es 
Propellant properties are defined by input 1) TO, 2) GN1A, 3) R, 4) DELF and 5) CSTAR. These inputs, in the order shown, are staqnatinn temnerature, specific heat ratio, gO? constant, solin-propellant density, and characteristic velocity. i0, R, and DELF are used in the \las dynamic analysis along the grain, whef'eas CSTIIR and r.fl~1fl are used to calculate nozzle flow rate and thrust coefficient, respectively. Both T0 and CSTAR are not required; given GAI1fl. ann either of these, subrouti ne INPT Vii 11 cal cul ate the other. 
To more accurately represent the JJ\"opell ant 'gas properties, arrays of temperature, y, molecular Vlt., and c* versus pressure can be input. A)so, c* can be determined by the reconstruction module or one of the srecific impulse modules, in ~/hich case it need not be input. 
3.5.3 Burning Rate Inputs 
Propellant burnin~ rate, RB, at any increment dividing plane, may be computed in terms of the following values at the adjacent increment dividing plane in the upstream direction: 
l. Static pressure P 
2. Gas vel oei ty U 
3. 11ass velocity per unit area G 
4. Distance from stagnation point !-IRB 
5. Burning rate RBHI 
6. Solid propellant density DELF 

















Fifty-one constants are available to define the burnin~ rate equation. 
Only the constants that are required for the particular burning rate 
equation to be used are input; the remaining constants are not input. 
These constants are as follows: 
AKG(l) through AKG(5) 
AKU(l) through AKU(5) 
AKR(l) through AKR(39) 
AKSL~T(l) and AKSL~T(2) 
Prior to calculatin~ burning rate, critical values of velocity, lJCR, 
and mass velocity per unit area, GCR, are obtained as follows: 
UCR = AKU(l) + AKU(2j.PAKU(3) + AKU(4).pAKU (5) 
GCR = AKG(l) + AKG(2HAKG (3) + AKG(4j-PAKG(5) 
Propellant burning rate is then calculated in one of two ways. 
If G is greater than or equal to GCR or U is greater than or equal 
"to UCR, the following relationship is used: 
RB = AKR(l) + AKR(2).pAKR (3) + AKR(4).pAKR(5) + AKR(6).UAKR (7} 
+ AKR(8).UAKR (9) + AKR(lO).r,AKR(ll) + AKR(12).GAKR (13) 
+ AKR(14).pAKR(15).UAKR (16) + AKR(17).pAKR(18).UAKR (19) 
+ AKR(20).pAKR(21).GAKR(22) + AKR(23).pAKR(24).GAKR (25) 
+ AKR(26)/[AKR(27).pAKR(28) + AKR(29).pAKR(30)] 
+ [AKR (31)· GAKR ( 32) ,lfiRS AKR (33)] • e- [AKR (34) .RBHI • DELF /G] 
The fore-head reference length (HHR) used in calculating HRB must be 
input if fore-head burn data arrays are input. If the value of G is 
less than GCR and the value of lJ is less than lJCR, then erosive burning 
does not exist and the following relationship is used. 











To prevent the values of GCR and UCR from being used simultaneously for choosing the burning rate model, one.of these values must always be equal to zero. This is accomJl1ished by setti.ng the values of constants AKG(l) , 'AKG(2) a~d AKG(4) or the values of constants AKU(l) , AKU(2) and AKU(4) equal to zero. The program will automati-cally stop if any of the terms AKG(l), AKG(2) or AKG(4) are not equal to zero when any of the terms AKU(l), AKU(2) or AKU(4) are also not equal to zero. In such cases,the program will print a statement that the GCR or UCR coefficients are invalid. If AKR(26) is not equal to zero ,. then neither AKR(27) nor AKR(29) can be negative or simultaneously equal to zero. If this restriction is exceeded, the program will stop and print a statement of invalid AKR(27) or AKR(29). 
The burning rate at the segment slot face is calculated by: 
RBSL0T=AKSL0T(1).pAKSL0T(2) 
wher~ p is the static pressure in the port at the segment interface. 
For anisotropic burning, arrays of burn rate coefficients, AKRTAU(I), versus burn distance, TAUAKR(I) are required .. Then the burn rate equa ti o.n becomes 
, RB=AKRTAU (I) . pAKR (3) 
Anisotropic burning is simulated only during the buildup and tailoff intervals, and the same arrays may be used for both intervals. One option exists here for burning in the fore-head and aft-head sections. If the values of AKRH and AKRN are set to zero, the AKRTAU(I) versus TAUAKR(I) data will be used for the fore-head and aft-head sections. If it is desired that anisotropic burning not be considered in the end sections, AKRH and AKRN are set equal to AKR(2) and AKR(36). 
Prope1lant'burn rate is frequently a function of the distance burned radially for a given pressure. This may be due to a significant temperature gradient through the grain or'variations in the composition of the propellant constituents in the radial direction. An example of the latter occurs when the predominant alignment of oxidizer particles varies between the bulk of the propellant and the core interface or the cas.e wa 11 . 








3.5.4 Nozzle Configurp.tion 
The nozzle cOl1figur!ltimn, Figure 3~23, is inp!,Jj; fpr two purposes, One, 
to calcul~te thrq~t ar~a wh~c;h in turn is uSfjt!l t9 determi?!'1 nozzle flow 
rate. The other 1S to prov1de the parameters reqf1ir~ri to calculate 
the nozzl e thrust coeffi ci ent. . f 
Required inputs ar<' DT, DE, and ANN (if 9ther ~han P, Also, one 
option in each of the fol,lowing ~etr mUst be input: 
Ambient Pressure: Input as a cQnstanj; (PAl Qt' as a yariable with 
respect to time (NPA, T~HEPA(I), and TB~PAp)). 
, 
Nozzle Efficiencr Input as a constant (Cf~) Dr al? a variable with 
respect to time Ncr~, HMEcM( n, Fnd TBL~t1(I l) I 
Nozzle Erosion: Input as a variable with respect to tim~ (NOT, TDELDT(I), 
ani! TJMEDT(rJ) or ~s q v.ar\1\ble wit~ lT~$Pl')ct to nPllz)" ~tagnat1on 
pressurl;i (ERBAR, P~NBAR,' ER~XR) , If nQ nm;zJ ~ ero~ 1\)1) i ~ des j red, then 
no inputs are requi red. ", . . . . , 
Nozzle Contour: Three pos$ibilities e~ist for dfjscribing to" nozzle 
contour, The nozzle contpur mlj$:t; be qe~i:;riberi 59 that a ~iy~rge)lce 
flow lp~s factor can be dete\"mined for ~§e in the Fhrus~ cal(,':u1atiQn. 
~l) For 11 conical noz"le, the nozzle conenaHrilng1e, A~2, ~~ required. 
Also, the contoured nozzl e i nd; cat,or, ~C~~T, JTIust be input as zero. 
(2) For a contoured or bell-shape~ no~zle, the noz?le half-angle can 
b~ approximated as the averag~ of the initial and fJnal nozzle 
angles. These. inputs ar.e ANa and THETEx,rf'spectively, NC~NT 
must be input' as 1. ' 
(3) If datil is available for theoretical spec.ifi.c·impll]se fpr a conical 
and contoured nozzl e, a more pre.a; se determj natj on ftlr the effective 
contoured nozzle half;angl~ is possible, This tYPe of data' is 
available from the Axisymmetri~. T~o~Pha~e Perfeqt Gas Performance 
Program, ATPAP (Reference 8). This program can be used to calculate 
~hl? rat1 Q of the theoreti ca 1 ~pecifi G impul Se for the actua'l nozzl e 
contour to the the0retical specific impul?e for an eq~ivalent conical 
nozzle, T~is ratio i~ call1'1d ~IRATG an~ i;irypu~ along with the 
eqllivq.1~nt ~onical (lOFle halffang]e1 AN~ jiod .NC~NT?lT 
CFC - {t. 2~GAMA}~ J' 

























( GAMA-l ) 
[ (I.J:L) GAMA PON = 




[5+.5 COS (AN2) ] + 
EPl 
where PE is the exit plane static pressure, PA is the ambient pressure, 
and EPl is the exit cone expansion ratio. 
3.5.5 Nozzle Submergerice 
Solid propellant rocket motors are commonly restricted in total length 
for numerous reasons. Inserting or submerging the nozzle some distance 
into the motor chamber may be desirable for use on motors with a length 
restriction. This nozzle submergence permits a longer motor chamber 
with more propellant. 
Nozzle submergence introduces performance losses. These losses are 
prima\'ily due to entrance effects, two phase flow effects, and flow 
field effects. Nozzle submergence also introduces additional con-
siderations for the internal ballistics simulation. As shDl1n in 
Figure 3-24, a portion of the propellant grain is located aft of the 
nozzle entrance plane and requires a reversed flow region. which allows 
the mass generated in the submerged area to exit the motor. In order 
to correctly simulate this phenomena, a different convergence scheme 
for the submerged nozzle case is required in the Internal Bailistics 
Module. This scheme requires the simulation of the stagnati0n regions 
and the flow field for the reversed flow. 
Required inputs for an internal ballistics simulation with a submerged 
nozzle are listed below. These input variables are defined in detail 
in Table 3-XVIII and several of these variables are sho~m in Figure 3-24. 
(1) Nozzle submergence indi,cator, NSUBt,1G. Always input as one for a 
submerged nozzle simulation. 
(2) Submergence distance from aft tangent plane, HSUBMG. 
(3) Length of the cylindrical' portion of the aft aome, DELH. Not 
required for a nozzle that is only slightly submerged into the 
aft dome. 
(4) Maximum burn distances 'in Regions A and B, TAUMNA and iAUMNB, 
respectively. 
(5) Nozzle entrance coordinate data; TRSUB(I), TXSUB(I), and NPSUB. 














Hi th grain confi gurati ons for whi ch the Inte\"na 1 Balli sti cs Modul e cannot automatically calculate the aft-end geometry, additional input data may be required. These data are burn areas, moments of inertia, centers of gravity, and propell ant and chamber vOl ume for Regi ons A and B. The complete list of these possible inputs is given below. Each variable is defined in detail in Table 3-XIX. 
The following dependent arrays are functions of the independent array TAUN( I): 
(1) Burn area for each region, ABNA(I) and ABNa(I). 
, I 
(2) Grain roll moment of inertia for each region, PMWINA(I) and PM~INB(I), ReqUired only when KM0ICG~O. 
(3) Grain pitch moment; of inertia fp.j1' eilGh l1e~io~, RM0INA(I) and RM~INB(I). Requirecl only ~hen K~10ICG=O, 
(4) Grain center of gravity fOll ei;l~~ 11'~gip'l .(relative to .the aft tangent plane), XCGNA(I) ~n9 XGGNB\I), ReRuired qryjy when KM0ICG=O. '.,.
The following variableS are no~ fllnF'j:ions qf C,!lthEW y~l'ial;l)esj 
(5) Case volume for both regions, VCNINA and VCNINB. The total aft case Volume, VCNINP, should also be input; This is simply 
, VCNINA plus VCNINB. 
(6) Propellant volume for both region~, VFN0A and VFN0B, The total aft-end propellant volume, VFN0, should also be input. This' is simply VFN0A plus VFN0B. 
3.5.6 Internal Gas Dynamics 
• 
The Internal gas dynamics along the propellant srain can be based on 
,dther steady or non-?teady flow, d~pending 011 l;h01Ee pf inp~t. The influence of an accelerating reference system can also be considered. The exactness of the internal ballistic cal~ulations is dependent upon two parameters, time interval betweEln c;als:ulatjons, and the number or size of the mass addition region~ along the ~ylindricaJ secti9n. The mass addition region size is determined by t/le input value of DELZ. The computation time interval i~ discupsed be1Q!". 













terms to the momentum and continuity equations enables the program to 
be used for calculating ignition transients. 
Steady Flow 
In order to simulate steady flow internal gas dynamics, STDYST is 
set to 1.0 and STFLAG is set to 0.0. An initial quess for the fore-
head pressure, PHI, is required. The necessary time control inputs 
are DELTSS, DELTT~, and ANITW. These are discussed in Section 3.5.7. 
Non-Steady Flow 
In order to simulate non-steady flow, STFLAG is set to 1.0, and STDYST 
is set to 0.0. The initial guess for the fore-head pressure, PHI, 
is input, however, unlike the case of steady flow, PHI must be input 
as twice the value desired. For example, if a start transient is 
started with an ambient value of 14.7 for the fore-head pressure, then 
PHI=29.4. 
When exercising the option to input a buildup pressure trace and thus 
compute "a" (in r=apn), the trace is input as the pressure array, 
PHST(I), versus the time array, TIMEPH(I). NPH is also input to specify 
the number of points in these arrays and PHI should be input as twice 
the value of PHST(l). AINCPL is the desired increment plane location 
at which the constant "a" is to be evaluated. 
The necessary time control inputs are DELTST, DELTSS, DELTT~, ANITW, 
and one of the start transient termination point inputs, TST, PST, or 
AITST. All of these time control inputs are discussed below. 
At the -end of the start transient, the value of the computed constant 
"a", or AKR(2) and AKR(36) of the input burn rate equation, may be used 
for the Y'emaining calculations. If RBFLAG=O.O, AKR(2) and AKR(36) will be 
used during the web-time and tail-off calculations. If RBFLAG=l.O, then 
the last value of "a" will be used in place of AKR(2) and AKR(36) during 
the web-time and tailoff calculations. 
3.5.7 Time Control Inputs 
Several options ar'e available to define the calculation time interval. 
Output from the internal ballistics module is provided after each 
calculation cycle, therefore, time interval input deta simultaneously 
control module calculation and printout intervals. 
The time increments used during the start transient, steady-state or web-
time, and tailoff intervals are DELTST, DELTSS, and DELTT~, respectively. 
If a start transient is simulated, DELTST must be non-zero. The start 
transient interval can be terminated by either inputs of time, TST, fore-














increment DELTSS is used during the web-time interval and is used until 
the tail-off interval begins. Tail-off starts when web burnout occurs 
at a number of increment dividing planes which equals or exceeds ANITH. 
If ANITH is not input, a value of 1.0 is automatically assumed. The 
tail-off increment DELTT~ is used until run termination occurs. 
A simulation is normally terminated when the pressure ratio across 
the nozzle is insufficient to maintain sonic flow at the throat. 
The program can also be terminated earlier by the TIMAX flag, i.e., 
when time reaches or exceeds TIMAX. 
An option exists by which a special time increment may be used. This 
increment is DELTSP and will override any other program time increment 
between the input time value~ pf TIMPTl and TINPT2. 
3.5.8 Propellant Mass Correlation 
The Internal ,Ballistics Module determines initial propellant mass from 
the inputs for propellant density and the propellant grain dimensions. 
Tolerances characteristic in measuring propellant dimensions and determining 
propellant density may be such that the mass calculated ~lith these inputs 
may vary \slightly from the mass determined by actually weighing a pro-
pellant grain. These inaccuracies can be compensated for with a program 
option called propellant mass correlation. Figure 3~7 presents the' 
logic flowchart for this correlation which- is performed in subrout-irie 
SETPH. -
Four possibilities are available for the program user. 1) Decide to 
make no correlation; 2) adjust the propellant mass by biasing the average 
propellant density, 3) adjust the propellant mass by biasing the grain 
dimensions, or 4) adjust the propellant mass by biasing the propellant 
density and the grain dimensions. Density adjustments are made in-
ternally but grain dimension adjustments mus~ be made through the 
input data. 
Related inputs are 1) HFACT, 2) RH~T~~, and 3) HFT0~. HFACT is the actual 
fuel weight which would be known from grain w,eighing measurements. If 
\~FACT is not input, no propellant mass correlation is performed: RH0T0L 
is the maximum amount allowed for a density adjustment. HFIOL 1S the 
mi nimum difference between ~JFACT and the cal cul ated fuel wei ght whi ch 





























VMUAC,l.E DEFInITIONS FOR r1OTo:~ CASE JlND !'P.OPELLArlT 
GRAHl GEOr·1ETRY F.LlCTORS 
DEFINITION 
Reference pl aile locati on measured from forward 
tangent plane. See Figure 3-14. (IN) 
Adj usti ng factor I'/hi ch determi nes the di stance 
betVleen pl anes for the head-end l'leb analysis and the 
end section analysis. A value of 0.5 is recommended. 
Requi red only Vlhen simul atinq a head-end I·lith ~Jeb. 
Adjusting factor used in the head-end Vleh block 2 
analysis to determine distance between planes. A 
value of 0.5 is recommended. Required only when 
simulating a head-end ~Jith web. . 
Perimeter length of sector ALA for a reference plane. 
See Fipures 3-15, 3-18 and ",-19. (IN) 
Perimeter length of sector ALB for a reference plane. 
See Figure 3-15. (IN) 
Perimeter length of sector ALE for a reference plane. 
See Fiqure 3-15. (IN) 
Length of web to inner grain point of a reference 
plane. See Fiqures 3-15, 3-19 and 3-20. (IN) 
Length of web to outer grain point of a reference 
plane. See Figure 3-15. (IN) 
Number of grain cross-sectional symmetrical parts 
for a reference plane. This works out to be half 
the total number of "pie slices" as shown in 
Figures 3-15 and 3-19 throuqh 3-22. 
11aximum all o\'labl e angl e betl'leen tangent to fore-
head ellipse and motor centerline. See Fiqure 
3-11 . (DEGREES) 
Maximum allowable angle between tangent to fore-
head ellipse and motor centerline. See Figure 
3-11. (DEGREES) 
Reference plane angle of side ALA. See Figures 
3-15 and 3-19 th)'ough 3-21. (DEGREES) 
Reference plane angle of side ALB. See Figures 





























VARIABLE DEFINITIONS FOR t10TOR CASE AND PROPELLJl.NT 
GRAIN GEO~lETRY FJl.CTORS (Conti nued) 
DEFINITION 
Reference plane angle of side ALC. See Figure 
3-15 and 3-19 through 3-21. (DEGREES) 
Reference plane angle of side ALD. See Figure 
3-15. (DEGREES) . 
Reference plane angle of side ALE. See Figure 
3-15. (DEGREES) . 
Fore-head case ell ipse 'rati o. The va 1 ue of BH must 
be either 
a. Equal to 1.00 (hemispherical end) 
b. Equal to or greater than 1.01 (oblate srheroid 
end) 
c. Equal to or less than 0,99 (prolate spheroid 
end) 
See Figure 3-12. 
Aft-head case ellipse ratio. See BH definition 
above and Figure 3-11. 
Ratio of (head-end web ellipse axis normal to motor 
axis) to (ellipse ilxis parallel with motor axis). 
See Figure 3-12. Pequired only \"hen simulatin~ a 
hi"ad-end\'lith web. 
r1aximum length of mass addition region. See Figure 
3-8. (IN) 
Fore-head case opening diameter. See Figure 3-11. (IN) 
Il.L/RF, where Il.L = increment size used for the burning 
surface area calculations, measured along the internal 
perimeter in the adjacent reference plane. A value 
of 0.01 is recommended. 
ftft-head case op~niryg diameter. See Fi9ure 3-11. (IN) 
Il.Rv/RF, where Il.Rv = thickness of each head-end \'lith 
\'Ieb volume increment, and RF = outside propellant 
radius of adjacent or first reference plane. A value 
of 0.01 is recommended. Required only when simulating 



































VARIABLE DEFINITIDNS FDR MOTOR CASE AND PROPELLANT 
GRAIN GEOMETRY FACTORS (Continued) 
DEFINITION 
Increment used in generati~g geometry tables as a 
function of distance burned. This increment is 
used until the web has reached the ~/a 11, then 
DTAUH(I) is used. See definition of DTAUH(I) 
below. (IN) 
Increment used beyond web thickness (TAU~J) in 
generating geometry tables as a function of 
di'stance burned. DTAU(I) and DTAUH(I) must be 
chosen such that the total number of points in 
the geometry tables does not exceed 50. (IN) 
Length of motor's cylindrical section. See 
Figure 3-8. (IN) 
Outer radius of propellant for a reference plane. 
See Figures 3-15 and 3-19 through 3-22. (IN) 
Igniter opening radius. See Figure 3-12. (IN) 
Radius of inner grain point for a reference alane. 
See Figures 3-15 and 3-19 through 3-21. (IN) 
Fi 11 et radi us bet~/een ALA and ALB for a reference 
plane. See Figures 3-15 and 3-19. (IN) 
Fi 11 et radi us between ALE and ALC for a reference 
plane. See Figure 3-15. (IN) 
Fill et radi us between ALC and the web for a }"eference 
olane. See Figures 3-15 and 3-19 throuqh 3-21. (HI) 
Fillet radius between the web and ALD for a reference 
plane. See Figure 3-15. (IN) 
Fillet radius between ALD and ALE for a reference 
plane. See Figure 3-15. (IN) 
Fill et radius between forks of forked wagon wheel 
for a reference plane. See Figure 3-15.' (IN) 
Location of slot forward interface measured from 




















VARIABLE DEFINITIONS FOR MOTOR CASE AND PROPELLANT 
GRAIN GEDr·1ETRY FACTORS (Continued) 
DEFINITION 
Location of slot aft interface measured from forward 
tangent plane. See Figure 3-14. (IN) 
Reference plane web thickness. See FiQures 
3-15 and 3-19 throu~h 3-22. (IN) 
Reference plane central angle for a slotted-cone 
configuration. See Figure 3-21. (DEGREES) 
Distance from core 
a reference plane. 
inert sliver is to 
3-19 through 3-21. 
3-69 
interface to inert sliver for 
Input not required unless an 

































VARIABLE DEFINITIONS FOR NOZZLE PARAMETERS 
DEFINITION 
Number of nozzle$. Assumed to be 1.0 if not 
input. 
Nozzle half-angle. Required for a conical 
nozzlp. (when NC~NT=O) and for a contoured or 
bell nozzle (when NC~NT=l). See Figure 3-23. (DEGREES) 
Noz:(ie efficiency. Not needed if the TBLCM(I) 
arro.y is input. 
Nozzle exit diameter. (IN) 
Length of the cylindrical portion of the aft 
dome. Assumed to be 0.0 if not input. In 
simulating a submerged nozzle, the nozzle 
entrance must remain within the aft-dome 
and DELH enables the aft-dome region to be 
expanded if needed. ~Jhen DELH is input, HC0 
should be reduced by the same amount. See 
Figure 3-24. (IN) 
Nozzle throat diameter. (IN) 
Average erosion rate of the nozzle throat 
radius. Used only when the empirical erosion 
rate equation (t:=I"(p/p)N) is simulated. Also, 
see EREXP and P~NBAR. (IN/SEC) 
Nozzle erosion rate exponent. Used only 
when the empirical erosjon rate equation (t:=t(p/P)N) is simulated. Generally input 
as 1.0 when used and when more definitive 
data is not available. Also, see ERBAR and 
P~NBAR. 
Distance from the aft tangent plane to the 
nozzle inlet. Used only when a submerged 
nozzle is simulated. See Figure 3-24. (IN) 
Number of points in the nozzle efficiency versus 
time arrays. Maximum allowable=50. Also, see 
TBLCM(I) and TIMECM(I). 
Nozzle contour indic~tor. Input as zero for 
.a conical nozzle and as one for a contoured 
or bell-shaped nozzle, Also, see AN2, THETEX, 





























VARIABLE DEFINITIDNS FDR NDZZlE PARAMETERS (Continued) 
DEFINITION 
Number of points in the nozzle throat diameter 
vari ation versus time arrays. Maximum all ow-
able=25. These arrays 11i11 not be used if 
the PY)NBAR simulation is used. See TDElDT(I) 
and TIMEDT(I) below. 
Number of points in the ambient pressure versus 
time arrays. Maximum alloW';ble=5D. Also, see 
TBlPA(I) and TIMEPA(I). 
Number of points in the TRSUB(I) and TXSUB(I) 
nozzle coordinate arrays. Maximum number=20. 
Submerged nozzle indicator. For no submergence 
simulation, a value pf Zero is assumed. For 
simulating a submerged nozzle, a value of one 
should be input. 
Ambient pressure, Not r~quired if the TBlPA(I) 
array is input. (pSIA) 
Average nozzle stagnation pressure expected 
during a burn. Used only when the empirical 
erosion rate equation (~=r(P/p)N) is simulated. 
If not input, PY)NBAR is automati~ally given a 
0.0 value and this erosion rate simulation 
will not be used. Also, see ERBAR and EREXP. (PSIA) , 
Ratio of the theoretical specific impulse for 
the actual nozzle contour to the theoretical 
specific impulse for an equivalent conical 
nozzle. See "Nozzle Contour" in Section 3.5.4. 
Table of port ar,ea at the' forl1ard end of 
region B in a submerged nozzle simulation. 
Input as a function of TAUNB(I) and calculated 
as ~rea encl?~ed by prol?li!ljant grain minus the 
nozzle entrance area. (IN~*2)' 
Table of projected port area in the aft end 
Of region Bin a ,ubmergecj nozzle simulation. 
Input as a function of TAUNB(I) and calculated 
as the port area at the aft-most propell~nt 
point in region B minus the external area of 









































VARIABLE DEFINITIONS FOR NOZZLE PARAMETERS (Continued). 
DEFINITION 
Maximum burn distance in region A. Must be 
input if a submerged nozzle is simulated. (IN) 
f4aximum burn distance in region B. Nust be 
input if a submerged nozzle is simulated. (IN) 
Independent array of burn distance used with 
the dependent arrays TA1B(I) and TA2B(I). 
~1aximum number of points=50. (IN) 
Array for nozzle efficiency as a function 
of time. Also, see NCM i'\nd TINECN(I). 
Array for ambient pressure as a function of 
time. Also, see NPA and TmEPA(I). (PSIA) 
Array for change in nozzle throat diameter. 
Also, see NDT and TIHEDT (I) . (IN) 
Nozzle expansion skirt half-angle measured 
at the nozzle exit. See Fiaure 3-23 and 
"Nozzle Contour" -in _Section··3.5.4. 
(DEGREES) 
Time array for nozzle efficiency. Also, see 
NCN and TBLCM(I). (SEC) 
Time array for nozzle throat diameter change. 
Also, see NDT and TDELDT(I). (SEC) 
Time array for ambient pressure. Also, see 
NPA and TBLPA (I) . (SEC) 
Table of nozzle radii input as a function 
of TXSUB(I) and used to calculate submerged 
nozzle volume and nozzle contraction ratio. 
First point in table must correspond to TXSUB(l)= 
0.0 and must be the nozzle entrance radius. 
Last point in table must correspond to TXSUB 
(NPSUB) and must be the nozzle radius at the 
point of submergence. Radii are measured from 
nozzle centerline to nozzle external surface. 
















VARIABLE DEFINITIONS FOR NOZZLE PARAMETERS (Continued) 
DEFH)lTION 
Table of X coorqinates for the submerged nozzle 
radii table, TR~UB(I). TXSUB(I) is m~asured 
from the nozzle entrance plane. TXSUB(l) 
must be equal to 0.0; TXSUB(NPSUB) must be the 
X coordinate of the submergence point of the 
nozzle in the case referenced to the nozzle 
entrance plane. See Figure 3-24. (IN) 
3-73 





TABLE 3-XIX VARIABLE DEFINITIONS FOR GEOMETRY TABLES PARAMETERS 
(If all geometry tables are to be calculated by the internal ballistics 














Dependent array of head-end burn area as a function 
of burn distance. Also, see TAUHD(I) and NGE~HD. (IN**2) 
Dependent array of aft-end burn area as a function 
of burn distance. Not needed if a submerged nozzle 
Also, see TAUN(I) and NGE~MN. . is simulated. ( IN**2) 
Dependent array for burn area of region A of the 
aft-end as a function of burn distance. Used 
only when nozzle submergence is simulated. 
see TAUN(I) and NGE0MN. (IN**2) Also, 
Same as ABNA( I) except for regi on B. (IN**2) 
Dependent array of radius of gyration for reference 
plane N as a function of burn distance. Also, see 
the independent array TAUPL(I,N) and NGE~(I). (IN) 
Dependent array· of port perimeter for reference 
plane N as a function .of burn distance. Also, see 
the independent array TA~PL(I ,N) and NGE~(I). (IN) 
Initial port area for a reference plane. (IN**2) 
Reference plane geometry constants. There are 45 
constants per reference plane, see Figures 3-16 and 
3-17. These inputs are seldom, if ever, hand 
calculated for a run. They can be obtained from 
the punch card output of a previous internal 
ballistics run. 
Number of reference planes. Must always 
be input. 
Number of points in the reference plane geometry 
arrays. Maximum allowable = 50. See TAUPL(I,N), 
ALPPL(I,N), and AKGYP(I,N). 
Number of points in the head-end fleometry arrays. 
Maximum allowable = 50. See ABHD\I), TAUHD(I), 
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0256-10020-2 
VARIABLE DEFINITIONS FOR GEOMETRY TABLES PARAMETERS (continued) 
DEFINITION 
Number of points in the aft-end geometry arrays. Maximum allowable = 50. See ABN(I}, ABNA(I}, ABNB(I}, ThJN(I}, PM0IN(I}, PM0INA(I}, PM0INB(I}, RM0IN(I}, RM0INA(I}, RM0INB(I}, XCGN(r}, XCGNA(I}, and XCGNB(I}. ' 
Geometry array punch flag. 
= 0, No geometry arrays or plane constants output 
= 1, Punch geometry arrays and plane constants 
= 2, Put geometry arrays and plane ~onstants on disk 
with NAMELIST data for multiple case use 
= 3, Punch geometry arrays and plane constants and 
write on disk 
Geometry array print flag. 
= 0, Do not print g~ometry arrays. 
= 1, Print geometry arrays in table form. 
Dependent array of head-end roll M.O.I. about longitudinal axis. Also, see TAUHD(I} and NGE0HD. (SLUG-IN**2) 
Dependent array' of aft-end roll M.O.I. about longitudinal axis. Not needed if a submerged nozzle is simUlated. Also, see TAUN(I} and NGE0MN. (SLUG-IN**2) . 
Dependent array of aft-end region A roll M.O.I. about longitudinal axis. Used only when nozzle 
submergence is simUlated. Also, see TAUN(I} and NGE0MN. (SLUG-IN**2) 
Same as PMOINA(I} except for region B. (SLUG-IN**2) 
Dependent array of head-end pitch M,O.I. about aft tangent plane. Also, see TAUHD(I} and NGE0HD. (SLUG-IN**2) 
Dependent array of aft-end region A pitch M.O.I. about aft tangent P'lane. Used only when nozzle 
submergence is simUlated. Also, see TAUN(I} and NGE0MN. (SLUG-IN**2) 
Senne as RM0rNA(I} except for regioD B. (SLUG-IN**2) 
Depe~dent array of aft-end pitch M.O.I. about aft tange'nt plane. Not needed if a submerged nozzle is 









































VAlUABLE DEFINITIONS FOR GEOMETRY TABLES PARAf1ETERS 
(Continued) 
DEFINITION 
Distance burned; the independent array for 
the head-end dependent arrays ABHD(I), TAUHD(I), 
Pf.1~IHD( I), RMYlIHD( I), and XCGHD( I). (IN) 
Distance burned; the independent array for the 
aft-end dependent arrays ABN(I), ABNA(I), 
ABNB(I), PMYlIN{I), P~lYlINA{I), Pf.10INB{I), 
Rf1YlIN(I}, RM0INA(I}, Rf10INB{I), XCGN{I), 
XCGNA{I), and XCGNB{I). {IN} 
Distance burned; the independent array for the 
reference plane dependent· arrays ALPPL{I,N} 
and AKGYP(I,N}. {IN} 
Volume of fore-head case. (IN**3 ) 
Volume of aft-head case. (IN**3) 
Volume of aft-head case, Region A. {IN**3} 
Volume of aft-head case, Region B. (IN**3) 
Initial propellant volume in fore-head. (m**3) 
Initial propellant volume in aft-head. {IN**3} 
Initial propellant volume in region A of the 
aft-end. Used only when nozzle submergence is 
simul ated. {IN**3} 
Same as VFN~A eKcept for region B. (IN**3) 
Dependent array of head-end propellant C.G. 
location measured from the forward tangent plane. 
Also, see TAUHD{I) and NGE0HD. (IN) 
Dependent array of aft-end propellant C.G. 
location measured from the aft tangent plane (always positive). Not needed if a submerged 
nozzle is s·imul ated. Al so, see TAUN{ I) and 
NGE0f.1N. (IN) 
Dependent array aft-end region A propellant C.G. 
location measured from the aft tangent plane (always 
positive). Used only when nozzle submergence is 
simulated. Also, see TAUN{I} and NGE0f4N. {IN} 
,. 
Same as XCGNA{I) except for region B. (IN}'·, 
3-7G 
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TABLE 3-XX 
0256-10020-2 
VARIABLE OEFHlITIONS FOR PROPELLANT PROPERTIES AND 
BURN ING RATE HODEL P/uW1ETEnS 

















In(:rement dividing plane location in cylindrical 
section where anisotropic burning is to be evaluated. 
(IN) 
Critical mass velocity ('OCR) per unit arf,a equation 
constants. 
Burning rate equation constants. 
Head-end burp rate coeff'j ~ilmt for itni sptrooi c 
propellant burping simulation. An input va1pe 
for AKRH will override any table' value for 
anisotropic burn rate coefficient. 
Aft-end burn rate coefficient for anisotropic, 
propellant burnin~ simulation. An input value for 
AKRN will override any ta,ble value for anisotropic 
burn rate coefficient. 
Array of ani sotropi c burn rate coeffi ci ents. Thi s 
is the dependent array; see also the lndependent 
arreY of di stance burned, TAIJAKR( I), and NAKRST. 
Slot interface burning rate equati on constants. 
Critical gas velocity (UCR) equation constants. 
Array of propellant gas molecular weight. This is 
a dependent array; see also the independent array 
of tptal pressure? PRESS(I), and N~STR. (LSM/MOLE) 
Propell ant gas characteri sti c exhaust velocity. 
Not required if the CSTR( I) array is input. 
(FT/SEC) 
Array of propell ant gas characteri stic exhaust 
velocity. This is iI dependent array; see also the 
independent array of total pressure, PRESS(I), and 
NCSTR. (FT/SEC) 
Solid propellant density. (LBt1/IN3) 
Propellant gas specif~G heat ratio. Not required 











































VARIABLE DEFINITIDNS FOR PROPELLANT PROPERTIES AND BURNING RATE MODEL PARAMETERS (CONTINUE;D) 
DEFINITION 
Array of propellant gas specific heat ratios. This is a dependent array; see also the independent array 
, of total prF.ssure, PRESS( I), and NCSTR. 
Reference length of fore~head section. Distance 
along motor centerl i ne fr,om fonlard tangent plane to the propellant gas stagnation point. Required only when burn area tables are input for the head-end. (IN) 
Indicator which specifies whether or not the burn 
rate adjustment factor will be used for the end 
sections. 
= d,' neither end 
= 1, head-end only 
= 2, aft-end only 
= 3, both ends 
A 1 so, see TBl.AKR( I) and TIMAKR( I) . 
Number of points in the burn rate adjustment versus time arra.},s. M,aximum allowable = 25. Also, see TBLAKR(I) and TIMAKR(I). 
Number of points in the 'arrays of anisotropic hurn 
rate coefficient, AKRTAU(I), versus burn distance, TAUAKR(I). Maximum number of points = 30. 
Indicator to suppress the c* second order curve fit calculation. If NCSC0E is greater than zero, the second order c* calculation (CSTAR = CSC0EF(1) + CSC0EF(2)*P0N + CSC0EF(3)*P0N**2) is bypassed. Thus, the internal ballistics module ~1i11 use its own input vaiue for c* instead of that determined by the reconstruction module or one of the specific impul S9 modul lOS. 
Number of points in tHe propellant gas property 
arrays, PRESS(I), CSTR(I), N1HG(I), GAMA(I), and TC0MB(I). If NCSTR is input, then all five arrays must :be input and each must contain the same no. 
of ppints. ~laj<imum no. of points;: 20. 















D2!l~-lq020-2 , . 
VARIABLE DEFlNI.nON5 FDR PROPE~!.ANT PRO .. PE'lmE5 Nip 
BURNING RATI; MODEL PARAMETERS'(ContjnUE:d) 
DEFINITION 
Indicator u~ed to suppre~s anisotropic tailoff 
calcula~ians. If not input, a value of 1 is assumed 
and any anisotropic tailoff simulation which might 
otherwi se be si mul ated wi 11 be suppressed (i. e. , 
an isotr~pic tailoff will be simulated). If input 
as Q, an anisotropic tail off will be unaffected. 
This ~nables the user.to simulate a start transient 
by specifying the buildup pressure trace (and thus 
spec:; fyi ng an ani ~0trQpi c bui 1 dup) wHhout having 
a I;:orrespondi ng itni sot17opi c tailqff. 
Array of head-end total pressure dltrinCi the start 
tran~ien~. This i? the d~pery~ent arr~y; 913, E: also the 
indepenql3nt array, TH1EPH{I) ~ anrJ NPH. (PSIA) 
Independent array of total pressure for, the dependent 
prope11 aot gas property array~, .GSTR(I), AMy/fi( 1), 
TCi3~1~0l,ancj GAMAG(I). (PSIA) . 
Propellant gas constant. (FT;oR) 
Program contnol fl ag to ~et the .b.ur·n rate e:quation 
coeffili:iEln~s AKR(~) iln~ Al)RI~i5) ~qV1!l ~o tAil ilniso-
tropic burn rate coefficient' AKRST at the termination 
sf the start transient ipterval, A non-zero value 
wi 11 revi se the burn rate coeffi ci ents. 
Indicator to control total inhibitin~ of bMrning 
on the forward and aft interface of a slot. I 
indicates the slot number, . 
= 0,0, neither interface inhibiterl 
= l.p, fC;Jrlvard interface jnhibHed only 
= 2.0, aft iJ1terface inhibitep on1y , 
;= 3.0, bath interfaces inhibited 
Independent array of burn di stance for ani sotropi c 
PHr;ning sfmulatioll. ~"e qlsQ A.KRTA~{I) and NAKRST. (IN) . 
, . 
Dependent arr.ay fQr r&~i1!l !tW'!) rate variation as 
a funci;ion Qf time, Al~o, see: NAKR, NAKEND, TIMAKR(I), 
and 'Seoti qn 3.5.3. '. 
Array of head-end tqtal gas temperature. Tqis is 
a dependent array; see a1so the indeR,endF!nt array of 












VARIABLE DEFINITIONS FOR PROPELLANT PROPERTIES AND . 
BURNING RATE MODEL PARAMETgRS (Con~inued) 
DEFINITION 
Independent array of time for radial burn rate 
vari ati on; Al so, see NAKR, TIMAKR( I), and Secti on 
3.5;3. (SEC) 
Array of time during the start transient. This is 
the independent array; see also the dependent array 
for buildup pressure', PHST(I), and NPH. (SEC) 
Head-end combustion gas total temperature. Not 
required if the TC0~1B(I) array is input. (OR) 
.-
.' J 
































VARIABl.t:: pgl1INITIONS IIOR NON~?T~P.DY FLOW. Sl'EADy,.STATE, 
AND PROGRAM TIM~ CONTROL PARAMETERS 
" " ., 
DEFINIl'ION 
, , 
Dfls;red maximum vall.le oftoi;al impulse during the 
start transient. 'If AITST is inpui;, the start 
trans i ent i nterva 1 wi 11 tEj17(lli na te when the: total 
delivered impulse, AIT, reaGryes Dr exceeds AITVAC. 
Also see PST and Tsr and pote that only one of these 
is requirect to terminate a start transient. (LBF-
SEC) 
~UmQef of incr~mEjnt d;viQing planes at whi~h web 
pupn ~hrough must D~cur'qefQre tailoff pegins. 
Ass~med to. be 1,0 if not input. 
~Qmpxtat1 P\1 t,im!? i narem'1n:j; u?\ld dlwi II!) steqpy-state. 
'SSe, , 
Go~pu~atton time inGremeni; us~d during the start 
transient. Not required if STF~AG is .not input. 
(SI;~) , 
Computation time incrememt used d~ring tailQff. (SEC) , 
.. 
SPIlGi!!\ ~DmRllt~~i.QI} j;ime il1aremellt. Can be 
~pplieq a~ th'1 di?cretion of'~he program user 
bEltween the input ~ime Roi nt;; TIMPTl afld TIMPT2. 
(SEC) 
Desired maximum'y~lue of total ~ressurp. during the 
~tart transient, If PST is input, the star~ transient 
interval \'Ii11 terminatf! \'/hen the total head~end 
pressur~, PH, rea(:he~ or ,excEleds PST. Also-, see AITST 
and l'ST and note that only one of these i? requi red 
1;Q t~rmincrt;e iI r~ilr~ tr~IIRi~E;nj:! !PSIA) 
progra~ control flag to indlcafe steadY7~~ate" 
Req41 reel <I!i inl?u~ (lnl,y wh,en a ~j:a~ttran~]E)nt 15 
not 5il11\11 ateo (1.e" v/hel1 1i'1'f.,LM J 5 nst input). 
~houl d b'1 input as 1.0 \'/hen used, _ 
Start transi~nt calG~1atian cpntr~l fla9. If a 
start tri\ns"ten'c is cie~irE;d, s~t STIi'LAG =; 1.0. 
f1a,dmum program j:il)1~ fpr inj;l=rMl ball istiElE 
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D256-10U21H 
VARIABLE DEFINITIQNS FOR NON~STEADY FLOW, STEADY-STATE, 
AND PROGRAM TIME CONTROL PARAMETERS (Continued) 
DEFINITION 
If the speci~l calc~lation time increment, DELTSP, 
is used, this is the time at which it begins to 
be used, Alsa, see TIMPT2 below. (SEC) 
-The time at which DELTSP will stop being used. 
If not input, a value of 0.0 is assumed and 
DELPSP will not be used. If input greater than 
0,0, then DElTSP will be used when TIMPTl < 
TI.ME ~ TIMPT2. (SEC) -
'Desiredmaximum value pf time during the start 
transient. If TST is input, the start transient 
interval will terminate when the program time, 
TIME,· reaches or'e)(c~ds TST. Also, see AITST 
and PST and npte .that only one of these is requi red 
































VAR{AB~E D~F~NfnONS fOR M~~CEL~I\N~qVll ~NPIJ'rs 
DEFINITI(!)N 
. -. . . , 
Dependent array of vehicle longi!:uninaq acceleration 
used in simulatin~ acceleration qependent burning 
rates. Also, s~e the independent array of time, 
TIMEi\C 0), and NACCf;L. (G IS' 
Times crt which the internal b<!llisties diagnpstic 
data d4mps are started and terminated. Also, see 
KDUMP(I)" and the description of "diagnostic data dumps" 
in the intern'! 1 ba 11 i si;tc;s part of pROGRAM OUTPUT. (SEC) ," ,; , , ' 
Convergence value for npn-~j;e;ldy flow di s(:harge 
prE!s!ilJrli f\~ exit of erlih J11iiS;; adpHion region, 
As~um(3q ~q l:le 0.1101 if nqt inp~t. This is usual1y 
qui1;1'l wffiei~nt., 
,-. " 
Go.nvl=rg(3nqe value for nonr-steady f] O~I qj scharge 
gas temp~rature at exit of ea~h maS? addjtion region, 
AS,sum(!d to b~ 0,001 if not inp~i;, This is !!~~ally 
quite suffit;ient,' ' 
Conllergence ',I a 1 ue ulied til c,;Qlllpare flow ,l1ai;l=s at 
e,("(t of 9l'<1il) to that whieh can be dis!;!.hiJ.rg~d ~l:1ro.uqh 
the n04~le at ~he same total pressure, Assumed to be 
0,001 if not input, This, is g~l]erally Sllfficient 
but a sma" er v'! 1 ~e p/il Jgi ye a c) o~er <;onverqenJ:e 
if the need ifor aFCjurac!! i ~ wal'rantElO, 
Qepenclent array. fOil Gase stl'ain at the forward tangent 
planEl, The caSe strain iSlj~fld to de~Elrmine a port 
area change \'Ihieh results from qnternal pr~~sure, 
Als(J seE! kpCN0l 1 TINEP~Ol. and NEPS. 
O!lp.endE\li~ ~trra¥ fl'P C1!ile stl'1ain ~t t;he aft tangent 
plane\ Also!' S~El'EP~APl, Wl~PS'I), and ~EPS, 
, ' 
'Indicai:'gr \lsecl'j:9~~\"lllin~t'l'an ~nt~rnil1 Bal1isj:ics 
Modyl~' silllul<itiory af1;e,l1' 1;b,e !"ef(Or~~~.~ gja)'J,E1 and end 
secti PI] ge8metr-l/ data h,Gve 9Fl!=n f!a~c;u'1ateJ;f a/ld 
o~tpvt, , ' If i np,ui; a~ T.f] I pf11:1j the !l~0I!1!itry 
5.1muhtlQn 'wlll 9fl PElrf,qrmi!p. if n9:ll lnp.ut, a 
value Q'« Q.p i§ aSRjlllJecl and a :fu~J Ini;E1rnaj 
Bil.1lis~ic? mO~\l1e simul1!tiqn~il1 p,e pf;,r.formep, 
I\1dj ~ij t(m \ls\lP tp e)(£lrqi lie }nt~rn!iJ Pill H stj ,GS 
di agn(Jsti c data dumR~! . 1\1 ~n, ~ef;l CKPUMP (I) and the 
de.~c~ip.till\t1 !If "piilgn~s,j;j!liMa dump'~" in t,he 
























VARIABLE DEFINITIONS FDR MISCELLANEOUS INPUTS (Continued) 
. , DEFINITION 
Program indicator u~ed to suporess C.G. and 11.0.1. 
calculations. If KM01~G " 1, (:alculations are 
~uppressed. ' '.: 
Nurnber o'Fpo'ints in the acceleration versus time 
arrays, 'ACCf:LT(I) and TIMEAC(I). ~laximum no, of 
points'" SO" '. , . 
Number of' point~ in the' case strain versus time 
arrays, gPCA{r), EPCN (I), and TI11EPS (I).' ~laximlJm 
no~, of ,poi nts :' 50. . 
. . . .. " 
Per,cent, ~f total. burn' area,' relative to 1.0, 
required'to force ballistic solution for the ani so-
tropi c burn rate coeffi ci ent, AKRST, and head-end 
'pressure, 'PH,' at'each time ,interval. Required 
only when i.t is de'sireq to input both head-end 
'''pressure, PHST( I), ana ani·sotropi c burn rate coeffi ci ent, 
AKRTAU(I). Seldom used option. 
Initial estimate for head_end pressure. If STDYST 
is input as 1.0, then PHI is the estimate of head-
end pressure pt TIME = 0.0, If STFLAG is input as 
1;0, then one~half the value of PHI'will be used 
for the head..;end pressure at TrM£ " 0.0. 
Indicator whieh control~ output of the Internal 
Ballistics ModUle data. 
PRTFLG " 0, t1otor pallistic data outout only. 
= 1, t10tor ballistic data and increment 
dividing pl ane data will be output. 
" 2, Motor ballistic data and grain C~r,. and 
M.O. T. data wi 11 be output. 
" 3, ~lotor ballistic data, increment dividing 
plane qata. and !lrain C.G.and N.D.I. 
data will be outp4t, 
Maximum amount allowed for a density adjustment in 
a propellant mass ~orrelation, The absolute value 
of [(adjusted density-input density)/input density] 
is not allowed to exceed RH0H1L. This prevents an 
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VilRIl\a~~ D~I'I1HT~QNS FOR MI~~E,~~AN~QU~ IN~)JTS (Continued) 
QEPINl'l'ION 
... , _ ,1 .. 
Indepflnde:nt Cll'ray of i;ime ,u;;ed insi,mu~atinq 
acct;leratlOfl depElndt;nt b\ll~fling rates, Also, see 
MPELT( n lind N~~C~~.· (ll~q) 
IndElpefldefl~ Cll'l'ay of time qs~d in sim41ating the 
case ~~rai n £jffec,ts pn P'll'j; "')Tea r M ~o 1 see ·NEPoS, 
&;PCA ( n 1 ilnd EpeN (0 T ,( sgG) 
KnQ.I'lO 01' lJl£jaSlll'eq prqpfil'ary~ l)ii!~S ~Q\'Iilrd)'l~ieh 
a prQPElllan~ ~a~s sqrrel~~lQn is ~q l;le mage. If 
nO,i; inp~tl 11 va~u'il of p,p ,~ iI~5\lme~ ani;! no 
qO\"l'e 1 a~, 911 \'1m br; RerofQ!iJlTl!p, (I..eM') 
Th~ minimum ,di ff!'ll1ene~ b!lt\'l~aJ)WIiM'f iln~ i;het::a 1" 
l'l\llai;~!!l ~rqpilHilllt mas~ 1'Ihi.r;n is llQi1~iper~;:l signifi-


















'... ~ ; 
ADJUSTEO, p . . 
. 'WRITE 
CALCULATeD >-~-.. PROP~Ll,\HT fo!ASS 
UHREASOI-iABt.E ... 
C~ECIC INPUT DATA 
STOP 
YES ~RiTE I~"""-{~~) >-.,....-'6HASS SlGHIFltNiT t STOP 
ADJUST WITH GIlAI" 
. DI~tNSIQHS 
... . !~~ It". ,. 
YES !!!.!li >-~_.,. ADJUSTED, INSUFFICIENT. I-,,--GST~D~P) 
ADJUST p AND/OR DU4EHSIOH r 
INPUT DATA .AND RERUN 
.: .. 
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"toncllthl~ ' .. W!l.ln ~.:i'":,.h ':'atrereu Cn,n~' 
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FIGURE 3-9 .. ' TYPlCAu·tlOTOR CONFIGURATIONS " 
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Ti'woat and Exi t Di ameters 
THETEX 
r .. ----==~-L 
AN2 
HALF-ANGLE = AN2+THETEX-,...--..;.:- 2 
Conical Nozzle Half-Angle Approximate Bell Nozzle Half-Angle 
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3.6 SAtlPLE INPUT DATA FOR IBH 370 VERSION OF SRB-II 
CONTROL DATA CARDS 
UNPUTl 
























11 .ISS 5 ~98 ,15 
3,70B 5 29b .15 
39.078 5 29d.IS 
8.783 5 29d.15 
1! •• 999 S 298.15 
U.274 
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P~ESS{1)~O.,400 •• 600.,800.,looo.,1800., 
CSTHIl,=SU88.d,S12S.0,5138.1,5147.9,5154.4,SI46.8, 
























1 AlJHO (I) =0. ,0 .~,2. 0 ,"t. 0 ,6.-0~8.1 ,9.0,10 ,0,12.0,14,0., 16.253. 17-. 0, 
























3.7 UNIVAC 1108 CONTROL CARDS 































. The following is a brief description of each control card. Note that 
each card starts in column 1. 
CARD 1 
This is the job control card which contains the account number a , the engineer 
or programmer's name submitting the run b, and the BIN numher c, The explanation 
of the other items on this card may be found in the t,1SFC/Computation Labora-
tory PrograImler Procedures Manual. 
CARD 2 
This card defines the filename (SRBOl) and tape number (29312) which 
contain the SRB-II program. 
CARD 3 




















This card sets up space for the TPF storage area. 
CARD 5 
This card copies into the TPF the SRB-II program. The symbolic, re-locatable, and absolute modules are Gopied. 
CARD 6 
This card sets free the tape unit from which the SRB-II program was read. 
CARD 7 
This card defines the filename (4) and tape number (23810) for the Lewis-Thermo data tape. This card is needeq pnly when the tlLEI1IS > 0 option is used. 
CARD 8 
This card sets UP temporary space on disk tp be used by the BI\TES Module. 
CARD 9 
. Same as Card 8. 
CARD 10 
This card sets up temporary space on disk for the input data (per case) coming in by cards. 
CARD 11 
This card sets up temporary' space on disk into which the IBN module namelist data is to be copled for later·recall. 
CARD 12 
This card sets up temporary space on disk into which the dispersion data is to be copied for later recall. 
CARD 13 


















This card will cause a postmortem dump to be generated after the program 
has been executed in an octal form. If termination occurred normally 
no postmortem dump is taken. 
CARD 15 
This card is used to signal that the end-of-run has been reached. It 


















4.0 PROGRAM OUTPUT 
D2S6~lOO~D~2 
SECTION 4 
A description and identification of SRB-II output is presented in this 
section. Some of the output is standard for a given type of simulation, 
but much of the output capability is optional and at the discretion of 
the program user. A detailed description of the separate outputs is 
presented in the paragraphs that follow. 
SRB-II can utilize three methods of output: 
(1 ) Computer pri ntout 
(2) Magnetic taoes 
(3) Punched cards 
These types of output are disr:us~ed in S,ections 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3, 
respectively. Program error mes~age~ are d~s~ussed in Section 4.4. 
, , 
4. 1 CO~lPUTER PRHITOUT 
4.1.1 Input Data and Initial Values Printput 
The input data and ;pitial values printQ4t are $tandard forms of output 
~Ihich are exercise~ for every SRB-II run. The input data printout dupli-
cates on paper the exact card input which makli!s up the data deck. This 
printout is done on a case-by-case basis; i.e., Fhe data packapes for a 
given case are printed before the other output for that case. The input 
data printout for a given case is identified with the following heading: 
"CARD Ir4AGE OF INPUT DATA FOR CA~E X" 
The initial values printout lists the values for constants, indicators, 
di spersi on 1 imits and inert mass schedul e for the case to be executed. 
Initial values printout format for each case is identified by the 
following heading: 
"THESE ARE THE INITIAL lJALUj:S FOR CASE X" 
4.1.2 t10dul e Data Pri ntout 
t1uch of the printout for SRB-II is grouped by program modules. Separate 
printouts are given for: (1) Bates Specific Impulse, Module, (2) Specific 
Impulse Scaling t4qdule, (3) Contractqr Data Specific Impulse Module, 
(4) Dispersion t40dule, (S) Thrust Scaling Nodule! and (6) Internal. 
Ballistics Module. Data from the Iner~ ~ass Mq~~le ar~ pres~nted 1n 
the Thrust Scql i ng r'iodul e pri nt04i; 01' 'the intl?rnaJ Ball j stic;s f40dul e 
printout. The ReconstrUl;;tion ModulI'! h~~ no separate printout. Data from 
the Dispersion ~lodule are reflelj!tr?Q in the Thi'u~t ~c.alinf1 Module printout 
or !lhe Internal Ballistics Module pi"in~ol!t as well as'the initial print 
generated for dispersions. Data from the Reconstruction Module and the 
Nozzle Submergence and Contqur ~ffec~~ MQdule are reflected in the Internal 
Ballistics Hadule printout. ' 
4-1 
" 










In most cases data from a module are transferred to the Output 11odu1e for the actual execution of the output procedure. The basic printout from each module give5.a definition of each parameter, the appropriate F0RTRAN nomenclature, the units, and the comnuted value for both International System (SI) and English units. 
4.1.2.1 BATES Specific Impulse 11odu1e Printout 
The BATES Isp 11odu1e calculates the "end item" vacuum Isp and chara'cteristic exhaust ve10citv for a "iven solid propellant at a standard operating pressure usinq the Air Force devised BPTES method. Data from this module are printed through the nutput Module with the format shown in Figure 4-1. This is a stannard printout and is obtained each time a simulation is made through this modu1p.. 
4.1.2.2 Specific Impulse Sca1ino Module Printout 
The Isp Scalina f1odu1e calculates the "end item" vacuum Isp and characteristic exhaust velocity for a given solid propellant by emp10yinq methods for determining theoretical Isp, divergence losses, and motor inefficiencies. Data from this module are printed through the nutput f'lodu1e with the format! shown in Fiqure 4-2. This is a standard printout and is obtained each ~ime a simulation is made throuqh this module. 
4.1.2,3 Contractor Data Specific Impulse Module Printout 
The Contractor Data Isp Module calculates the "end item" vacuum ISD and characteristic exhaust velocity for a "iven solid propellant using contractor small motor test data. Data from this module are printed through the Output 11odu1e \'lith the format sho~1O in Fiqure 4-3. This is a standard printout and is obtained each time a simulation is made through this module. . 
4.1.2.4 Thrust Sca1ina l1odu1e Printout 
























THESE ARE THE VALUES FROM THE BATES SPECIFIC Ifl!PUl.SE MODULE 
_ . .."...t.;.." 
. ____ --"PABA..."tE.I.ER --1NIE~~ 11 14~,1,1. ___ ~\&U.SH ____ _ 
BATES TEST ANALYTICAL SPECIFIC IMPULSE, SI8Al(H/S,S) 





_ JlAlES_ Sp-E.CIE..L::......lHeUL5E....n.lYEHGENtL..LOSS.t~''-B.lML5,Ul_,_4J....7ft131 L __ ... _.~~60JU9 _____ _ 
BAlES SPECIFIC IMPULSE HEAT LOSS, 511-0&(M/5,5) 57.355026 5.8485870 
--SATES SPECIFIC IMPULSE .2 PHASE FLOWlOSS, SIL2PBIH/S.S) 53;273849- 5.4324226 
-----BAJE~_ .. NQ -L05S~EC.IEl.C....l &.J.!l~E..L--?.1aNLH1lS1 5 1 ____ ~ . ___ . 2520. 59BI+. .. _ 251,O~1j5!f~-':""_,~ __ _ 
STANOARD-ANALYTICAL SPECIfIC IMPULSE, SIASIH/S.S) 





_ END. I.1Et!.;S.eE~1[lC..l!'l"pJ,!I,..~LPlV.~!iG;t!~EJ.Q.S$ .. $1~QVJiJt-ll~t51 _.f!?15263"' __ 0_ ~ • 6...!~~7~!'-5L ____ _ 
END ITEH_~PECIfIC IMPULSE HEAT LOSS. SIlGE(M/5,SI 
END lTEM SPEC. IJ.fP. 2: PHASE fLO~LoSS, SI.L2PElH/s,SI 
1l.,.29l93 1.1960449 
jB;f665B&'------3" •• "5~3~D'".~2L.-.------
--D.ELl V~ijEtLENQ_UE!i...~PECJ f 1 C I HPU~~ !l!l2.JS1 ___ 2!fBQ ._6t'Lb ~ . __ ~?~ 9.52 •• 4"-___ _ 
OiVERGENCE CORRECTION FOR NOZZLE, ~LAHE 
CHARACTERlSTIC EXAUST VELOCITY, CSTAR(H/S.FT/SJ 
D.D 
1479~BJ"'1' 4855-;ror~ _ 
--.CSlAU.UIlY.f_El..L...CJJillU:JDrr. NO, .1 479S •. f!JJ;:!:, ___________ _ 
CSTAR CURVE flT coEFFICIENT NO, 2 0.954&9534E-Ol 
CSlAH CURVE tIT COEFFICIENT NO, 3 -O.359IJD190E~-Dlt 
FIGURE 4-1 BATES SPECIFIC IMPULSE MODULE SAMPLE PRINTOUT 
t , 





























THESE ARE THE VALUES FROM THE SPECIFIC IMPULSE SCALING ~oDULE 
____ -'-____ .JP"'AP..lJ:!ETER JNTERN,tlJll!:M.t., __ E!(Gl.l§!fL ____ _ 
END ITEM ~N.LYTICAL'SPECIFIC IMPULSE, SIAE(H/S.SJ 2685.7649 213.87183 
. -Ot:.LIVERfoENU--rTEtoI SPECIF'lC IMPULSE. SIDE{H/S.S) 2552.9411 ii;D:5i76-.------
.+_...E.NO_'.J.TEI;Lf.LOIiR!T£.J_\I!llLt~G~S,L.B.~..1.sJ .5Sf;!i!.:,1J9S. ,. ___ J2JO(.,~~:,J _____ _ 
END ITE~ NOZZLE EfFICIENCV, fTANZ 0.97322553 
·DIVER'GENCEcofiHIEll5NFOHNoizLE. CLAHE:. 0.98259217 
___ Ttie.O.JROP.EI.LANI .J:.SlAt1~ AL.P.CAV.f.t ~CSIAR.Z.tt1/S.Jf.USL-lli!i7.,~9D9 ~ __ .. .~_l~", DOOQ __ ' __ _ 
pREDICTED END 11EM CSTAR. CSTARCH/S.FT/S) )441.5955 ~1Z9.6445 
C5jA~--CU~VE·-fTl-COEFficILfNT NO. "i,9T:2bi-7-------------· 
___ cSJ .... 1< .CURVt......f.11J:O'fJJ.jJ;1~HLl'!9, ? Q r9..!:!'!9.2!?,JItE;=Ql 










"" I N 
FIGURE 4-2' SPECIFIC IMPULSE SCALING MODULE SAt4PLE PRINTOUT 
J vJ _ .. J .. __ - -k 
--;--------
f '. ::: ~ " 
--'--~-'--~~ '.-,"~.--.-.--. -.--~--.- .. -
.. ---.--.• --~---~~". ___ ~~.__ .. .+tr ... .:. d,. _. ___ ~_ .. 






_ .. _---_._-," "_._-- ,~ .. ~ -,",- --,,_. ~"" 
;: '\ ~ ;, 
T,HESE ARE THE VALuES FROM THE CONTRACTOR DATA sPECIFIC [t-\PULSE MODULE 
PARAHE1ER INTERNAT'!O'NAL -- 'ENGI:'isH--;-------~ 
CONTRACTOR ANALYTICAL SPECIFIC IHPULSg .. SIACON [H/S,SI 2368.1"J8I ____ 241."t~'!l. ______ _ 
. - E~D; ,ITEI'4 ANALYT!.~.A~,~~~E_C.!.F"It:~[_~P!1_L:~_E.!.:!!IAE. !H!§.,.S(, - 26·e5.7641) . - .. 273.~711l~.:-_- .== ... ~-~~ . 
- OE(.-l VERE£f"ENCi!TEHSPE'C"IF fcl"HPUCSE';:SloTIHI'S,---S',-'-' --25£19". Z9 n 26T~994'B7- ---.... -.-
__ M~B-!!§~LOWRATE, WQ~E-"IK~G~/~S~.~L~""~/"S~)C-______ . ,._2!!H.!.~tt7?_ .... '_ -1~ElJ2·D7~ _____ ._ 
TES} ':tOTOR Fl.OWRATE·, .. ,W02" .[~Gt~.I.!-~H!S)_._~ __ ._ 4.5359230 lO.ODOODO'-~ "--
-E:N[f'"lTEM-mlZZCE"" EfFl·CIENCr;-ETAt1z------------ -_.- d. 9$866221 
_..JEST HQ.~!LNOZ2LE EFfICIENCY, ETANZl _.!!9.~~~?.!~. 
OlVERG~NC~ ~O_RH§:'~VQ~ FO~~~.Q~~L~! -".C_l:AHE __ ~~.::.~=--=~- . 0 •. 'n6.a~~~~ .. 
-ilTVERG'ENC["-CORIlE""cfT01rFORr40Zru......--cCi"H1 0;-98296291 
_J~D_nE~f!!.,...CST"'R.CH/S.fT/S' 14J~.446D_ .. _-..:ulli?5.Q.O ______ _ 
CSrA~ ClJ.RV~:.ftT .COEFFI~gNT""""N~_;.-i--_=-~~=~..:.:~--=.:·~4~74.J672 
. --CST)JrCURV..--rrrCO'EFFTt:IEllONlJ;·~Zr----· O-.9S"46'9S'J4E ... OT--· --------




- ,-'"----_ .. __ ._ .. _-
CONTRACTOR DATA SPECIFIC IMPULSE MODULE SAt·1PLE PRINTOUT 
, 
l~ ___ ~_~___ .. ~~_. _________ . f , 
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SF'~ T'lTAL !o.\ASS FLnWf\IITf, "1FSRI.IH.I[F(Kfi/S, lP"l/SI 
~~M I~'FQT u~~s FL~wRaT~. "I{FIKG/S,LB"'/51 
SFM prrp~LlA'r SPErIFlr {"PULSE, SInF (""5,51 
se'A C;DECIFIC ll-'DUL SF 'IF TNERTS, ~lt ("'IS,S) 
"r.~1 SClrClfIC IMPULSe, SIlPSI (\lIS,S) 
SI:'·, PL(lP~LlM'F "'ASS P;: .... AIN{NG, J.lFfi (KG, Le~) 
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INTF~"~~ TIO"'lAl E'\IGLJS4 
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4.1.2.5 Dispersion Module Printout 
The Dispersion t10dule is used to perturb the Internal Ballistics 
Module input data about the nominal values. These perturbed data 
are used to generate a dispersion prediction from the IBt·1. Output 
for a dispersion prediction consists of the value of the indicator 
NDISP, a dispersion options catalog which lists all available dispersion 
op~ions, the final value of the dispersed variable, and normal IBt1 
er1nts.(Paragraph 4.1.2.6). The Dispersion Module print is generated 
1n the Output t10dule with the format shown iii Figure 4-5. Formats 
shown in Figure 4-5 are standard for dispersion predictions and appear 
in the output of each dispersion case immediately following the initial 
values print. 
4.1.2.6 Internal Ballistics Module Printout 
The Internal Ballistics t'lodule performs an in-depth analytical simulation 
of solid rocket motor performance as a function of time. This module 
has one standard printout and several optional printouts. Each printout 
capability is discussed in the follo~ling paragraphs. 
r'lotor Performance Data Printout: For predictions in which an internal 
bal ilst1CS simulation is performed, a printout of motor performance 
data will be made following each computation time step. A sample 
pri ntout for a 1 arge sol i d rocket motor performance predi cti on for a 
motor with no nozzle submergence is presented in Figure 4-6. The 
standard printout for a motor ~Iith nozzle subm~rgence is identical to the 
one shO\~n in Figure 4-6 with the exception of substitution of data for 
regions A and B for aft-end parameters. A complete printout of motor 
performance data for an internal ballistics simulation. includes this data 
for every program computation time step (see Volume III of this document). 
The computation times are controlled by program inputs. This printout 
is executed by the Output Module. 
Increment Dividinq Plane Data Printout: An optional expanded printout 
cont)'olled by PRTFLG (see Table 3-XXII fo)' definition) is available to 
print additional data for the end sections and mass addition reoions 
between each increment dividing plane (I.b.p;). A mass addition region 
is defined as the region between two increment dividing planes (e.g., 
mass addition region 1 vlould lie between increment dividing planes 1 
and 2). The values printed are the parameters at the downstream plane 
of the mass addition region except for the generated weight flow, m·JDYJT, 
v/hi ch is vlithi n the regi on. . 
LO.P. data are printed with the format lihown ;n Figure 4-7 for :notors 
without nozzle submergence. When the I,D.P. printput option is exercised, 
the data are written below the motor pe)'formance data shown in Figure 4-6 
and corresponds to the same program computatior time as the preceding 
moto)' performance data. This pri nti ng ;s controll edby subrouti ne IBtiYJUT 
of the Internal Ballistics Module. The following list defines tlie parameters 
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FIGURE 4-5 
niESE AHE THE DISPERSION VAl-UES fOR THIS. CASE 
NOISP :.: 15 
NO)SP. 1 + PHOpELLANT DENSITY 
NUISPz 2 PROpELLAN1 DENSlT'Vy-------------------
NDISP. 3 + PRESSURE EXPONENT 
DISPERSED P~R"'METER(S) , 
DE • 0.14060&08E 03 
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IGNITION Tl~E1 TIME IS] 
P~RAMETER aESCRIPTION [UNITS, 
MOl OR PARAHETERSJ 
TOTAL DELJvE~EO THRUST IN,LeF) 
Tal AI.. VACUUM THQUST HhL~F) 
1.0000000 
TH~UST CONTRIbuTION OF INERTS (N,LBr) 
tlELlVEREO TOTAL IMPULSE W*S,LtlFflSI 
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE (N"'S',LBF.SI 
THHUST COEfFICIENT 
GRAH~ UlSCH!nIGE HASS FLOWRATE IKti/S,LBH/S) 
FLOWkATE INTEG~AL IKij,L~M) 
Hlt.RT MASS FLOWRATE U~G/S,LaH/SI 
INERT HASS REHAINWG ,,,,r,, 1..8101 1 
TOTAL aUR~ AH~A IH·.c,IN··ZI 
TOUl PR,OPI:.LLANT vOl.uME IH*·JtlN"31 
PRO;:'E.LLANT MASS R£H.HfllNG [KG,L8M) 
TOTAL GAS "IA!J5 IK.G,l.~HI -
R~TIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS 
MOLECULAR ~EIG~l Of GAS (KG/HOLE.LBH/HQLEI 
CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY IM/S,FT/51 
HUIHUH CHAHtlER HACH NUMBER 
I-II:./.O END PARAMETERSI 
TOTAL PR~5SURE (N/M •• Z,LBF/IN·-Z) 
PRE5SUHE 'INTEGRAL, (tl·5/H-.2 ,LBF -S/IN-.Z) 
~U~N AkEA IM·.2,IN-.ZI 
~UHN RATE IM/S,INtS) 
D I 5 TAt~CE eURN£D (M,J tH 
PROPELLANT VOLUME tH··3,IH··J) 
&A~ VOLUME (M··3.IN··3J 
GAS STATIC TEMPERATuRE IDEG K,DEG PI 
CtLINDRICAL 5ECTION PARAMETERS; 
RADIAL BURN AHEA (H··Z.IN··Z) 
SEGMENT FACE BURN AREA IM·.Z,IN·.Z) 
PROPEl.LANT VOLUME IM-·3,(N-.31 
GAS VOlUHE (H-.3,IH •• 31 
AFT f~D PAR~HETERS; 
TOiAL PRES5UHt.lNOZ ENTI ItI/H"2,LBF/lN"Z) 
PRESSURE IN!EG~AL !N·St~·.21L6F.S/IN •• 2) 
811""~ AREA IH"' Cl 2.Ht"·ZI 
6ukr~ FUT~ IM/SdN/5ECI 
OlSYANCE ~U~NEO (M,IN) 
P~OPELlANT VOLUME IMu'3.t~J"3J 
GAS VOluHE {"i"'3, W·"3 I 
GAS S'TATlC Tf:.HPERATURE (OEI} K,OEG RI 
POUT AREA IH--2,IN--ZI 
NOZZ\..E PAR,\METERSf 
THHOAT J.~EA. (Hu2, It~ •• 2) 
HPAN510N rlAflO 
PRESSURE Rlona 
MI5CElLANEOUS PARAMETERS I 
ANISOTROPIC dURN RATE COEFfICIENT 
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FIGURE 4-6 INTERNAL BALLISTICS MODWLE SAMPLE PRINTOUT OF MOTOR 
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p. T U H ,.P AP WoOT OWDOT OW/DT 
psu. lJEG. R FT/SEc INCHES SQ, IN, LB/SEC LB/SEc LB/SEC 
814.75 6250.28 82:.34 0,023 1lbS.69 55/8.044 1103 1 23 llD9.1t8 b,lS 
8}4.1D 62it 11.82 134.65 0.038 llbS.fl9 5518.35 1802.23 103.11 4.70 
813,04 6249,15 187~D9 0.053 1165.69 55UI.26 2501.13 103.62 4.11 
Bll.!":!1 62",8,25 239.76 0,061 1165.69 5518.17 3199,86 103.45 4.12 
809.96 6247.31 284.93 O.OBO 1165.69 5518.11 3795.64 599.49 3.10 
805.77 b243.HI 429.14 0.121 221.94 3919.n 4004.65 1072.96 1.78 
BOIo.81o 62-42.93 437.09 0.12l 223.19 39~5.31 4136.69 134.27 2.23 
B03.90 6242.68 444.28 0.125 225.63 40~1.42 4269.70 135.28 2.26 
802.9b 6242.103 1t51.33 0.127 221./~B -4118.06 10403.15 136.36 2.30 
802.00 6242.11 458.23 0.129 229.33 4Ids.23 4538.84 137.43 2.34 
801.010 624).93 465.00 0.131 231017 42:.2.93 4674.95 138.50 2.38 
800.08 6241.68 471.64 0.)33 233.02 43~1.17 4812.11 139.58 . 2.l,.2 
799.10 6241.43 418.1" 0.134 234.87 43d\l.93 4950.29 140.65 2.46 
. 798.12 62<41.19 484.53 0.136 236.12. 44:'9.21 5089.50 )41.72 2.50 
797.14 6240.94 4g0.79 0.138 238.56 4529.04 5229.15 142.79 2,51t 
79b.30 6240.13 496.06 0.139 2lto.11t "'5dB.98 5350."'1 122.58 1.91 
lB8.~B 6234.35 631 G 2B 0.179 221.95 J9}9.99 5820.53 228.40 2.82 
781.19 6234014 641.lt8 0.180 22J.8f'. )91:18.64 5951.21 132.70 2.02 
185.79 6233.93 C:.!t5.60 0.182 2ZS.fj3 40~1:l.39 6083.56 134.68 2.32 
784.40 6233.72 649.65 o .la~ 227.77 412d.13 6216.99 135.79 2.36 
7A3.01 6233.51 653.63 o .la4 ~~9.72 Itlt,19.66 6351.49 136.90 2.40 
lSI.b2 6~:;J.31 651.54 0.1115 231.67 1t211.18, 6487.05 }J8.01 2.44 
lAD.Z4 6233.11 b61.39 o .18{1 233.62 43 .. 3.29 6623.68 139.12 2.48 
778.86 b2J2.91 flb5.18 Dol8} 235.57 lt415.99 6761.37 1"'0.22 2.53 
777.49 6232.71 668.91 00188 237.51 1t41:19.21 6900.13 1-41.33 2.57 
776.12 6232.51 672.58 0.189 .:"39."'6 ·-45b3.16 7039.9" 1"2.lt3 2.61 
775.65 6232,44 673.85 0.189 24::1.13 -45~8.60 7088.35 49.05 0.63 
166.57 b223.56 H22.64 0.232 221.92 3919.15 131-4.91t "'67.36 1.78 
7b5.54 6223.43 824.62 0,232 223.71 39d4.12 7445.43 )l2.81 2.31 
764.53 6223.31 826.56 0.233 225.62 40!:lO.B2 1516.79 133.70 2.35 
163.52 b223.18 828.47 0.233 227.46 4}11."'5 1109.16 134.16 2.38 
lb2~51 b223.0b 830.36 0.23ft 229.31 41d4.61 1842.56 )35.82 2."'2 
761.~1 6222.93 832.21 0.234 '231.16 42~2.30 1976,91 136.88 2.45 
760.52 6222.81 834.05 0.235 233.00 43~0.52 B112.I.l 137,93 2.49 
159,54 6222.b9 B35.86 0.235 234.85 43119.21 8248.87 138.99 2.53 
758.56 6222.51 8)1.65 0.236 236.70 "4~8.55 8386.34 140.010 2.56 
151.59 b222.45 839.42 0,236 236,55 ItS.c8.3b 8524.84 141.10 2.60 
756,10 6222.30 B41.66 0.237 2ltOol2 45dB.30 8643,99 Il1.14 1.98 
138.11 6205.15 1059.83 0.299 221.93 3919.51 910B.5f! 0.0 2.72 
139.21 6206.68 1048.92 0.296 224.75 4019.80 9237.64 131.17 2.08 
131.12 6201.57 1038.26 0.293 221.59 41~2.02 9368.69 )33.44 2.38 
131.Z2 6208.41 )OZB.Ot 0,290 llO.lt2 4U5."'8 9501.35 135.09 2.43 
136.12 6209.2:2 t018.15 0.287 233.26 43JO .20 9635.60 136.74 2.49 
73b.22 6209.98 1008.'65 0.294 23b.l0 44.36.16 9771.1t1t 138.39 2.55 
135.72 b210.72 999.50 0.282 238.94 1.t543.38 9908.88 140.04 2.60 
135.21 6211·42 990.68 0.279 2"'1.11 <46~1.84 10047.91 llol.10 2.66 
734.11 6212.09 982.18 0,271 244.61 -41bl.54 10188.54 143,34 2.72 
734,39 6212.50 976.95 0.275 246.41 -4831,61 10278,41 91.64 1.15 
730,<42 6209.95 1009.11 0.284 ..... 48Jl.67 10563.63 290.74 5.52 
INTERNAL BALLISTICS MODULE SAMPLE PRINTOUT OF INCREMENT 





















































TAU RBTa lAUTn 
IN. IN/SEC IN. 
0.223 0.3132 0.223 
0.223 0.31416 0.223 
0.223 0.l143 0.221 
0.223 0.314J 0.223 
0.223 0.31"'1 Dill') 
0.223 0.3140 0.22"\ 
0.222: 0 .. 3136 0.22? 
0.222 0.3135 0.22" 
0.222 0.3134 0.221-
0.222 0.3133 0.222 
0.222 0.3133 O.ll? 
0.222 0.3132 0.22::-
0.222 0.3131 0.22" 
0.222 0,3130 0.22? 
0.222 0.3129 n.22? 
0.222 0.3128 Oi22? 
0.221 0.3127 n .221 
0.221 0.3120 0.221 
0.221 0.3119 0.221 
0.221 0.,J118 0.221 
.0.221 0.3116 0.221 
0.a20 0.3115 0.220 
0.c20 0.3114 0.221) 
0.220 0.3113 0.22r) 
0.220 0.311l 0.220 
0.220 0.3110 0.22:n 
0.22D 0.3109 0.22n 
0.220 0.3108 0.220 
0.219 0.3100 0.219 
0.219 0.3099 O.21Q 
0.219 0.3098 0.21Q 
0.219 0.3097 0.219 
0.219 0.3D96 0.21q 
0.219 0.3095 0.219 
0.219 0.309'" 0.219 
0.219 0.3093 n.219 
0.219 0.3092 0.219 
0,219 0.3091 0.21Q 
0.219 0.l0ge 0.2)q 
0.217 0.3013 0.217 
0.211 0.307J 0,2:17 
0.211 0.3072 0.217 
0.217 O,307Z 0,217 
0.217 0.3071 0.217 
0,211 0.3071 0.217 
0,211 0.3010 0.217 
0.211 0.3070 0.217 
0.211 0.3069 0,217 
0.217 . ... . .... 
-j 
\ 










If the motor being simulated contains slots, data for the variables 
listed above will also be included for each slot in the I.D.P. printout. 
This data are printed for the slot forward and aft interface locations. 
Center of Gravitv and Moment of Inertia Data Printout: When the option 
to calculate propellant center of gravity (C.G.) and moment of inertia 
(i'1.0. 1.) data is exercised, a printout of the data is given below the 
motor performance data for each time step. The C.G. and M.O.I. cal-
culations are controlled by KM0ICG and the printout is controlled by PRTFLG 
(See Table 3-XXII for definitions). This output is generated by subroutine 






GRAIN ROLL tlOI 
(AJPP) 
DESCRIPTION 
Motor center of gravity location from aft tangent 
plane, (M, IN). , 




HEADING (FORTRAN NAME) 
GRAIN XY 1101 (AJBB) 
HEAD END CG (XBH) 
HEAD END ROLL MOl (AJPHED) 
HEAD END XY MOl (AJBHED) 
CYLINDER CG. (CGCYL) 
CYLINDER ROLL MOl (AIPCYL) 
CYLINDER XY MOT (AIBCYL) 
AFT END CG (X.BN) 
AFT END ROLL r40I (AJPNOZ) 
AFT END XY MOl (AJBNOZ) 
D256-10020-2 
DESCRIPTION 
Motor pitch moment of inertia about grain center 
of gravity, (KG-M**2, SLUG-IN**2). 
Head end section.center of gravity from forward tangent plane, (M, IN). 
Head end secti on roll moment of i nerti a about longitudinal axis,(~G-M**2, SLUG-IN**2). 
Head end section pitch moment of inertia about forward tangent p 1 an'e, (KG-f1**2, SLUG- TN**2) . 
Cylindrical section center of gravity location from aft tangent plane, (M, IN). 
Cylindrical section roll moment of inertia about longitudinal axis, (KG-M**2, SLUG-IN**2). 
Cylindrical section pitch momE',nt of inertia about 
aft tangent .p1ane, (KG-r1**2, ULUG-IN**2). 
Aft end section center of gravity from aft tangent plane, (M, INJ. 
Aft end section roll moment of inertia about longitudinal axis, (KG-N**2, SLUG-IN**2). 
Aft end section pitch moment of inertia about 
'aft tangent plane. (KG-M**2, SLUG-IN**2). 
Geometry Tables Printout: An optional printout is available to write Internal Ballistics ~lodu1egeometry tables data. Following the calculations of the geometry tables for the reference plane perimeter and radius of gyration versus burn distance,'and the end sections burn area, center of gravity and moment of inertia versus burn distance are completed, each table is printed if the input NHRTAB is set to1. This printout is obtained prior to the printing of the motor perfOl"manCe time-step data. 

















INPUT DEFINITION SUBROUTINE 
1 
--' 
CKDUMP(l) Time at which KDUMP(7l) will start 
.. -", 
printing KDUMP 1,2, and 3 (SEC). 
CKDU~IP(2) Time at which KDUMP(71) will stop 
printing KDUt·lP 1, 2, and 3 (SEC). ""'.~ 
CKDUMP (3) Time at which KDUI1P(5) will 
printing. (SEC) 
start ... I 
I 
CKDU1~P (4) Time at which KDUMP(5) will stop j pri nti ng. (SEC) 
._) 
KDUMP(l) \'Jrites KDP, III, TIJ, TAUZ(III), ASESUB, ASTSUB, & Jl! 
RBZ(IIJ), P, SUMDV, VF, ASE, AP, HNDSUB I I \'JD\!lT, DHD\!lT. I 
KDUMP(2) Hrites PIN, PD(III), PDPR(IIJ-l), AIBST I PDPR(III), V(III), VPR(III), APHI, 
AP, U. UTMP, \~D\!lTI, 'DHD\!lT, HD\!l1D, I R, T, DELT, III, PDY, TEMP,ACCEL. 
, , Hrites IFLAG, PD(III), PDY, HDIWD, AIBST 
PDX2, PDY2, El, E2. 
Hrites ITER, TX1, TYl, TX2, TY2, AIBST 
TEl, TE2. 
Hrites P, APHI, AP, DELTA, U, R, AIBSUB 
T, lVD\!lTI, lVD\!lT, mJD\!lT, II!. 
\·Jrites SLTFLG, lIS, IS1, IS2, AINCX, SEGSUB 
AINey, AINCH, SCUR(IIS,l), SCUR 
(IIS,2), TSL\!lTF(IlS), TSL\!lTA(IIS), 
III, ZCALC(III). 
\oJrites PH\!lLD, HD~T, HDB, DELLP, SE.Ti''-l 
ptml, \olD, CL~PS, P\!lN, DIS, DISB, 
DEED, PMAX, PH, ANL\!lPS. 
KDUflP (3) Hrites IC\!lUNT, PSA(IIS), PDY, SL\!lT i 
HD0TD, PDX2, PDY2, £1, E2. I 
,)1 
Hrites ITER, TS, T, TX2, Tn, SL~T i • 
TEl, TE2. ~j 





. ......J I !:!:.:. ...... L __ 
- _._--_ .. _- --_. 
- ~~~--. 
1 
0256-10020-2 ~ I 
.~ I 4.1.2.6 (Continued) ') INPUT DEFINITION SUBROUTINE -- i KDUr~p(3 ) Hrites HSL~TI (II S), APF (IIS), UF ';L~T (IIS), P~F(IIS), PSF(IIS), TSF (lIS), PD(IS1), WSL~TD(IIS) J t APA(IIS), UA(IIS), P~A(IIS), 
'Vi PSA(IIS), TSA(IIS), PD(IS2), DWSLTF(IIS), RBSLTF(IIS), ABSLTF 0 (rrs), DWSLTA(IIS), RBSLTA(IIS), 
ABSLTA(IIS), OHDTS(IIS). 
KDUMP(4) I·Jri tes AFP, ASLVR, BVH1, BV1, BV2M, BV2, BV2P, ETA22 , ETA2, LPT~ 
ANGLE, ETA11 , ETA1, BVX, BVXX, I 
\ THV, THSLVV, RSLVRV, TAU, RF, III. $, 
11rites (AL(I),!=l ,4), AL(?), AL(8), SEGSUB AL7, AL8, DWD~T, DW7, DW8, RB7, RB8, AKRT~, TAUT0H1 AKRT0X, TAUT~X, AKRT~M, AKRT~~ N, NN, M, II 1. 
KDUMP(5) ~Jrites ANIB~, ANL0pS, BRN0UT, CKTIME, r~NCHN4 CL0ps, ICHN, IE, IFLAG, III, II.l, 
IIS, IPLANE, IS1, IS2 ,JUMP, KPLANE, KRASUB, KXRSUB, NBACK, NI, NINCPL, NSL0T, NTME, SLTFLG, TH1CK1, TIMCK2, T0FLAG (This dump will also be 
written whenever an error situation 
occurs such that ICHN is set to 5 r. I ; , 
KDUMP(6) 11rites AKRST, DIFAKR, WD~T, DIS, 110, C0NV 
i DEED. 
I Writes PCTAB, DIFAB, HDBT, DIS, loID, C~NV , 1 DEED. 
1 
Writes AP, ALP, AFF, ALPX, ALPY, APX, SEGSUB 1 I APY, AINCW, AINCX, ArNCY, TENP, III. 
KDUr·1P(7} This f1 ag overrides KDU~1P(l), MNCHN4 KDU~lP(2), and KDUf~P(3) settings and prints'these dumps according to the 
. 1 
simu1 ated burning t;imes s)ecified 
'in CKDUNP(l) and CKDUMP(2 . 
, 
1 
. , Burnout Data Printout: When web burnout occurs in any increment dividing P lane, the Internal Ba 11 i sti cs f1odu1 e automati ca lly pri nts' the foll owi ng statement: 














In segmented motors, each time a slot burns laterally through an 
increment dividing plane, the statement below is automatically printed to 
identify the location of the dividing plane: 
LATERAL BURNOUT INCREMENT LOCATION ZCALC(I) = XXXX.XXX 
4.1.3 Miscellaneous Optional SRB-II Printout 
LEWIS Subroutine Printout: The LE\HS Subroutine is a modification of 
the CECIl program developed by NASA Lewis (Reference 3). LEWIS is used 
in all three Isp modules and the Reconstruction Module to calculate 
theoretical rocket performance parameters such as Isp and characteristi: 
Velocity. Printed output from LEIHS is optional in SRB-II and is obtained 
by setting the indicator IRKTOl = 1 (see Paragl'aph 3.4.7). A sample 
printout for the LEIHS Subroutine is shown in Figure 4-8 . 
. IDN~ZL Subroutine Printout: The IDNWZL Subroutine is a modified version 
ot the One-Dlmenslonal Iwo-Phase Flow Loss Computer Program developed 
by Aerospace Corp. (Reference 4). IONWZL is used in the BATES Module 
to calculate the two-phase flow loss for the "er,& item" rocket motor 
and/or the BATES test motor. Output from IDN£lZL ;s optional in SRB-II 
and is obtained by setting the indicator IONPRT = 1 (see Paragraph 3.4.7). 
Extended print for the ION£lZL subroutine is obtained by setting the 
indicator IOBUG = 1. 
The first values that appear in the IDN[ijZL pri,ntout are the NAf1ELIST 
input data values, propellant constants, tolerance limits, the results 
of all initial calculations, and the following calculated nozzle 
parameters are listed: 
XT X coordinate at throat (FT) 
Xl X coordinate of transition point between linear seqment 
and circular seqment of the nozzle upstream of the throat (FT) -
nozzl e radi us at X = Xl (FT) 
X coordinate of transition point between linear seqment and 
circular segment of the nozzle downstream of the throat (FT) 
nozzle radius at X =X2 (FT) 
X coordinate at exit (FT) 
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The followin9 three parts of tabular data are also printed: 
PART 1 OF TABULATED IrlNOZL PRINTOUT: 
The following quantities associated \~ith the "LAG" case are listed as 
















Distance down the nozzle from the end of the chamber (FT) 
r·lach number of the gas 
Gas velocity (FT/SEC) 
Particle velocity (FT/SEC) 
Gas temperature (OR) 
Particle temperature (OR) 
Drag correction factor 
Heat transfer correction fa~tor 
Reynolds number of the particles 
DUg/dx (FT/SEC/FT) 
Enthalpy of the particles (FT**2/SEC**2) 
Surface tension (DYNES/CM) 
Pressure at X (PSIA) 
Area at X (FT**2) 
Radius at X (FT) 
PART 2 of TABULATED IDN\ilZL PRINTOUT: 
The foll owi ng quanti ti es associ ated with the "LAG" case are 1 i sted as 
functi ons of X: 
X Di stance down the nozzl e from the end of the chamber (FT) 
r.1 Hach number of the qas 
A/ATH area ratio 






















Ratio of temperatures 
Vacuum specific impulse, no lag (SEC) 
Optimum specific impulse, no lag (SEC) 
R,il/Rjl'STG Ratio of gas density to stagnation gas, no 1 ag 
P/PSTG Ratio of nressure to stagnation pressure, no lag 
I/IREF(V) Ratio of "LAG" to "NO LAG" vacuum specific imoulses 
I/IREF(f:l) Ratio of "LAG" to "NO LAG" optimum specific impulses 
All of the aforementioned IDN9IZL subroutine printouts ~Iill be written when IONPRT = 1. If IOBUG is also set to 1, then iteration cases of part 1 of the tabulated printout will also be ~/ritten. 
4.2 MAGNETIC TAPE OUTPUT 
The SRB-II program has two optional magnetic tape outputs. These are internal ballistics data tape and the internal ballistics plot taoe. These output options record internal ballistic simulation data on a time step basis and are discussed separately belO\'I. The actual e~ecution of the output is controlled by the Output Module. 
the 
Internal Ballistics Data Tape (I/O Unit 12): This tape will be written when the 1 ndi cato,' NTAPE is set to 1 in the Control Data Package and an' Internal Ballist'/cs Hodule simulation is executed. Values for the following variables will be written after each computation time step: 
(1) Time from ianition (SEC) 
(2) Vacuum thrust (LBF) 
(3) Vacuum total impul se (LBF-SEC) 
(4) Vacuum specific impulse (SEC) 






Head-end total pressure (PSIA) 
Nozzle entrance total pressure (PSIA) 














































Nozzle throat area (IN**2) 
~1aximum combusti on chamber mach number 
Grain discharge mass flowrate (LBM/SEC) 
Propell ant mass consumed (LBt1) 
Propellant mass remaining (LB~1) 
Inert mass remaining (LBM) 
Nozzle exit area (IN**2) 
Nozzle expansion ratio 
Propellant grain center of gravity referenced to the aft 
tangent plane (IN) 
Pitch/yaw moment of inertia (Sl-UG-IN**2) 
Roll moment of inertia (SLUG-IN**2) 
Internal Ballistics Plot Tape (1/(1 Unit l3): This tape Vlill he written 
. when the incl1cator NpL0T 1S set to 1 in the Control Data Package and an 
Internal Ballistics Module simulation is executed. The generated tape 
represents an intermediate step in obtaining hard copy plots. The tape 
can be ,reformatted for use by existing Benson and Lerner or t1SFC SC 4020 
Plot Programs. 
The variablE's written on the plot tape are the same as those listed above 
for the performance data tape and are written in the same order. 
4.3 PUNCHED CARD OUTPUT 
SRB-II has two optional punched card output capabilities. These are the 
booster/mass property data cards and the Internal Ballistics Module 
geometry table cards. 
Booster f4ass Property Cards: Booster mass property cards are punched 
when the indicator NCARD is set to 1 in the Control Data Package 
and an Internal Ballistics r40dule simulation is being executed. Cards 
are punched for each computation time step and contain data for (l) time 
from ignition (SEC), (2) mass of propellant remaining (LBr4) , (3) mass 
of inerts remaining (LBr4) , (4) propellant center of gravity referenced 
to the aft tangent plane (IN) ,(5) propellant moment of inertia in pitch 
or yaw (SLUG- IN**2), and (6) propellant moment of i nerti a in roll (::;LUG-














Inte;na1 Ballistics Module GeometrK Array Cards: After the Internal 
Ball1stlcs Module has calculated t e end section and reference plane 
geometry arrays and plane constants, these data may he punched on cards 
for use'as input in subsequent program runs. ,If these data are available 
as input in the Internal Ballistics Data Packaqe, then the proqram 
calculations for the data are bypassed and program execution time is 
re·duced. NPUTAB is the program indicator which controls output for these 
cards (See Table 3-XIX for definition). When this ootion is exercised, 
the followinq data can be punched in NAMELIST format. Definitions for 
these terms can .be found in Table 3-XIX. 
REFERENCE PLANE DATA 
NGE0(r) 
GE0C0N(I) 



















PM0 INA (I ) ** 
PM0INB(l )** 
RM0INA (I )** 
RM0 INB (1)** 
* - These arrays will not be punched if propell ant center of 
gravitv and moment of inertia calculations are not bein9 
made (KM0ICG = 1). ' 
** _ These arrays will be punched only when a submerged nozzle 
is simulated (NSUBt4G=1). 
4.4 ERROR t1ESSAGES 
The majority of the error messages in SRB-II are self-explanatory. The 
following list oJ error messages require clarification. Messages are 
referenced to the subroutine which generated that message. 
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SUBROUTINE EOLBRM ERROR MESSAGES 
1. "DERIVATIVE MATRIX SINGULAR" - This situation occurs very rarely 
inasmuch as, if sin~ularities in tne matrix sol~tions occur, they 
~enerally occur first in the iteration matrices and the program does 
not get as far as the derivative matrices. However, it is possible 
for the iteration matrix to just barely avoid being sinqular and for 
the derivative matrix to be singular. Hhen this oecurs the above 
message is printed, DLVPT is det equal to -1, DLVTP is set equal to 
1, and the program continues. 
2. "LOH TE~lPERATURE IMPLIES SPECIES SHOULD HAVE BEEN INCLUDED ON AN 
INSERT CARD, RESTART" - this message can occur only for an HP or 
UII problem. It occurs only ~Ihen the omission of an important 
condensed product of reaction causes the prqqram to seek a combustion 
temperature that is unrealistic<;llly lpl" (T < lOOK). Hhen this 
occurs the program skips to the next case, 
3. "PHASES OF A CONDENSED SPECIES ARE OUT OF ORDER" - This statement is 
~Iri tten when the therl\lodynami c <\lata for three or more condensed 
phases of a species are not in a permitted ol'der as discussed in 
Appendix A. After the statement is written, a table of output 
for all completed points is written and program goes to next case. 
4. "SINGULAR MATRIX" - Singularities rarely occur in the course of 
obtaining a matrix solution in GAUSS. Hhen they do occur the proqram 
restarts with new estimates. However, if the singularity occurs 
again even with ne~1 estimates, the above error message is printed 
and control is returned to the main program 11hich starts the next 
case. One possible \'lay to get through this difficulty is to assiqn 
a slightly modified equivalence ratio or off. 
5. "THE TEMPERATURE = (Degrees K) IS QUT OF RANGE FOR POINT (Number)" -
This message is printed l'lhenever the converged temperature for the 
indicated point is outside the temperature range read in on the card 
follo~Jinq the THERMO control card. This temnerature range,.~lhich at 
present is 300 to 5000 K, is the: one over ~Ihich the gas phase thermo-
dynamic data have been fitted. Generally the thermodynamic data can 
be extrapolated a short di stancel1ithout much loss inaccuracy. 
However, to prevent large errors due to extrapolation if TLo\~/1.5 > 
T> 1.25 THIGH, then after the message has been printed, the proqram 

















6. "35 ITERATIONS DID NOT SATISFY CONVERGENCE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE POINT (Number)" - Compositions are typical1y obtained in 3 to 12 iterations. 
The number 35 \'las arbitrarily selected to indicate that if convergence 
has not been reached by that number the problem probably \'Iill not 
converge at all. This situation occurs rarely. Al1 completed po.ints 
up to this point are printed and program goes to the next case. If 
the cause of nonconvergence is not obvious from the output, it is 
recommended that the problem be rerun \'lith intermediate output. 
SUBROUTINE R0cKETERROR f1ESSAGES 
1. "DID NOT CONVERGE FOR AREA RATIO = (Value of area ratio)" - The' 
program permits a maximum of 1.0 iterations to converge to the pressure 
ratio corresponding to the assiqned area ratio. The usual number of 
iterations required is 1 to 5., Present experience indicates that the 
only time the number of iterations \'Iil1 exceed is for an assigned 
area ratio very close to 1 such as 1. <Ae/At <1.0001. This is due 
to the fact that the converged throat condicions do not correspond 
exactly to an area ratio of 1. 
SUBROUTINE SEARCH ERROR MESSAGES 
1. "INSUFFICIENT STORAGE FOR FOLLOWING .(.Number of} SPECIES" - This 
statemer.t sho~/S that for the" chemical system under consideration, 
the program found more possible species in· THERMO data than can be 
accommodated by storages reserved for the thermodynamic data in 
labeled common/SPECES/. This excess number of species is given in 
the error-message. When this situation occurs, the names of the 
possible species are printed and control is returned to the main 
program \'Ihere the next case is read in. 
This situation can be resolved in t\'lO \'lays. First, the program can 
be recompiled \'lith dimensions increased to accommodate the excess 
species. Secondly, ~MIT cards can be used to eliminate the required 
number of excess species. 
The program is currently dimensioned for 115 species which has been 
found adequate for all problems calculated to date. 
SUBROUTINE HCALC ERROR MESSAGES 
1. "REACTANT (r;umber) IS NOT IN THERMO DATA" - Enthalpies can be calculated 
by the program only for those reactants that are also included as 
reaction species in the, thermodynamic data. The error messaqe is 



















2. "REACTANT TEMPERATURE OUT OF RANGE OF THERMO DATA" - Subroutine 
HCALC permits calculation of thermodynamic data for reactants for 
temperatures that extend up to 20 percent beyond the temperature 
range over which the data have been fitted. 
SUBROUTINE LEHIS ERROR MESSAGES 
.1. "ERROR IN LEHIS INPUT CARD. CONTENTS BELOH" - This message indicates 
a keypunching error in a control ~ard, a missing control card, or 
an extraneous card. The entire contents of this card are ignored 
by the program. 
2. "ERROR IN REACTANT CARDS" - This is due to an error in a chemical 
symbol ~ ch as the symbol not being left-adjusted or not included 
in BL0CK DATA. Program skips to next case. 
SUBROUTINE ENDCSB ERROR MESSAGES 
1. "ALPHA E MAX TOO SHALL" 
MlEr-1 is input negative or zero. 
2. "REl TOO LARGE" 
Nozzle opening diameter is greater than case diameter • 
. 3. "INVALID BETA E" 
Ellipse ratio must be 1.0 ~ .01. 
SUBROUTINE SCI ERROR 11ESSAGES 
1. "TDMAX GREATER THAN TAUM" l1aximum burn distance in fore-head 
is greater than that for forward tangent plant. 
SUBROUTINE GAMA2S ERROR MESSAGES 
1. "NEGATIVE HEAD END HEB FRACTION Increase size of BTME. 
SUBROUTINE AIBST ERROR MESSAGES 
1. "ICOUNT = X X ITERATION FOR INCREMENT DISCHARgE PRESSURE ... " 
This commenCusual1y indicates a data error; however, it 
is possi b1 e for convergencl! fail ure in parti ~ul ar cases 
where the port-to-throat ratiq OS 1e~s than 1.10. 
2. "ITERATION FOR INCREMENT X X Di[$CHARGE T~MPERATURE ..•. n 
See (1) above. Also, frequentl!! indic~tes a c* input va1~e 
\~hi ch is not suffi ci ently consistentwl th burn rate equatlon 


















SUBROUTINE SETPH ERROR MESSAGES 
1. "AT = xxxx.xxx, THROAT AREA GREATER •.•••• " The throat area 
is too large to maintain sonic flow; decrease throat diameter. 
This comment is frr110wed by the relevant nozzle and discharqe 
parameters. 
2. "ITERATION FOR NOZZLE PRESSURE RATIO ••••• " Failure at 
this point generally indicates an input. error. 
SUBROUTINE TISUB ERROR MESSAGES 
1. "SLOT NUMBER X X HAS BURNED INTO •••• " ~Jith anisotropic 
burning it is-possible for the slot face to burn into 
the fore-head section; relocate slot or modify burn rate. 
SUBROUTINE LIN ERROR MESSAGES 
1. "THE INDEPENDENT ENTRY IS ABOVE OR BELOH THE TABLE" "TABLE NO. = N" -
The dependent variable is out of the range of XTABLE. The suhroutine 
LIN is called from a subroutine with the table numher N in the 
ca 11 statement. The program wi 11 stop ~Ihen thi s error occurs. 
SUBROUTINE XLIN ERROR MESSAGES 
1., "X IS OUT OF RANGE IN XLIN" - This error statement may be generated 
on ly from ca 11 sin the IBM modul e. The program wi 11 conti nue after 
this message. The independent variable that is returned from XLIN 
after this'message is issued will be unpredictable. 
SUBROUTINE IDNllzL ERROR MESSAGES 
1. "THE VALUE COMPUTED FOR GAMMA IS NOT \1ITHIN THE LIMITS (1.0, 1.7). 































THERMO DATA (FORMAT AND LISTING) 
I1SFC TAPE 23810 
CONTENTS F.ORt4AT 
THERMO* 3A4 
Temperature ranges for 2 sets of 3F10.3 
coefficients: lowest T, common T, 
and hi ghest- T* 
Speci es name 3A4 
Date 2A3 
Atomic symbols and formul a 4(A2,F3.0) 
Phase of species (S, L, or G for Al 
solid, liquid, or gas, respectively) 
Temperature range 2F10.3 
Integer 1 Il5 
Coefficients al(i = 1 to 5) in equa- 5(E15.8) 
tions (90) to 92) (for upper temp-
erature interval) 
Integer 2 IS 
Coefficients in equations (90) to 5(E15.8) 
(92) (a?, a7 for upper temperature 
i nterva , and al , a2' and a3 for lower) 
Integer 3 15 
Coefficients in equations (90) to (92) 4(E15.8) 
\a~, as' as' a7 for 1 ower ~emperature 1n erval) 
Integer 4 I 120 
Repeat cards numbered 1 to 4 in cc 80 
for each speci es 
END (Indicates 
data )' 





1 to 6 
1 to 30 
1 to 12 
19 to 24 
25 to 44 
45 
46 to 65 
80 
1 to 75 
80 
1 to 60 
80 
80 
1 to 3 
aGaseous species and condensed species with only one condensed phase 
can be in any order. HO~/ever, the sets for two or more condensed 
phases of the same species must be adjacent. If there are more than 
two condensed phases of a species, their sets must be either in in-
creasing or decreasing order according to their temperature intervals. 








APPENDIX A (CONTINUED) 
JOO.ooo 1000.000 5000.000 
IUS) JI2/A';IL 10 00 00 O~ 100.000 ~lJ.0110 
o. o. o. o. o. 
o. O. 0.22P5AhOIF 01 O.?S~hlfi9Af-O~ 0.~~q~jq4?F-nh 
-0.44923993E-06 0.JMJ4H.AhE-II-0.17P500l9f 01-U.lOOl~7~1~ o~ 
lUll Jl2/ASAL 10 00 00 Ot 9l1.000 SOI,,).OllO 
0.381A5052F 01 O. O~ O. O. 
-0.961IbH44E 02-0.115IS952E O? 0.3AIA.OSPF 01 O. O. 
U. o. -0.9011 "H44F 0;>-0.17'5 J Q95?F o? 
IL JI2/A,AL 100 000 000 OR 100.00U SOOO.OOO 
0.25450650E 01-0.75IS1SI?E-04 0 ••• fi7411~E-07-0.1404'19qF-IO O.J~?14?A~F-J4 
0.3S49A9STF 05 0.S3100P,oE 01 0.~IQ649P3F OJ-0.l?4hA49'F-111 0.2n7'lJJhF-D~ 
-o.IS4B77A9F-08 0.4l1A'442E-l? 0.3H4Sfil00F 0, 0.411h,42AF 01 
IL- J 6/0,AL IE -100 000 0C; 3110.0110 <;OOU.O,", 
0.?513A516E 01-0.29077490E-04 0.2D~04JIIRf-07-0.'Q4Aq'7MF-JJ O.A?O~UHfiOF-J' 
0.10aS961bE 06 0.l7023323E 01 0.2500A7S~r· 01-0.44114947E-0' 0.J(I)',HOfilf-07 
-0.9791~340E-II 0.33M9432MF-14 O.IOAfiOlnQf Ob O.177449fi9E 01 
ALRO~ J 6/6ML lR 10 200 0(; 3110.000 ~nO().lIoo 
0.7172?99SE 01 0.297A0741E-0?-0.12411107f-0~ O.?~IRA77qf-n9-0.1AO.l?OAF-l1 
-0.676~36B2E 05-0.9Q949242E 01 O.230R7?J4~ 01 0.IARQOS1Vf-UI-0.?Oh'J34RF-04 
0.102S1324f-07-0.ln9412H3E-II-O.664A?ln7E OS 0.144h1n14F U? 
ALCL J 6/70~L Ir.L 10 00 ~C; ~OO.OOO ~1I00.tlOO 
0.4J,632S4E 01 0.214AI03AE-O~-O.n341M3nlE-07 0.T710n?BQF-ll 0.14<;nJ444F-l~ 
-0.753426411F. U4 0.24319991E 01 0.3340Ab12E 01 U.414?,0·JA' -0?-O.nl',nJ5R"F-0' 
0.429091"3E-08-0.106214H2E-ll-0.71?09b07E 04 0.73?'?4?R! 01 
ALC!.- J A/70AL lr.L IE -10 OC; 100.000 SOIlO.OOO 
0.437S4SA5E-Ol 0.IAI69186E-03-0.4AS04~90F-07 0.IJOl~13?~-11-0.19qn~01AF-J5 
0.10IAI?02E+06 0.30944625F.oOl 0.33ftS9977f+ol 0.4149nlA4F-0~-O.A5~."5~)F-05 
0.45906177F-OB-0.II9J6~24E-ll 0.IU201517EoOfi 1I.7961fi46AF.-Ol 
ALCLF J 9/64AL lCL IF 100 Or, '300.000 Sootl.oon 
0.6459A8fi1F 01 0.S98JO~7!E-Ol-0.256A?IJIE-06 0.4R6q'724F-IO-0.14D~j629~-J4 
-0.62463694E 05-0.3372419IE 01 0.35RI94?IE 01 0.IJ40'~79E-OI-0.J<;4M6?RF-04 
0.93919221E-08-0.20431~34E-II-0.6IR39n41F OS 0.1071~370E 02 
ILCLF2 ~ 9/64AL ICL IF 200 OC; 300.000 .5000.0011 
0.~9238B43E 01 0.11946919E-0~-O.51'14910F-Ofi 0.qA?04AA?F-IO-0.nAq~14nnf-14 
-0.122500A4E 06-0.15879099E 02 0.42?18325f 01 0.IAlh732JF-01-0.231~9617F-04 
0.13307S95E-07-0.26426994E-l1-0.12144555F Oft 0.7106A41l2E 01 
ALCL2 J 9/64AL leL 200 000 on 300.nou 5000.000 
0.66933063, 01 0.33723139E-Ol-0.1412IRR2f-Oft O.?fiAJA10IE-lo-0.IA5J21nOF-14 
-0.39A36262f 05-0.3Bl?19URE 01 0.431ft146AF 01 0.QqS617?6E-n2-().J~u.943J'-04 
O.1027273SE-07-0.2b037172E-II-O.39lhI237F O~ 0.1~]"?4J7E 01 
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..... 
ALCl){L1 J b170 .t 1. CL 3. 0 O. 0 O. t t,65.700 3000.('00 1 I 
0.1':10116(1134('+02 O. O. O. O. < ! 
-O.H'j6D 1 n .H+O~ -0.65211}45Sl'+02 O.150960B4(r02 O. O. 
o. o. -0. B5f:61733E+os -O.I.~21 0) ft!:o SE +02 4 
Hell J 6170 At 1. Ct 3. 0 O. 0 O. G ,1]0.000 5000.COO 1 
O.'Jlt30,q40r:.~01 o .t34bIIEl!:lE-0J, -0.71114537E--Ob 1).~.:!'12211BE-IO -0. Jb'jS,?'-l':i)f- -14 2 1 
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CURVE FITTING EQUATIONS FOR DERIVING SRB-II INPUT DATA 
A substantial savings in computer time may be realized by using the 
program options to input curve fitted data for output from the analytical 
simulation models rather than executing the programs themselves. Ex-
amples of these input data are CSC0EF(1), (2), and (3) for the 
theoreti cal c* simul ati on derived from the LEIHS Subrouti ne; and AK( 1), (2), and (3) for theoretical vacuum Isp versus expansion ratio at 1000 
psia derived from the LEiJIS Subroutine. The c* curve fit coefficients 
are derived automatically in the Isp modules but the vacuum Isp curve 
fi ts are not'. Thus, it is necessary for the user to exerci se a curve 
fitting procedure in order to obtain the necessary coefficients for the 
input data. 
Least Squares Second Order Fit 
If we choose to represent a set of data (Xi, Yi), where i = 1,2,3, ••• ,n, 
by the same relationship y = f(x), containing r unknown parameters al' 
a2,a3""'~' and form the deviations as 
vi = f(Xi) - Yi 
Then the sum of the squares of the deviations 
S ~ ~ v· 2 ; ~ [f(xi) - Yil2 
. 1 1 . 1 1= 1= 
is clearly a function of al ,a2,a3, ••• ,ar • We tan then determine the a's to that S is a minimum. 
Now if S(al ,a2,a3,'" ,ar ) is a minimum, then at a point in question 
2L = 0 ~ = as as 
aal ' aa2 0, aa3 = 0, ••. , aar = 0 (1) 
The set of r equations, (l), called normal equations, serve to determine 
the r unknown a's in y = f(x). This particular "best-fit" criterion is 
known as the principle of least squares. 
Now for a second degree polynomial fit. 














APPENDIX B (CONTINUED) 
avo avo avo 2 1 _ 1 1 - X 1 - x 
aa
l - 'aa2 - i' aa3 - i 
Since the normal equations for a polynomial take the form 
n 
E V. av i 
i = 1 1 a a" = 0, k = 1,2,3 
The normal equations are 
Collecting the coefficients of aj 
n ' n 2 n 
na l + ( EX.) a2 + ( EX. ) a3 = E y. i=l 1 i=l 1 i=l 1 
n n 2 n 3 n (.E x1·)al + ( EX. )a2 + ( EX. )a3 = E x.y. 1=1 i=l 1 i=l 1 i=l 1 1 
n 2 n 3 n 4 n 2 ( EX. ) al + ( EX. ) a2 + ( EX. ) a3 = EX. y. i=l 1 i=l 1 i=l 1 i=l 1 1 




= (EXEy_nEXY)(EXEx2_nEx3)_(Ex2Ey_nEX2Y)[(Ex)2_nEx2] (5) 











APPENOIX B (CONTINUEO) 
(~XEY - nExy) - a3 (EXEX 2 - nEx3) 
[(EX)2 - nEi] 
NOTE: All E in equations (5), (6), and (7). are from i=l to nand 
variables x and yare subscriptedi • 
Equations (5), (6) and (7) may be used to derive the required 
curve fit coefficients. 
In cases whi ch requi re a semi -log to the base e curve fit (AI(( 1 0, (11), 
and (12)), the value of loge (y.) should be substituted in equation 
(5), (6) and (7) for Yi' . 1 
1)- "3 
, -j 
(6) 
(7) 
